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SUMMARY

This Thesis deals with subjects in quantummechanical scattering
theory and some aspects of the quantum mechanics of bound states.
The emphasis is on nuclear physics problems. The results, however,
are often applicable in a more general context too. The so-called
adiabatic approximation plays a central role. It is sometimes
introduced to simplify the description of the collision between two
systems with internal degrees of freedom. Classically speaking,
the approximation can be applied if one or more of these degrees of
freedom vary slowly. A closely related approximation is well-known
in molecular physics (adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation) and
in the theory of bound states of protons and neutrons in nuclei
(Nilsson-model). In the case of scattering the approximation is
sometimes referred to as "sudden approximation" from the point of
view of the sudden perturbation of the internal degrees of freedom
by the collision.
a) The theory of the adiab.atic approximation has been examined
more closely; in particular, using two one-dimensional models, an
attempt has been made to get an impression of the conditions of
validity of the adiabatic approximation.
b) The adiabatic approximation for a nucleon bound to a rotating
nucleus neglects the "Coriolis" coupling. The relation between this
nuclear Coriolis coupling and the classical coriolis force has been
examined.
c) The adiabatic approximation for particle scattering from an
axially symmetric rotating nucleus based on a short duration of the
collision, has been combined with an approximation. based on the limitation
of angular momentum transfer between particle and nucleus. In this
thesis the main emphasis is upon this subject. Numerical calculations
pertaining to a number of scattering processes for spin 0, J/2 and
1 particles demonstrate both the validity and the practical usefulness
of the new combined method compared with the more usual coupled-channel
calculations. In connection with this "few-states adiabatic approximation" a
simple explanation is given for the behaviour of S-matrix elements
for particles with high angular momentum projections on the nuclear

symmetry axis. Furthermore, a possible explanation is given for an
asymmetry phenomenon observed in the calculated S-matrix elements.
d) The concept of time duration for quantummechanical collisions
has been studied. A "spin-clock" Gedanken-experiment proposed by Baz'
leads to expressions for the time duration which differ from
generally accepted expressions. The origin of the discrepancies
has been found. Besides the extension of this Gedanken-experiment
to wave packets, attention has been paid to some general aspects
which also play a role in other studies of time duration.
e) The collective description of permanently deformed nuclei
has been studied more closely. Choosing the rotating frame in a
somewhat unusual way a more satisfactory description of the rotational
and vibrational degrees of freedom has been obtained.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND SIMPLE MODELS

1.1

Introduction
Making approximations is in general unavoidable to obtain

solutions for realistic physical problems. Even for problems which by
modern computational means can be solved exactly, the introduction
of approximations may be very helpful to gain physical insight. In
both respects, the so-called adiabatic approximation has shown to
be of great importance in the quantummechanical theory of collisions
and bound states.
In the first part of this chapter we shall give a brief
introduction to the adiabatic approximation both for bound states
and scattering, give a short description of the subjects dealt with
in this thesis and present some motivation for looking into them.
Described in classical terms the adiabatic approximation applies
when one or more degrees of freedom involved vary so slowly compared
to the remaining ones that the dynamics of the "slow" degrees of
freedom have no influence on the remaining degrees, in the sense
that the behaviour of the "rapid" part of the system may be
calculated for each value of the "slow" coordinates separately. We
denote the coordinates of the rapidly changing degrees of freedom by
the single symbol x and those of the slow degrees of freedom by a.
In a quantummechanical context the adiabatic approximation amounts
to a replacement of the type
H(x,<l/iix,a,a/aa)

~

H(x,a/ax,a)

( 1. I)

by neglecting a part of H containing 3/aa or replacing it by a
constant, when calculating the x-dependent part of the total wave
function. Since 3/iia is essentially the momentum operator P

a

canonically conjugated to a, the replacement (1.1) means that the
new H no longer depends on Pa. Note that the classical Hamilton
equation

3

a = aH/aPa

(1.2)

- o

then illustrates that, classically speaking, the dynamics of the slow
«-degrees of freedom are neglected. Note that ()/'ila

and S/'ilx

and

(1.2) may stand for an aggregate of differential operators and
Hamilton equations, respectively.
The earliest applications of the quantummechanical adiabatic
method were connected with systems consisting of bound particles.
From the field of molecular physics, the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic
approximationl for the total wave function of a molecule is wellknown. In this approximation possible eigenstates of the total
electron-system are calculated for each fixed nuclear configuration:
it is assumed that the electron eigenfunctions adjust themselves to
the instantaneous nuclear configuration without making transitions.
In this approximation it is essential that the nuclear configuration
varies slowly compared to that of the electrons.
The principle of this approximation can simply be described as
follows. Consider a particle with mass m bound to a system of which
the coordinates belonging to the internal - i.e. excluding the centreof-mass motion of the a -system - degrees of freedom are denoted by a •
The particle stands for the electron system and the a -system stands
for the total system of nuclei in case of a molecule. We are interested
in the wave functions t(; ,a)

corresponding to bound states of the

total system. The Schrodinger equation reads

[-

t2m a+
2

....

where r

'il
....
] ....
Hint(a,'ila) + V(r,a) t(r,a)

=E

....
t(r,a),

(1.3)

is the position of the particle relative to the a -system

centre-of-mass,

/J.

is the associated Laplace operator, and H. t(a .. 'il/'ila)

1n

is the Hamilton operator corresponding to the internal motion of the
a-system in absence of the particle and V is an interaction term •

....

We change from the symbol x into r in order to make the notation
similar to that in the three-dimensional scattering problem to be
discussed shortly. For convenience, the free centre-of-mass motion of
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the total system particle + a-system is left out of consideration.
Now, suppose that in classical terms the coordinates a vary
slowly relative to the coordinates of the particle and consider the
adiabatic approximation. For each "frozen" value of a the wave
functions V (!;a) of the particle which obey the Schrodinger
n

equation
( 1.4)

and the usual bound-state boundary conditions, are calculated.
Generally, the energy eigenvalues E (a) depend on a • They are treated
n
as an additional potential energy for the slow a-system. For the asystem the Schrodinger equation
E •

[ H.1nt(a.-aa
a ) + En (a) ] tPI n1• (a)

'~'

• (a)

n1 1n1

(I. 5)

is solved. The energy eigenvalue for the total system is approximated
by Eni and the total eigenfunction by a product wave function:
~

ad"*
(r,a) = 'fn1. (a)

+

(1.6)

n (r;a)

'I'

It can easily be seen that the approximation (1.6) amounts to
neglecting
{1.7)

in the Schrodinger equation (1.3). Sometimes one includes 2 a term
(r;a)
I'I'•+
n

+

+

.

H. t(a, 3/aa} 'I' (r;a) dr • An 1mportant part of (1.7} is
1n
n
thus taken into account in the approximation (1.6).
In section 1.2.3 the Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation will
be illustrated in the context of a simple one-dimensional model.
In nuclear physics the adiabatic approximation has played an
important role in the development of the so-called unified model of
Bohr and Mottelson3• 4 •
The atomic nucleus is built up out of nucleons. A class of nuclear
properties can be explained in terms of motions of individual nucleons.
A model which has proven to be particularly successful in this context
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is the shell model5,6, In this model each single nucleon is supposed
to move in an average sphericallysymmetric potential caused by the
remaining nucleons.
There are also a number of nuclear properties which can be
understood in terms of motions of the nucleus in its entirety, the
so-called collective motions. In the collective nuclear model3,
collective coordinates describing the shape and orientation of the
nuclear surface are introduced as dynamic variables. The nucleus is
allowed to perform rotations and/or vibrations 7 • 8 • In case of
vibrations the nuclear surface changes its shape while in case of
rotations it changes its orientation in space.
Many nuclei show both collective and single-particle aspects.
This made Bohr and Mottelson introduce a unified nuclear model in which
a synthesis was brought about between the shell model and the collective
model. One or more "valence" nucleons (sometimes "holes") move in a:
smeared-out potential caused by the remaining nucleons considered as
a whole, the so-called core. The dynamical variables are the collective
coordinates of the core and the coordinates of the valence nucleons.
In this model the atomic nucleus shows a great similarity with the
molecule: the electrons are replaced by the valence nucleons and the
aggregate of nuclei is replaced by the core. A simple version of the
unified model is the rotator-particle model. This model consisting of
a particle coupled to an axially-symmetric rigid rotator is frequently
used to provide an approximate description of permanently deformed oddA nuclei. Identifying the collective core with the aggregate of the

remaining nucleons is not essential. Sometimes it is interpreted to
represent the collective properties of the nucleus as a whole. An
extreme version of the unified model in this sense is the Nilsson
model 9 • 10 in which, in addition to the collective degrees of freedom
of the nucleus, the degrees of freedom of aU nucleons are taken into
account. The wave functions of all individual nucleons are calculated
under the assumption that they move in a permanently deformed axially
symmetric potential.
The unified model derives much of its usefulness from the validity
of the adiabatic assumption as a reasonable zero-order approximation:
the collective nuclear motion is slow compared to the motion of the
individual nucleons. This does not imply that non-adiabatic effects
are always negligible. In chapter II we shall discuss non-adiabatic
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effects in odd-A nuclei on the basis of the rotator-particle model 11 •
A term in the rotator-particle Hamiltonian which causes the particle

wave functions as seen in a frame fixed to the rotator to depend on
the rotational state of the nucleus as a whole, is the

••i.j"

term. For this term the name "Coriolis-coupling" term is al·•··Jst
universally employed by nuclear physicistsl2-1 4 • In chapter ll we
shall go into the physical meaning of this term and its relation with
the classical Coriolis force.
The adiabatic approximation may also be used in the quant~
mechanical description of the collision between 'two systems of which
one or both have internal degrees of freedomlS-21. In this situation
the adiabatic approximation applies when the coordinates of one or
more internal degrees of freedom vary slowly, both relative to the
motion of the colliding systems as a whole, as well as to any
remaining internal degrees of freedom. The slow degrees of freedom
are supposed to be "frozen" during the collision. In a classical
picture the bound-particle situation seems to be quite different from
that in case of colliding systems. In the former situation the
interaction is acting permanently while in the latter situation the
interaction acts only temporarily. In these cases, however, the
quantummechanical treatment of the adiabatic approximation shows
similar aspects.
Once again, let us consider the particle with mass m and the a system. Now, the particle is a projectile and the a -system is a
scatterer. The interaction potential is supposed to have a finite
range.
The bound-state wave functions are to be replaced by scattering2 2,23
wave functions. The role of the wave function ~(~;a)
n

is now taken over by a frozen -a
behaving at infinity as

'¥k

in (1.4)

scattering wave function ~+(~;a)
k

,+ +

e~k.r + f(61j>;a) e ikr

+

(r;a)
r+oo

( 1.8)

r

i.e.asymptotically an incident plane wave with wave vector1 and a
radially outgoing wave with amplitude

f(8'i>;a)

• The scattering

amplitude is a function of the spherical angles o£1 and depends
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parametrically on a • The energy E (a) in (1.4) has been replaced
2 2

n

by Ek= h k /2m

. The wave function (1.8) can be obtained from the

exact Schrodinger equation by replacing H.
by a constant
1nt
e = E - Ek
• Note that in contrast to the bound-state situation,
the energy eigenvalue belonging to a scattering wave function can be
chosen a priori. The role of the wave functions
taken over by the wave functions
of the internal Hamiltonian H.

1nt

~.(a)

\1

•

1n1

(a)

in (I .5) is

, which are eigenfunctions

l.

with energy eigenvalue E.

. Here

1

and in the following we assume that the model Hamiltonian H.

l.ttt

possesses only a discrete spectrum. Furthermore, the wave functions
~

i (a) are assumed to form a complete orthonormal set of eigen-

functions.
Let us now consider a collision where the projectile with

tik:.1

momentum

approaches the

initial state 'fi(a)

a -system which is in a particular

• The exaat stationary scattering wave function

describing this collision is required to have the following behaviour
at infinity:
'!'

k.i
1

(~,a)

---4-e

ik1.. ~

L

'fi(a) +

i'

r+oo

,<

E

is a positive real wave number determined by E='h k~ 1 /2m +Ei''
2

Here ki'

The adiabatic approximation to this exact solution reads
+

'!'

k.i
1

where

k

(r,a)""'"' '!'

ad

ki

+

(r,a)

= '!'

+

k

is chosen parallel to

(r;a)

'f

(a) ,

(I. I 0)

i

k.1. : k = k.1

k/k .• Like (1.8), the
1

wave function (1.10) is a solution of the exact Schrodinger equation
in which H .

1nt

energy Ei

is replaced by e • If

E

is taken to be equal to the

of the initial internal state, k equals k i

and the plane-

wave parts of (1.9) and (1.10) become identical. In principle,
however, e may differ from the initial internal energy : it even
seems preferable to choose it equal to some mean energy value of the

'f i eigenstates coupled in significantly during the scattering
process.
Using (1.8) and expanding the adiabatic wave function (1.10) in
~he
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set of internal states, we find

'I'

ad

ki

+

(r ,a) r +

e
m

ik.~

If·1 (a) +

\ [J'f·•

1..

i'

1

(a)f(6$;a)'f'.(a)da

1

1

]r

e ikrlf•t(a).
1

(1. ll)

This expression clearly shows that in the adiabatic approximation
transitions of the

a -system can be described even though the

kinetic energy of this system has been neglected.
In the second part of this chapter we illustrate the adiabatic
approximation, making use of a simple one-dimensional scattering model.
In this thesis our main interest concerns the application of the
adiabatic approximation in the context of scattering processes,
especially nuclear scattering processes. We confine ourselves to
projectile energies lying roughly within the range of cyclotrons.
The adiabatic approximation then implies some important
restrictions, arising from the requirement that the internal degrees
of freedom should change sufficiently slowly. This condition is then
not satisfied by individual target nucleons but it may be fulfilled
by collective nuclear degrees of freedom. This implies a restriction
to the collective description of (in)elastic scattering: in the
Hamiltonian of the target nucleus as well as the interaction between
target nucleus and projectile, only the collective degrees of freedom
occur. As a consequence, processes in which constituting particles
are transferred, the so-called stripping and pick-up reactions as
well as exchange contributions to the (in)elastic scattering are
excluded. The above-mentioned restrictions are not essential: the
introduction of additional particle degrees of freedom, not treated
adiabatically, is possible.
A further restriction concerning the possible nuclear models
arises from the fact that generally it is necessary to calculate the
adiabatic wave function for each value of the collective coordinates
a separately. In contrast to the case of a vibrator, for a rotator
it is sufficient to calculate the adiabatic wave function for only
one value of

a

• Intermediate results from such a calculation can

then be used to obtain the solutions for all orientations of the
nucleus. In this procedure, simple transformations between bodyfixed coordinates and laboratory coordinates are involved 1 6,
If a method would be developed which enables one to reduce the
number of a values for which the adiabatic wave function is to be
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Regions of the nuclear species where deformed nuclei

with S-decay lifetimes longer than 1 min are observed (shown
by shaded regions). The representation is in the N~Z plane with
the magic numbers indicated.(Taken from ref. 31).
calculated, the adiabatic treatment of vibrations would be feasible
too. This does not exclude the possibility of treating the vibrational
degrees of freedom in a non-adiabatic manner. Like the introduction of
additional particle degrees of freedom, such an extension of the
adiabatic method is possible.
The above-mentioned considerations led us to study the (in)elastic
scattering of projectiles from permanently deformed nuclei which can
be described by a rotator model or rotator-particle model. In the
latter case we consider only rotational excitation. It should be noted
that this is precisely the situation where the adiabatic approximation
is most useful: the probability of rotational excitation is relatively
large and this implies the inclusion of many rotational states and
therefore requires extensive calculations if no additional
approximation is introduced (see chapter Ill).
In the Z-N-plane of fig.J.l (Z =number of protons, N =number
of neutrons) the areas in which permanently deformed nuclei occur
are represented schematically by circles. Within the set of stable
and almost stable nuclei(lifetimes longer than one minute) four areas
can be distinghuished (dark areas). The nuclei within the areas Ill
and IV can be adequately described by the rotator model or the
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rotator-particle model. For nuclei within the areas I and II many
successful applications of these models have been published too(see
ref. 13, p.430) although non-adiabatic effects are here more
important due to the relatively small moments of inertia, i.e.
higher angular frequencies. Recent investigations indicate that more
56
and more nuclei show a rotator-like behaviour, for instance
Fe and
58
Fe (see ref.24).
It seems of interest to give some indication of the kind of
information which can be obtained from an analyzis of rotational
excitation. Let us consider an even (Z)-even (N)" nucleus with an
axially symmetric shape, invariant under reflection with respect to
a plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The surface of such a
nucleus can be described as given in fig.2a. The coefficients of the
spherical harmonics YA (e)
are called shape parameters or
0
deformation parameters.(Since the spherical harmonics Yim(e~)
m = 0 are independent of

~

, the argument

41

for

is left out for

simplicity).For an almost pure quadrupole deformation with B > 0
2

the nucleus looks like a sigar (prolate deformation). If B < 0

2

the nucleus looks like a discus (oblate deformation). In addition,
a positive (negative)

a4

deformation tends to make the cross-

section of the nuclear shape in fig. 1.2a "rhombic" ("square").

---------r-----6+

a)

---.-t--+-----

2+

____J.l___l.._____!..___

0+

b)

Fig.1.2 a) Surfaae of an a:t:iaUy symmetPia defamed nuateua,
invariant under re{Zeation with respeat to equatoPial plane.
Length of radiua veator from aentre-of-mass to nualear surfaae.
b) CharaatePistia lower part of spectrum of a rotational nualeua.
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Fig. J.2b gives the characteristic lower part of the energy spectrum
of such nuclei. From its ground state with total angular momentum
quantum number I=O and parity

n= +I the nucleus may be excited to
n
+ + +
• 2 , 4 , 6 ••• (see also

rotational states characterized by I

chapter II, section 2.1.3). The rotational energies are in good
•
•
•
approx1mat1on
the e1genvalues
of an operator -+2;
I 2~T

h2 I(I+I)
2J
where

,I

(1.12)

0,2, ...•

J is a constant, the so-called nuclear moment of inertia.

Since the potential felt by the particle depends on the shape of the
nuclear surface, the scattering angular distributions corresponding
to the various rotational excitations, essentially
of (1.9), depend on the

a values.

jf 1-+1
. . ,(a~)j

2

In calculating the angular

distributions for a number of different

8 values and comparing with

experimental angular distributions, one can determine nuclear
deformation parameters.
As an example, fig. 1.3 gives some results of a parameter search
made by Hendrie et a1. 25 for the (in)elastic scattering of 50 MeV aparticles from 154 sm. In this figure the sensitivity of the
calculated angular distributions to the sign of
demonstrated. A preference for a positive
In the same way, Hendrie et al. determined

s4

is clearly

S value can be deduced.
4
84 (and 86
) values

for several other nuclei in the rare-earth region. Fig. 1.4 shows
the results for

8 thus obtained together with results of a nuclear
4
structure calculation 26 which we shall not go into here. We note
that 84 shows an interesting behaviour: positive values at the
beginning of the deformed region going to negative values at the end.
Bertsch 27 has given a simple explanation for this behaviour in
which he uses the observation that for prolate nuclei, added
particles at the beginning of a shell are placed preferable in
orbits as close to the nuclear symmetry axis as possible while,
eventually, the equatorial orbits are filled. Such nucleons give
rise to an increase of

84 ("rhombic mass distribution"). In
between, the nucleons give a negative contribution to
84 ("square
mass distribution").
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The main subject of this thesis is a method which we developed
to combine the adiabatic approximation with an other, frequeatly
applied, method: the coupled-channel method. For each value of the
total angular momentum quantum numbers J and M and each value of
the total parity, the Schrodinger equation for the scattering
process can be converted into a set of coupled radial differential
equations of second order (see chapter III). In principle, this set
may contain an infinite number of equations. In practice, however,
only a limited number of nuclear levels participates to a significant
extent, which limits the number of equations. This leads to the socalled coupled-channel method 2 1, 2 8,
Despite this limitation a serious problem connected with the
coupled-channel method is the size of the computations in all
circumstances in which more than a few states are to be included.
Especially for rotational excitation, in the case of the abovementioned parameter search and when target nuclei with non-vanishing
ground-state spin are involved, the size of the computation soon
becomes prohibitive.
For some examples Tamura 2 1 has shown that, compared to the
coupled-channel method, the adiabatic approximation leads to a
considerable reduction of the size of the computation. Since one is
inclined to consider the adiabatic approximation as an additional
approximation within the framework of the usual coupled-channel method,
a simplification of the calculations and hence a reduction of the
size of the computation seems to be quite natural. Sometimes,
however, the adiabatic approximation turns out to take more time
than the usual coupled-channel method. We believe that we can explain
this paradoxical situation by noting that the adiabatic approximation
is not an approximation within the framework of the usual coupledchannel method but, instead, it must be considered as an approximation
to a coupled-channel calculation in principle untruncated with
respect to the rotational states.
The observation that both the adiabatic approximation and the
truncation of the rotational band are relatively accurate approximations in many cases of practical interest, prompted us to look for
a method in which we take advantage of both, An interesting problem
which one is then confronted with is that of combining two
approximations each of which can only be formulated simply in its
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own basis. We have "translated" the possibility to truncate the
rotational band into the limitation of the angular momentum transfer
between projectile and nucleus. Note that we do not ascribe the
possibility to truncate the rotational band to the higher energies
of the excited states • In chapter Ill we give a detailed account
of the development of the new combined method. Results, showing the
applicability and practical benefits of the method, will be presented.
In the literature, several attempts have been made to formulate
a simple criterion for the validity of the adiabatic approximation,
both in the bound-state situation and the scattering situation. See
for example ref. 22, p.786, ref. 29, 16 and 17. In our view, despite
these attempts, a satisfactory criterion in terms of a priori given
parameters of the problem has not been formulated.
Starting from a semi-classical treatment, Messiah has derived a
simple criterion for the bound-state situation. For the projectile
wave function to adjust itself adiabatically to the variation of a
it is necessary that the variation in time of a is sufficiently
slow (ref. 22, p.754). Messiah translates this criterion in an ad
hoc way into a criterion for the fully-quantummechanical case (ref.
22, p. 786). In the context of the simple one-dimensional model
consisting of two coupled harmonic oscillators to be discussed at
the end of this chapter, the criterion of Messiah can be compared30
with a criterion following for this simple system from a quantumr
mechanical approach in which a first-order non-adiabatic correction
is calculated. This comparison shows that both criteria are
equivalent only for highly excited states of the slow a system.
For the scattering case, Barrett states 17 that the adiabatic
approximation is valid if the excitation energies of the rotational
levels which participate to a significant extent can be neglected
in comparison with the incident projectile energy. This criterion
contains only the relative change of the particle wave number in the
collision while one would expect also the absolute change to enter.
Roughly speaking, this change multiplied by the diameter of the
interaction region characterizes the magnitude of the change of phase
of the projectile wave function which is neglected. On the basis of
classical considerations one would certainly expect the nuclear
dimensions to come into play since these influence the time required
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for the particle to cross the region of interaction.
The nuclear dimensions do play a part in a simple criterion
given by Chasel6. This contains the maximum significant energy
transfer. the nuclear radius and the average velocity of incident and
emergent particle when the maximum significant energy is transferred
(see later equation 1.22). An objection that one can raise against
this criterion is that the maximum significant energy transfer is not
an a priori given parameter. One would like to translate this into
parameters of the,interaction, especially relating to its a
dependence.
Also in this thesis a simple criterion for the bound state or
scattering situation will not be given. Since one would expect the
duration of the collision to play a role in a simple criterion, we
started an investigation of this concept for quantum collisions.
Some results of this study will be given in chapter IV.
In this chapter and in chapters II and Ill the collective
description of axially symmetric permanently deformed nuclei plays
an important role. In chapter V we deal more extensively with some
aspects of this subject. Starting from a simple classical form of the
kinetic energy in terms of the time derivatives of the collective
coordinates in the laboratory frame. we shall carry out a transformation to a rotating frame. Choosing this in a somewhat unusual way
we are able to obtain a description in which the rotational and
vibrational degrees of freedom occur in a more satisfactory way
than usually.

1.2

Two simple one-dimensional models

1.2.1

Introduction

In this section we introduce two simple one-dimensional models to
illustrate the meaning of the adiabatic approximation and its range
of validity in the case of scattering processes and bound states,
These models clearly demonstrate that it is difficult to formulate
a simple criterion for the validity of the adiabatic approximation
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expressed in terms of a priori given parameters of the problem.
Discussing such simple models may give one a feeling for the kind
of parameters which determine the range of validity of the adiabatic
approximation for more general systems and we shall indicate extreme
circumstances in terms of these parameters, in which the adiabatic
approximation is valid.
I. 2. 2

.

.

.

0ne-d1mens1onal scatter1ng model

t

Consider two particles I and 2 with masses m and M, respectively,
moving along a line. Here, the a system consists of the particle 2
together with an infinite square well in which it is bound. The walls
of the well are located at acO and
acJ, Particle I is incident
from x = - oo and is only subject to a finite-range interaction
v (x - a) with particle 2.
After the coordinate transformation
a-

X ______..X

{My,

(I. 13)

the Schrodinger equation reads

[A

+

K2 -

U(x-

~ y)

]

'P(x,y)

=0

(I. 14)

in which
(1. IS)

Eq. (1.14) should be supplemented with the boundary condition 'I' =0
at y •0 and y= .JM/m' •
The problem can easily be visualized in the

xy~plane

(see fig.

1.5). The interaction U vanishes outside the shaded region,
concentrated around the straight line L: y
absence of U each of the solutions

=

VM/m' x

• In the

tThe contents of this section have been published before as a
part of ref. 20

J7

e

ik

n

X

sin mm

(1.16)

of (1.14) may be considered as a superposition of a plane wave
exp( iK 1x + iK y ) with K1=kn' K 2 =n~JmTI?, and a similar wave
2
exp( iK 1x - iK y ) reflected from an edge of the square well. The
2
corresponding wave vectors are indicated in fig. 1.5. The scattering
of particle I by the bound particle 2 system now corresponds to the
scattering of the two waves by the shaded region, reflection again
from the edges of the square well, etc. The final result is a
correction to the original unperturbed solution corresponding to a
total scattered wave in which, apart from the original state of
particle 2, also other states are populated.
Now, suppose that in classical terms particle 2 moves relatively
slowly and consider the associated adiabatic approximation. For
simplicity let us concentrate on the reflection by U and thus leave
out of consideration the transmission by this potential and the
reflection from the edges of the square well. The adiabatic
approximation amounts to the assumption that the interaction of the
unperturbed solution with the potential U can be calculated by
considering the propagation of each of the two-dimensional waves in
the x direction for each y value separately.
It is clear from fig. 1.5 that this approximation does not
automatically become valid if one raises the component K1 of the
incoming wave for fixed K2 , i.e. raising the energy of the incident
particle 1. Although they components ±K 2 then become relatively
small, the reflection from U results in a considerable transfer of
momentum from the x to the y direction unless L is almost vertical.
This illustrates that for a given combination of collision partners
the range of applicability of the adiabatic approximation cannot
always be reached by raising the incident energy. A condition to be
fulfilled is apparently that the potential is sufficiently "transverse",
i.e. the line L should be oriented almost along the y direction,
( 1. J 7)

This is a condition for the intrinsia parameters of the colliding
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Y•~

X

Fig.1.5 ~a-dimensional wave Peflection, illustpating the pange
of validity of the adiabatic appPOximation. The y-dilatation
implied by tPansformation (1.13) makes the shaded intepaction
region moPe transverse.
1 2) should enclose an angle
with the y direction, which is large relative to the angle between
systems. In addition, the vector

K=(K ,K

L and the same direction,
K2

2

M

(I. 18)

<< -

K2

m

I

2 2
The ratio K 2/K 1
equals the ratio of initial kinetic energies of
particles 2 and 1. In classical terms condition (1.18) requires the

velocity of particle 2 before
that of particle 1. Condition
continues its relatively slow
The conditions (1.17) and

the collision to be low compared to
(1.17) guarantees that particle 2
motion dUPing and after the collision.
(1.18) imply that in the reflection

the relative change of the wave-vector component along the
direction is small, which may also be expressed by

I11K~I
<< t •

x-

( J. 19)

i.e. the energy change of particle 2 is small compared to the
initial energy of particle 1. This illustrates, as we noted before,
that the adiabatic approximation amounts to neglecting the energy
differences of the stationary states of the "slow" part of the system
which are coupled significantly during the collision.
Condition (1,17) does not mean that the line L may considered to
be vertical in the adiabatic limit. The y-dependent displacement in
the x direction of the potential U should be taken into account since
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the maximum displacement of length 1 may be large compared to the
wave length in this direction. Besides, from (1.11) it is clear
that this y(or a )-dependence is essential for a non-vanishing
inelastic scattering amplitude. This brings us to another condition
to be fulfilled in order to make the adiabatic method applicable.When
replacing the Hamilton operator of the a system by the energy
2 2
nn b I 2M
of its initial state, the adiabatic approximation
to a reflected wave when expanded in y modes contains terms of the
form
-ik

e

n

X

•
s~n

1

n n

rm y,
VM

(1. 20)

The corresponding exact term has the form
. n ' nvM
~
e -ikn ,x S1n
y,

(1.21)

No matter how small the maximum difference

llk

between k

n

and

1

of significantly coupled models of particle 2,
the wave numbers k
n
for large values of x the phase difference between the wave
functions (1.20) and (1.21) will become indefinitely large, Therefore,
the adiabatic approximation is valid only in a limited x interval.
Denoting the order of magnitude of its length by £,we find the condition
ll k. £ «

A change of momentum

llp • hllk

211 •

(1. 22)

of particle 1 can also be written

as
llE/v
, energy change divided by the average of the velocity
av
before and after the momentum change. Furthermore, the energy change
of particle I equals the energy change of particle 2 in absolute
magnitude. Therefore, (1.22) can also be written as
t
V

(I. 23)

av

This is Chase's condition 1 6 referred to earlier. In (1,23) one may
recognize the quite reasonable conditionlG that "fot: processes
involving exchange of a small number of quanta with the target •••• ,
classically stated, the period of the target motion be much greater
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than the time required for the particle to cross the region of
interaction at its average outside velocity".
In practice, it is sufficient that the adiabatic approximation
is valid within the interaction region. Outside the interaction
region the behaviour of the wave functions is known (see (1.21) ).
Using the adiabatic approximation only for the reflection and
transmission coefficients, the range of validity of the approximation
can be extended to infinity. In the general three-dimensional
scattering case this means that, although for large values of r the
wave function (1.10) itself is not a proper approximation to the
exact wave function, it is possible to obtain a proper approximation
to it for large values of r by applying the adiabatic approximation
only to the scattering amplitudes
f ad
• • I (6op)
l+l

f*

=

14>. I
'l

(U)

f(6.P;a)

If·1. (a) da •

(1. 24)

The foregoing conclusions remain valid when particle 2 is subject
to a more general potential. Condition (1.17) not only turns the
lines of
constant U towards the y direction, but in addition
enlarges the range of y so that ~ wave front of an obliquely
incident wave propagates through the interaction region locally as
if the total potential varies only in the x direction and is
constant in the y direction.
An additional y dependence may result from a more complicated
dependence of U on x and y, such that the potentials for two fixed
values of y are not simply related by an x displacement. Clearly,
in such a more general case the conditions for the applicability
of the adiabatic approximation cannot be expressed simply by
equations such as (1.17) and (1.18), but by equations expressing
a sufficient y dilatation to make the potential U, i.e. its
equipotential lines, sufficiently transverse. Such equations will
be satisfied less easily when the potential shows a strong y
dependence. This is understandable from the classical point of view:
returning to the general three-dimensional case, the impulse
exerted to the a part of the system during the collision is
determined by the derivative av(;,a)/aa
If this is too large
the variation of a during the collision cannot be neglected.
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1.2.3

One-dimensional bound-state model

A one-dimensional bound-state model closely related to the onedimensional scattering model would be obtained if we would lower
the energy of particle 1 such that the particle becomes bound in the
potential v(x-

~),

assumed to be sufficiently negative. For

simplicity reasons, we prefer to replace both the infinite square
well and the potential v by a harmonic-oscillator potential, since
then an exact solution of the problem can easily be obtained.

Fig.1.6 Simple one-dimensional
bound-state model.

Consider particle 2 to be bound in a harmonic-oscillator
potential with frequency w

a

Particle I is bound in a
frequency

and equilibrium position a =0.

harmonic-oscillator

potential with

w and equilibrium position fixed to particle 2 (see

also fig. 1.6). After the coordinate transformation (1.13) the
Schrodinger equation reads

r~

+ K

rm

2 + (11)
mw2 (x -~My) 2 + (~)
mw 22]
y
~(x,y)

= 0.

(1. 25)

An exact solution of (1.25) can be obtained as follows. We carry
out a rotation in the xy plane such that the oscillators become
decoupled:
X

/;cos<!> - nsin4>

y ~

!;sin$ + ncos$

(1.26)

Requiring the l;n cross terms in the potential to vanish, we find the
orientation of the principal axes

takes the form
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and n
( 1. 27)

tan 2$
Expressed in terms of

I;

I;

and

n , the Schrodinger equation (1.25)

[~

+

K

2

+

(~)2 ~

2

+

(~) 2

n2 ] 'Y (

~, n)

.. 0 ,

(I. 28)

where
w~ =

w
n

2 . 2
[ cos+ - ~.s1n4> ]2 + was1n
2 2
2
2
w [ sin!jl + J'[ cos!jl ] + wacos

w2

4>

(I. 29)

<P

A complete set of solutions of (1.28) can be found in the form of
products of eigenfunctions for the separate harmonic oscillators:
(l. 30)

where the functions H include the well-known Hermite polynomials,
the corresponding exponentials and normalization constants, to
simplify the notation. The energy eigenvalue E belonging to a wave
function (1.30) equals
(1.31)

Let us now return to the original problem formulated in terms of
x and a • In the adiabatic approximation we assume that, in classical
terms, particle 2 moves sufficiently slowly relative to particle I.
The motion in the x direction is calculated for each a value
separately and the corresponding (constant) energy is added to the
potential energy of particle 2. The adiabatic approximation (1.6)
to an exact solution, in the first instance depending on x and a ,
is given by
(1. 32)

when expressed in x and y. The energy eigenvalue becomes
(l. 33)

We confine ourselves to the simple Born-Oppenheimer adiabatic
approximation. The following considerations are also applicable in
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the case of the more complicated approximation mentioned below
eq. (I. 7).
If we compare the exact wave function (1.30) with the adiabatic
wave function (1.32) it becomes clear that in the adiabatic
approximation the lines x=O and y=- ~m/M 1 are considered to be
"principal axes" while the actual principal axes point along the
direction and n direction. This is justified only in good

I;

approximation when these lines are sufficiently perpendicular to one
another. Therefore, like in the scattering case a very first condition
to be fulfilled in order that the adiabatic approximation is
applicable is

V'[»

(I. 34)

I.

Even if condition (1.34) is fulfilled, it is not yet guaranteed
that (1.32) is a proper approximation to (1.30). The
by the

<;

angle~

enclosed

direction and the x direction should have a value such

that the adiabatic principal axes are as closely as possible along
the actual principal I;

n axes. Let us assume that condition

and

(1.34) is fulfilled. We shall now look more closely at three specific
situations, namely

I)

w»

wa

, 2) w «

wa

and 3)

w ..... w

(l

l)

w »

w

(l

adiabatic axis y

• The

1;

axis tends to coincide with the

- olm/M' x , w,. approaches w and

w approaches w
n
a
(situation I in fig. 1.7). In this situation the adiabatic approxima-

"'

tion seems to be valid which in a classical picture is also
expected: the light particle I performes many oscillations around its
equilibrium position fixed to the heavy particle 2 before this heavy
particle has completed a single oscillation. The rapid particle I
adjusts itself to the instantaneous position of the slow particle 2,
without changing its mode. Variations along the

I;

direction

correspond to variations of the relative coordinate x-a , variations
along the n direction correspond to variations of the centre-of-mass
coordinate (mx+Ma)/(M+m)

• When using the adiabatic approximation,

one introduces an error by considering the motion of the heavy
particle, instead of the motion of the centre-of-mass, to be
independent of the relative motion.
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frame,

w «

Fig.l.? ~ientation of the pPinaipal ~- and n-axes fo~ (1) w>>wet ,
(2) w<<w(l and (3) w=w et !Vl Mm. The
adiabatia prinaipal axes are indiaated by (ad) •

• The E;;n frame tends to coincide with the xy

w

01

(situation 2 in fig. I. 7).
n
a
Classically speaking, now the heavy particle 2 oscillates so
w

approaches w (w )

(w )

~

rapidly relative to the light particle I that the light particle
"sees" x=O as its own equilibrium position. The motions of particle
I

and 2 are completely decoupled, Although the achieved separation

of motion leeds to a proper approximation, we leave this situation
out of consideration in the following, since it does not correspond
to situations occurring in practice where the heavy particle is usually
the slow particle.
3)

w _. w
In this situation the adiabatic approximation fails,
a.
even if condition (I. 34) is fulfilled. The angle tjl is such that

neither the n nor the
y=O or y= -

1;;

axis is approximately oriented along the

Vmfi.?x axis. In particular,

4>

may become 450 (situation

3 fig. 1.7). The coupling between the motion of particle I and that
of particle 2 is too strong.
Apart from the conditions (I. 34) and w >> w , also the values
a.
of p and q are of importance to the validity of the adiabatic
approximation. When the value of q and consequently the value of E

q

increases, the characteristic wave length of the wave function Hq
decreases. Here, we consider the de Broglie wave length A =b/~
q

q

to be the characteristic wave length. The smaller this wave length,
the larger the influence of the replacement of n by y as an
argument of H

q

in the adiabatic approximation: the larger the q value,

the sooner the wave functions will be orthpgonal.The maximum
difference between n and y increases with
value of

~;;

~;;

• Since the maximum

increases with p, the difference due to the above-
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mentioned replacement is larger for higher p values. Note that an
increase of the energy of the rapid system (fixedw ) makes the
adiabatic approximation less applicable. An increase of the energy
keeping w

fixed raises the maximum displacement of particle

and thus has an analogous effect as

extending~

(see (1.21)) in the

scattering situation.
In case the potentials show a more complicated x and a dependence,
the above-mentioned criteria, like in the scattering case, are to be
replaced by more complicated conditions which guarantee the interaction
potential to be sufficiently "transverse". Once again, a strong a
dependence will make the adiabatic approximation less applicable.
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CHAPTER II

NON-ADIABATIC EFFECTS IN BOUND STATES

2.1

Non-adiabatic effects in deformed odd-A nuclei

2.1.1

Introduction

A successful approximate description of the properties of low-lying
states in odd-A nuclei has been provided by a simple model consisting
of a particle (odd nucleon) coupled to an axially symmetric rotator
(the remaining even-even core). The study of the rotator-particle
model is an old subject in the physics literature. In 1923 Kramers 1
already introduced a simple kind of rotator-particle model
("Kreiselkorper" model) for the behaviour of electronic angular
momenta in molecules, which, in turn, was inspired by previous work
of Volterra. For historical

reasons, it is of interest to mention

that Volterra's work concerned the influence of internal motions
within the earth on its rotation .• In the context of nuclear physics,
the rotator-particle model is a simple example of the more general
unified model of Bohr and Hottelson.
As already mentioned in chapter I, single-particle aspects of a
permanently deformed axially symmetric nucleus may be described by
using, for example, the Nilsson model in which all nucleons are
assumed to move in a smeared-out potential. The last nucleon in an
odd-A nucleus which is added to the nucleus when filling the various
shells or Nilsson orbits acts as the particle in the rotator-particle
model. The success of the rotator-particle model can be ascribed to
the fact that, apart from the average interaction with all the
remaining nucleons, a nucleon primarily interacts with close-by
nucleons. It turns out that this effect can be taken into account by
the introduction of a pairing interaction. This "effective"
interaction pairs off like-nucleons which occupy the same Nilsson
orbit but have opposite angular-momentum projections on the nuclear
symmetry axis and therefore a maximum overlap of wave functions.
For this reason, the unpaired nucleon is more loosely bound to the
nucleus compared to the remaining nucleons.
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After describing some properties of the rotator-particle model
in section 2.1.2, we pay attention to the adiabatic treatment of
this model in section 2.1.3, i.e. the perturbing effects of the
rotation on the motion of the particle as described in the bodyfixed coordinate system are neglected.
The rotational motion not only perturbs the motion of the valence
nucleons but perturbs the motion of all nucleons within the nucleus.
In the first instance, however, the perturbing effect on the motion
of the odd nucleon will be the most important one; generally, a nonadiabatic treatment of the rotator-particle model provides an
appropriate description of the main non-adiabatic effects in the
lower-lying levels of odd-A nuclei. Examples of non-adiabatic
behaviour which can be described by means of the rotator-particle
model are the mixing of several different rotational bands and the
anomalous behaviour of K= 1/2-bands, both discussed for the first
time by Kerman 2 in 1956. In section 2.1.4 we discuss briefly the
band-mixing for the simple case of two rotational bands and the
anomalous behaviour of K= 1/2-bands.
When the rotational energy increases, the particle structure
of the core will become more and more important; the "Coriolis"
coupling term

i.j gradually annihilates the pairing, the "Coriolis"

anti-pairing effect. This effect is held responsible for the
increase of the nuclear moments of inertia with increasing !-value
which is in contrast to the assumption of constant moments of
inertia in the rotator-particle model. Lately, there is a special
interest in the phenomenon of the backbending of high-spin members
of rotational bands: if one plots, essentially, the moment of
inertia versus the angular velocity (the usual presentation is versus
the angular velocity squared), both defined in terms of experimental
energy levels, the resulting curve sometimes shows an S-type
behaviourS. There are various different theories about the explanation
of this behaviour. Mottelson and Valatin 4 already predicted this
phenomenon: in analogy to the case of super-conductors where, due
to the annihilation of the pairing between electrons with opposite
momentum, a phase transition occurs at a critical value of an applied
magnetic field, in the nucleus a phase transition takes place at a
critical !-value, leading to a considerable change of the moment of
inertia. A theory which competes with the theory of Mottelson and
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Valatin is the rotational alignment model of Stephens and Simon5
++

in which the effect of the I.j term on only one or a few nucleons
is considered: the nucleons decouple from the core and align their
angular momentum along the rotation axis. In the following, we shall
not discuss these non-adiabatic effects since they are outside the
framework of the usual rotator-particle model.

2.1.2

The rotator-particle model

Before we include the particle in the description let us first
consider the axially symmetric rotator. The assumption of constant
shape and axial symmetry implies a restriction of the possible
variations of the collective coordinates to two independent degrees
of freedom corresponding to the orientation of the symmetry axis
of the core (3-axis), as in the case of a di-atomic molecule. The
orientation of the 3-axis can be determined by the two spherical
angles "; and

"i

of the 3-axis relative to the laboratory frame
(see fig.2.1). The Hamilton operator for this rotator reads 6 • 7
{2. I)

where ~ = R~ + ~ , R and
being the components of the rotational
1
angular momentum along body-fixed 1 and 2 axes chosen perpendicular

Rz

•

to the 3-ax1s.

+2 •
R~

•

1s, essent1ally, the angular part of the Laplace

operator,depending on the two spherical angles

J'1 and .J'2 • The

corresponding moment of inertia is denoted by J. The absence

of~·

i.e. rotations about the symmetry axis is an important consequence
of the axial symmetry and can be understood as follows. Starting point
of the phenomenological description 8 of collective. rotations and/or
vibrations is the assumption that it is possible to describe the
dynamics of the even-even core in terms of collective coordinates a:\p
specifying the shape of the nuclear surface in the laboratory system:
R =

~

Amax
[ 1 +

L

:\=0

{-)PaA

YA
-p

p

{n)]

(2. 2)
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Here R represents the length of the radius vector pointing from
the nuclear centre-of-mass to the nuclear surface in the direction
specified by the spherical angles ll with respect to the laboratory
frame. Eq. (2.2) is a generalisation of the equation in fig. 1.2b
where rotations were considered for a fixed shape. It is assumed
that the wave functions for stationary states of the core are
functions of these coordinates

aAP

• If one now introduces a new

set of coordinates it may be possible that several different sets
of new coordinates correspond with a single set of old coordinates.
The wave functions as expressed in the new coordinates then are to
meet certain invariance requirements in the sense that the wave
functions for the corresponding different sets of new coordinates
are identical6. In the special case where we consider a set of aAP
values corresponding to an axially symmetric core the wave functions
are to be invariant under any change of the Euler angle

J'3 , i. e,

a rotation of the body-fixed frame around the 3-axis (see fig. 2.1).
The Euler angle ~ is a so-called redundant variable. Quantummecha3
...,.
nically, R is canonically conjugated to the orientation of the bodyfixed frame (see also sect. 2.2.3) and its component along the
3-axis reads

-ih<l/3")

The constraint

11

'f =0 ensures that the

wave functions for eigenstates of the rotator are independent of Jr •
3
This consequence of the axial symmetry is similar to the absence of
collective rotations for a spherical nucleus. In this context, it is
interesting to see what happens with the energy levels for which
rotations about the 3-axis are excited if, starting from an asymmetric, triaxial, quadrupole deformation, the nuclear shape approaches
the axially symmetric shape. If one chooses, as is usual, the axes
of the body-fixed frame to be oriented along the principal axes of
the quadrupole deformation, besides the term B2Y20 (e) , the radius

R (see fig.l.2b) also contains the term
Davydov and

Fillipov 9

B

22 <Y 22 <e~)+Y 2 _ 2 {e~)).

calculated the energy values for rotational

states of this asymmetric rotator as a function of, essentially, the
asymmetry coefficient

B2z When the asymmetry coefficient tends to

zero, R 3 becomes a constant of the motion and the energy values
corresponding to rotations about the approximate symmetry axis 3,
i.e. for eigenvalues of R 3 fO, go to infinity. In this picture, a
rotation about the symmetry axis is impossible since an infinite
amount of energy would be needed to excite such a rotational state.
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In chapter V we shall derive (2.1) in a more general context.
For later purposes we notice another consequence of the
requirement of uniqueness. If the shape of the core is invariant
under a rotation of 180° about the l-or 2-axis as in the case of,
for example, a pure quadrupole deformation, the wave functions
expressed in the new coordinates are to be invariant under this
rotation. For even-even nuclei this implies that the ground-state
rotational band contains only even values of I (see also section
2.1.3), which is confirmed by experiment.

Fig.2.1

Definition of the EuleP angles
J aNis is ohosen along the
symmetry axis of the nueleus.

!)' "!.-.. The

Including the particle in the description, the Hamiltonian
of the rotator-particle system becomes
+2

H

= Ro~.

2J

+2
+ L + U(xyzs s s \1"

x Yz 1

2m

"2) ,

(2.3)

where U stands for the axially symmetric interaction potential
between particle and core which to begin with we consider as a
function of the Euler angles J 1 and Y 2 and of the ZaboPatory
+
+
components of the position r and spin s of the particle. Note
.

+

that we consider relative coordinates r of the particle with respect
to the nuclear centre-of-mass and that m is a reduced mass. After
introducing the above-mentioned body-fixed frame defined by the

,JZ,

J3

Euler angles J-1
and
together with the constraint R 3 ~ =0,
the particle variables can be given relative to this frame. The
Hamiltonian in the body-fixed frame reads

(2.4)
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where

j stands for the total particle angular momentum and 1

R+ 1

for the total angular momentum of the system. We try to avoid
confusion by using a new symbol V for the interaction when expressing
U in body-fixed components,although this is somewhat unusual in the
physics literature. Since for the time being we shall use the body+

-+

fixed frame, we henceforth use the short-hand notation V(r, s) for
V(x x x s s s ).
1 2 3 1 2 3
A rotation of the body-fixed frame keeping fixed the coordinates
of the particle relative to the laboratory frame corresponds to a
rotation of the rotator. However, it should be noted that a rotation
of the body-fixed frame keeping fixed the coordinates of the particle
relative to this frame corresponds to a rotation of the whole system
particle + rotator; if we introduce the particle coordinates in the
body-fixed frame as the "new" coordinates of the particle, the total
angular momentum

1 instead

of

R is

canonically conjugated to the

orientation of this frame (see also section 2.2.3). In the body-

3 =

R ~

- j )~ =0 means that
3
3
the angle JV minus the particle azimuth angle ~ is a redundant

fixed description the constraint

(I

3

variable, only the sum of these two angles is an independent variable.
In principle, one could choose J' +~

3

p~ +~

3

as a single coordinate and

as a single conjugated momentum or one could choose a special

body-fixed frame by defining

~

to be identically zero. Here, we have

followed the usual procedure which enables one to deal separately
with the variables of the total rotational motion and the variables
of the particle motion in the body-fixed frame (see chapter V).
The first term in the third member of (2.4) can be interpreted
as the kinetic energy of the rotational motion of the rotator-particle
system as a whole. The second term is the kinetic energy of the
particle in the body-fixed frame which together with the potential
energy V(~

), is the Hamiltonian of the particle in the body-

fixed frame in the absence of rotations, i.e. if

I = 1.

The last two

terms in {2.4) represent the coupling between the particle motion
and the rotational motion. In chapter I the

1.1 or

"Coriolis

coupling" term has already been mentioned as a coupling term and
can easily be recognized to be so since this operator acts both on
the particle degrees of freedom (J) and the rotational degrees of
-+
72
freedom (I). Although the Ji term acts only on the particle degrees
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of freedom, it is caused by the coupling between rotation and particle
motion. This term, in the literature sometimes referred to as
"recoil" term, will turn out to be essential to the understanding
of the quantummechanical rotational perturbation effects in terms
of the classical concept of system forces, to be discussed in the
second part of this chapter.

2.1.3

Adiabatic approximation

In chapter I we already discussed the adiabatic approximation for
bound states. In the situation of a particle bound to a rotator the
Euler angles ~ of the body-fixed frame replace a and the operator
l.
R2 / 2J stands for H.1.nt . For each frozen value of the Euler angles~1.
one calculates the particle wave functions ~ (xyza) , which in this
n

situation can be expressed in terms of body-fixed particle coordinates
and have an energy eigenvalue independent of ~ • For convenience,
l.

to point out the connection with chapter } we leave out the spin
coordinate for a moment in this paragraph. Now, the wave functions
lll • (a)
Tnl.

of (I .5) are functions which depend on

J'.l. and correspond to

rotations of the total system. In the adiabatic approximation one
assumes that the perturbing effects of the rotation on the intrinsic
particle motion can be neglected. In the nuclear physics literature
this approximation is more generally known as the "strong-coupling"
approximation since in the laboratory system one "sees" that the
particle is dragged along by the nucleus. This is in contrast to the
so-called "weak-coupling" approximation which is sometimes used in
the case of a particle bound to a core, vibrating around a
spherically symmetric equilibrium shape; then, in the laboratory
system the particle motion and vibrational motion are assumed to be
decoupled. The adiabatic approximation

Hgd

to the exact Schrodinger

equation (2.4) reads
-+2

+ L

2m

+

v(i,t) .

This can easily be verified: R~/2J
and since only the term

11.

/2J

(2.5)
equals

(if -

2i~. 1~

+

1~ )/2J

acts exclusively on the J'. dependent
l.

wave functions, neglecting (1.7) now amounts to neglecting the term
( -21~. 1~ +

11. )/2J

in (2.4). Solutions of (2.5) can be found in

...
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the form of products of eigenfunctions of the body-fixed particle
Hamiltonian and eigenfunctions of the rotational energy operator.
The operator corresponding to the component of the total
particle angular momentum along the symmetry axis, j

, commutes
3
with the particle Hamiltonian, which is due to the axial symmetry
of the pote~tial V(t, ~). This means that j

is a constant of the
3
motion: simultaneous eigenfunctions of the particle Hamiltonian and
the j

operator can be found. The associated quantum number we denote
3
by 0 • Note that j 2 is not a constant of the motion. We represent the
particle eigenfunctions by

+
x0T (r,o)

and the energy eigenvalues

by eTO

(2.6)
where a is the spin coordinate of the particle and T stands for the
remaining quantum numbers specifying the eigenfunction.
The eigenfunctions of the,rotational energy operatorJi /47 are
the well-known Wigner D-functions which form a representation of the
three-dimensional rotation groupl 0 , In addition, they are eigenfunctions of the symmetric top, being6 the simultaneous eigenfunctions
of

12 ,

Iz and

r

3

*

:

i 2 D~(J)

• 'bh(I+I)

•

D~(J)

,

(2. 7)

where .J' is a short-hand notation for the Euler angles "';
The product wave function

.r and
2

..1' •

3

(2.8)
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is an eigenfunction of Had . The constant in (2.8) is added for
normalization. In principle, wavefunctions like (2.8) with o.;K
are also eigenfunctions of Had but the constraint R ¥ = (I - j )~ =0
3
3
implies n= K • In fig. 2.2 the vector coupling diagram of R,j and t

3

is schematically drawn. We already pointed out that the shape of the
core is taken to be invariant under a rotation of 1800 about the
1-

or 2-axis. The wave functions are then to be invariant under

this rotation. Denoting a iotation of tsoO.about the 2-axis by
.
I ""' • (-) I+K DM-K(~
I
R (u) and us1ng
R (n) DMK(v,
, it can be shown
2
2
that the symmetrized wave function

(2.9)
where K has a positive non-zero value and x~K(~,cr)
is defined
T ~
T ~
•
•
by x (r,cr)-= R (-n)x (r,cr)
, meets the above-ment1oned invar1ance
-K
2
K
requirement.

Pig.2.2 Vector-coupling diagram ofR~J and

I.

For each eigenstate of the particle characterized by the quantum
numbers

K and

T ,

there is, in principle, an infinite number of

rotational states, I= K, K+l, K+2, •••• ,which form a rotational
band. For the axially symmetric case R ( n) is essentially the parity
2
operator for the core. The symmetry of the functions (2.9) means
that the parity under space inversion of the core is positive; the
total parity is determined by the parity of the particle wave
function. The energy eigenvalues Ead(I) within a rotational band
KT
are equal to
2
ad (I) = €TK + 11
EKT
2J [ I(I+l) - K2 ] , I

K,K+l, •••

(2. I 0)

Note that the energy levels within the various bands all show the
same I (I +1) -dependence with the same 1t 2/2J factor.
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For a permanently deformed even-even nucleus. considered as the
axially symmetric core with even-multipole deformation in the previous
discussion without additional particle. the symmetrized eigenfunctions
are given by
(2. 11)

which implies that only even values of I occur and that the wave
functions have positive parity. The corresponding energy eigenvalues
have already been given in (1.12).
2.1.4

Non-adiabatic effects; band-mixing and anomalous behaviour
of K = 1/2 bands

The energy levels of the full Hamiltonian (2.4) can be obtained by
diagonalizing the matrix representation of (2.4) with respect to the
adiabatic wave functions (2.9). In this way one can analyze theef.
feet of the non-adiabatic coupling on the rotational spectrum. For
purposes of illustration we shall briefly describe this. before
going into the classical interpretation of the non-adiabatic coupling
terms in the next section. It is convenient to rewrite the nonadiabatic coupling terms

-+
I.1!

-t
J.1. and

-t2
J..1. in terms of the well-known

operators I±= I 1 ± I 2 and j± = j 1± j 2 • The j+ operator raises 0
to 0 +I and the j_ operator changes 0 into 0 -1. The operators
have a similar effect on the quantum number K associated with I 3 • The
operator I+ • however. is the lowering operator and I_ is the
raising operator. This rather peculiar interchange stems from the
fact that, in contrast to the situation in the laboratory frame,
rotations of the body-fixed frame around body-fixed axes change the
coordinate frame to which they are referred. Expressed in terms of
and

the coupling terms become
(2. 12)

The first term in (2.12) connects adiabatic wave functions (2.9)
which have the same I and M values but K values differing by 1;
a mixing of different rotational bands takes place. The second
term is of quite a different nature. It can without difficulty be
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absorbed into the adiabatic Hamiltonian, since it acts on the particle
degrees of freedom only. In the following we assume that the adiabatic
particle wave functions and energies have been modified accordingly.

As an example, we consider two rotational bands associated
•
•
T' (-+
)
w1th part1cle
wave funct1ons
xKT (-+r,cr )
and xK+lr,cr
and we assume
that the mixing with other rotational bands can be neglected 2 • For
•

each I value one has to diagonalize a two-dimensional matrix
which reads

c
(2. 13)

c

T

where C stands for the {real)

1

(!)

non~iagonal

matrix element

~ue

to the

Coriolis coupling term. Using \D~{J) =tdt(I+l)-K(K+t)' D~+l(J'),
these non-diagonal matrix elements can be written:

c

[ I(I+l) - K(K+l)

p ~'T

(2. 14)

where
(2. 15)

The exact energy eigenvalues E+(I) and E_(I) following from
the diagonalization of (2.13) become

(2.16)

Expanding the square root in {2.16) up to second order in

c, we find

the second-order energy perturbation:
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512
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~
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Fig.2.3 Experimental energy levels and predicted energy
levels (between brackets) based on the best fit
2
2
parameters ~ /2J = 13.0 keV,
0.19 and ~ /2J 312 =
16.7 keV.

112

where, as usual, the new bands are characterized by the original
quantum numbers KT

and K+ I ,

T' •

We observe that in this order of

perturbation theory levels with common I values in the two bands
repell one another and that the moments of inertia have become
different. Fig. 2.3 shows an example 2 ,11 of this band mixing in the
1

rotational spectrum of ~!w
bands with K = 1/2 and K

= 3/2

There are two close-lying rotational
both with even parity. The energies

in both bands can be quite nicely fitted by treating the bands as
independent. For the K

=

1/2 ground-state band we must include the

decoupling effect (see next paragraph). The parameters which give
2
the best fit on this basis are "t. /2J
= 13.0 kel , a' = 0.19,

t.Z;2J312

112

16.7 kel • The difference between the two "effective"

moments of inertia may be ascribed predominantly to band mixing,as
Kerman's analysis2 shows.
ForK= J/2 bands the Coriolis coupling term also gives rise to
diagonal matrix elements since the adiabatic wave functions (2.9)
are superpositions of n

= 1/2

and n

= -1/2

wave functions and

l!.Q

=1.

These diagonal matrix elements turn out to be equal to

(2. 18)

where
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(2.19)
The quantity aT is called the "decoupling parameter": the larger its
absolute value, the more the rotator+particle system deviates from
adiabatic or strong-coupling behaviour. The energy levels for a
K= 1/2 band read
E~T(I) = e!T +

2
h [
2J

I(I+l) -

1

4

1

+ (I+z)(-)

I+ 1/2

Tl

aj ,

(2.20)

the aT term in (2.20) disturbs the I(I+I)-dependence of the
rotational levels. The situation is described graphically in fig.2.4
where the EiT(I)'s

are plotted against aT. For large values of aT

the ordening of levels shows an anomalous behaviour. For K=l/2 bands
in heavy nuclei, in practice

aT lies roughly between ±1. For

applications of the rotator-particle model to light nuclei, however,
larger values of aT often turn out to be necessary. For example,
19
in
F the lowest K=1/2 band has aT..,. 2.3 while in 25A1 there is a
K=1/2 band with aT~ -3 .

Fig.8.4 EnePgy levels foP a K=l/8 Potational band as a jUnation
of the deaoupUng par>a171eter aT. For large values of I aT I
the ordening of levels s~s an anomalous behaviour.
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2.2

The connection of the nuclear "Coriolis" force with classical
~~

t

2.2.1
Whereas the perturbation of the nuclear rotation on the intrinsic
motion of individual nucleons by means of the

1.1

term is sometimes

referred to as rotation-particle coupling, the name "Coriolis
interaction", "Coriolis coupling" or "Coriolis force" is now almost
universally employed. A question which to our knowledge has never
been discussed satisfactorily in the literature, is the problem of
+-t

the precise relation of the l.J term, which perturbs the particle
wave function in the rotating frame, to the Coriolis force, which
is a well-defined concept of classical mechanics.
In the vast majority of texts on the subject (for instance re£.2,
+ -t

.

6 ,12,13 ) the l.J term 1s associated exclusively with the Coriolis
force, as for instance in the context of "Coriolis anti-pairing".
Some recent papers either reject 14 the name "Coriolis" term or
replace it by "Coriolis and centrifugal" term15,16, while Stephens
et al. 17 note that the so-called Coriolis term actually contains
parts of Coriolis and centrifugal energies. Gerschell8 points out
that the centrifugal part of

1.1

is negligible relative to the

Coriolis part. Common to all these references is the absence of
a satisfactory explanation of the statements made.
+ +

The association of the I.j term with the Coriolis force
presumably finds its origin in molecular physics, where a similar
term coupling rotation and nuclear vibration is referred to as
Coriolis interaction 19, 2 0, A comparison between these two situations
shows important differences, however. Whereas in the nuclear rotatorparticle system the orientation of the body-fixed frame is fixed to
the core, the valence particle degrees of freedom being independent,
the molecular body-fixed frame is carried by the nuclei, the degrees
of freedom of the latter therefore not being independent of the
rotational degrees of freedom. The origin of the centrifugal force

tThe results contained in this section have been published
previously (ref. 25)
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which acts on the vibrations of the nuclei in molecules is quite
different from that to be indicated in the following for the
centrifugal force on the particle in the core+particle system: it
is due to the dependence on the nuclear coordinates of the moment(s)
of inertia occurring in the rotational energy term, similar to the
rotation-vibration interaction in the nuclear physics conteKt. The
coupling of electronic motion and rotation is more analogous. Each
of the system forces to be discussed below also operates on molecular
electrons. They follow from similar terms in the Hamiltonian.
A satisfactory and more detailed discussion of this problem will
probably not be of any influence on the quantummechanical calculations
carried out to analyze experimental data on rotating nuclei. Nuclear
++

physicists, however, referring to the I.j perturbation as a Coriolis
interaction apparently are motivated by an understandable need to
keep in contact with more widely known concepts of classical
mechanics. To point out such a connection is in principle very
helpful to aid physical insight, but of course only if it is correct.
In the following this connection is examined in more detail.
We shall be led to the following conclusions: a) It is a
combination of three types of system forces that influence the motion
of the particle in the rotating frame: A Corio·Hs force, a
centrifugal force and a force due to the non-uniformity of the
nuclear rotation. The latter differs essentially from the former two
forces. It is not automatically included if the angular velocity
in the expressions for the Coriolis and centrifugal forces is taken
to be time-dependent. b) It is not possible to associate any of these
+ +

forces or a combination of two of them with the I.j term in the
++
+
Hamiltonian. c) The combination of the I.j and j 2 terms in the
Hamiltonian is responsible for the three above-mentioned types of
system forces together. d) If the rotator is subject to a

p:r-eaaribed rotation ("cranking model") the Hamiltonian in the bodyfixed frame contains an additional term -~(t),j where ~(t) is the
instantaneous angular velocity vector. It is not justified to refer
to this term as Coriolis term. as in ref. 21 and many later papers.
Even for uniform rotation the presence of this term gives rise to
both Coriolis and centrifugal forces. This has been shown by Ripka
et allG, For non-uniform rotation, which we are going to consider
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in the following, the -~(t)j term in addition gives rise to a system
force due to non-uniform rotation.
In section 2.2.2 we shall consider the coupling between a particle
and a rotator with a prescribed, in general non-uniform rotation. This
treatment is a generalization of the above-mentioned considerations
by Ripka et al. In section 2.2.3 we consider the free rotator+particle
system, i.e. the rotator is allowed to adjust its motion to the forces
exerted by the particle. An estimate of the relative importance of
the three system forces is given in section 2.2.4.
2.2.2

Cranking model with non-uniform rotation

To provide an interpretation of the interaction terms to which the
particle is subject in the body-fixed frame in the free rotator+
particle case, we first consider a (spinless) particle interacting
with a rotator in a prescribed rotational motion. We consider the
rotator to be axially symmetric. The particle moves under the
influence of a potential with the same symmetry. In the cranking
model 21 one usually chooses the instantaneous angular velocity
~(t)

of the rotator to be oriented perpendicular to the symmetry

axis. An explanation for this choice will be given in the next section.
Using a time-dependent canonical transformation from the
laboratory system to the body-fixed system the transformed classical
Hamiltonian is found to be 2 2
-+-2

H

-r++

where x.=rxp

= .L
2m

+ V(-;) -

+

+

w(t) .R- ,

(2.21)

We note that this time-dependent canonical trans-

formation can be generated by means of a generating function equal
to the scalar product

between momentum vector and position vector

of the particle expressed in laboratory components (the "old"
momenta and "old" coordinates) where in turn, the laboratory
coordinates are expressed in terms of the particle coordinates
relative to the body-fixed frame (the "new" coordinates). The
Hamilton equations of motion in the new coordinates and momenta
can be written in the
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fo~lowing

simple form:

-+V

....

dr

= dt

....

=

<lH
n
ap
=~ -

+

-+

(2.22)

r

W X

and
av

(2.23)

....

ar

Here and in the following d/dt stands for the time derivative as
observed in the rotating frame. Note that the momentum p, like t and
~(t),coincides as a physical vector with the particle momentum in

the laboratory frame, although its components along the body-fixed
and laboratory axes are of course different.
The total force on the particle in the body-fixed frame can
now be derived from its body-fixed acceleration. Using (2.22) and

(2.23) we get

"F

2-+d r
2
dt

av

.. m--::-

a~

....

....

....

-mwxv+ p

X.

-+ ....r
-+ -mwx
w

(2.24)

Using again (2.22) to eliminate p we obtain

....

_lY,- 2~
....
ar

F

)(

....
....V -mwx
-+ ....
(~X t) -mwx r

In addition to the force -av/at

(2. 25)

due to the interaction V with the

rotator, the particle is clearly subject to three types of system
forces. The second, third and fourth term on the right-hand side of

{2.25) represent the Coriolis force, the centrifugal force and the
force due to accelerated rotation, respectively. An alternative
derivation of these three terms is given, for instance, in
Konopinski's textbook 23 on classical mechanics.
The name "Coriolis coupling" given to the term ..;;;(t).! in the
Hamiltonian (2.21) is therefore an improper identification, even
when the rotation is uniform. For that case Ripka et al. have
already shown that it represents also the centrifugal force. If the
rotation is non-uniform, as it will actually be when the rotation

.

....( t ) .t
....
is influenced by the part1cle, the term -w
~

....

force -mwxr

also leads to the

• In considering the free rotator+particle system
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in section 2.2.3, we expect to find back these three types of
forces in the equation of motion of the particle.
2.2.3

Non-prescribed rotation

In this section we consider the case in which the motion of the
rotator is determined by the action of the particle. To that end
we include the rotator degrees of freedom in the dynamics of the
mechanical system. We consider a classical axially symmetric rigid
rotator. This is allowed to have, apart from the angular momenta
~

and

Rz ,

an angular

momentum~.

corresponding to rotations
.
~2 2 2 2
of the rotator about the 3-axl.s: R =R'j +IS+RJ. Contrary to the
quantummechanical case, the rotator possesses three independent
degrees of freedom, the corresponding coordinates are the Euler
angles ~ ; the total number of independent variables equals six
1.

instead of five. In order to keep the correspondence with the
quantummechanical rotator-particle model as close as possible,
however, we shall only consider solutions of the Hamilton equations
for which
motion:

~

~-0.

This is possible since

~

is a constant of the

generates an infinitesimal rotation of the rotator

about the 3-axis, a rotation under which the total Hamiltonian is
invariant, in particular due to the axial symmetry of the interaction
potential between particle and rotator.
Clearly, the transformation of the particle variables to the bodyfixed frame is now a time-independent canonical transformation. The
total body-fixed Hamiltonian istherefore found by considering the
Hamiltonian in the laboratory system and expressing laboratory
variables in body-fixed particle variables. The result is

(2.26)
where we have chosen the rotator moment of inertia J equal to
3
J = J =J
• We could have chosen a different J but for ~ =0 this
1
3
2
choice is not of importance.
In section 2.2.2 we noted that after the transformation i
of

It

instead

is canonically conjugated to the orientation of the rotator.

Since this statement may lead to confusion we shall now discuss it
in somewhat more detail. It should be mentioned that the following
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considerations apply in both the quantummechanical context and the
classical context. Before the transformation of the particle variables
to the body-fixed frame, the momenta PJ'. canonically conjugated
to the Euler angles

Jr.l. are

l.

generators of infinitesimal rotations

of the rotator about the corresponding axes defining the Euler angles
(" ,JI. -axes"). The perpendicular projections of
l.

P _,and in this sense

R on

the .Y. axes equal
l.

•1, is canonically conjugated to the orientation

l.

of the rotator", The components of

!

(R) along the laboratory axes

generate infinitesimal rotations of the particle (rotator) about the
laboratory axes. Therefore, the components of the total angular
momentum1~i+!

generate infinitesimal rotations of the total system.

If we consider the body-fixed coordinates of the particle to be the
new particle coordinates, it is clear that the new momenta

P~.
l.

generate infinitesimal rotations of the total system. The new

now
P~.

's

l.

are the perpendicular projections of 1 on the ~i-axes: the total
angular momentum is canonically conjugated to the orientation of
the rotator.
The presence of the last two terms in (2.26) influences the
particle motion. To throw some light on their physical meaning, we
make use of the fact that the angular motion of the rotator, although
influenced by the particle, is described by some function ~(t). If
in the cranking model we had forced the rotator to move precisely
according to this function, the forces on the particle in the bodyfixed frame would have been the same. Calculating the force on the
particle following from (2.26) we therefore expect to be able to
interprete the results in terms of the four forces occurring in
(2.25). The Hamilton equations of motion for the time derivatives of

....

....

r and p are now given by

....
....
:t = !!!_ =!!! = 1!, + -;X (! -t )/J ,

ap

dt

m

(2.27)
+

!!P.. = -!!! =
dt

a?

-

2!. + p
a?

X

(I

-t)/J.

Apparently, these equations are identical to (2.22) and (2.23), the
rotational angular velocity ~

being given by R/J=(I-1)/J

Clearly, the resulting force is then given by (2.25) if this replacement
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+

of w

is also introduced in that equation. We have chosen

E3=0.

For

this choice we obtain w =0. This explains the above-mentioned usual
3
choice w =0 in the cranking model.
3

It may be noted in passing that the angular velocities J'i are
the oblique projections of~

on the J'.-axes. This is contrary to
~

the above-mentioned relation between
words: each

P~.
~

P~.and
~

+

I. To put it in other

is the sum of the perpendicular projections of the

body-fixed components r , r and I 3 on the ~i-axis while each body1
2
fixed component w. is the sum of the perpendicular projections of
l.

•

the angular velocities J'i on the

i -axis. In a way, the -"i 's

transform contragradiently to the P~. 's which can be seen from ~i=
3H/3P~. = ~ w.ai./aP~.
l.

l

components of

J

J

Mand

...

I.

~

~

, where wJ. and IJ. are body-fixed

We conclude that the presence of the last two terms in (2.26) gives
rise to the three types of system forces previously described. It is
not possible to associate the i.! term with one of the forces, for
instance the Coriolis force; nor is it possible to ascribe one of
the three forces, for instance the centrifugal force, to the 12 term.
Rather, the correspondence applies to the combination of i.! and

12

terms on the one band and the combination of the three kinds of
system forces on the other hand. This may be demonstrated by
supplying each of the terms in the Hamiltonian (2.26) considered
with an arbitrary

additional coefficient. Both coefficients are then

found to contribute together to each of the terms which, after
replacing the coefficients by I, are recognized as giving rise to the
three kinds of system force.
Clearly, the association of the 1.! term with the Coriolis force
is not only wrong because one should include the two other types of
system forces, but also because this association should include the
!2term. The !2 term cannot be considered as a coupling term in the
sense of operating both on the body-fixed particle and the rotational
degrees of freedom. Presumably for this reason it is usually not
included in the association of the 1.! term with system forces. We
have seen, however, that it is as essential for the system forces due
to rotation as the 1.! term.

4(:

2.2.4

Estimate of relative magnitude of system forces

Let us estimate the magnitude of the three system forces to find out
whether their relative magnitudes leave the Coriolis force as the
only system force of importancelB,
We assume the potential V(f) to be the Nilsson potential 2q, an
axially symmetric y

-deformed harmonic oscillator potential containing
20
in addition a term simulating the main difference between harmonic

oscillator potential and infinite square well potential. In the
classical considerations in this section we leave out Nilsson's spinorbit coupling term and consider

!

instead of

j;

~

is now the

quantum number associated with £ instead of j • Nilsson calculated
3
3
the various single-particle energy levels, essentially, as a function
of 6 • Part of his results is given in fig. 2.5. For our discussion
2

the details of this model are not important; one should only note
that the energy levels are degenerate with respect to G if 620 and
that this degeneracy no longer is present if a2=0,except for the

G•

degeneracy with respect to the sign of

The order of magnitude of the Coriolis force is given by
(2. 28)

w being a typical particle frequency equal to the spacing of
p

successive major shells

(~

N=J) divided by band R the nuclear radius.

The order of magnitude of the centrifugal force is
F

The time derivative

centr

~

2

(2.29)

mw R •

+

w is the same as observed from the body-fixed
+

or laboratory frame. In the latter frame the vector I is constant,
so that the force due to non-uniform rotation is
F

n.u.r.

=-!!~,..(-~xcV/a-;).
J'

(2.30)

The term between brackets in (2.30) is the torque on the particle in
the anisotropic potential which, in the absence of rotations, equals
+

the body-fixed rate of change of R. •
the precession of

!

.

Th~s

rate of change is due to

around the nuclear symmetry axis and the variation
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Fig.2.5 The energy levels of a single particle in an axially symmetric deformed
well with spin-orbit coupling as calculated by Nilsson (ref.24). The
deformation parameter a0 essentially equals
The e~gies are given
in units 24
wo<So)• WO being the harmonia osaillator frequency.
The n value for eaah orbit is given at the left and right hand sides.
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in time of the magnitude of !1.. Having in mind the quantummechanical
approximation where !1. remains a good quantum number even in an
anisotropic field, we shall estimate d!/dt by considering the
precession only:
F

mh

n.u.r.

;:::,: - w

J

prec

R ==mww

prec

(2.31)

R

The precessional frequency w
corresponds to the spacing of successive
prec
Nilsson levels ( ~~ =1), as one may understand as follows. We substitute the quantummechanical equation d!/dt
2
<T ~~ (d!/dt) 1 T q>

(i/t) [H;!]

expectation value

in the

If we neglect the

difference of two successive energy spacings

~E

between magnetic

substates, we obtain the result

aE2

(T~ 1..,..21
i.L T~ ) = Ul 2

-r'T

n-

prec

(T~ 1..,..21
!1,.._ Tll) •

(2.32)

We thus find
F

Cor
!::::

:F
~w
:w
:w
n.u.r.
centr
p
prec
spacing of successive major shells ( aN=I)

(2. 33)

:F

:spacing of successive Nilsson levels (
:rotational spacing (

ao =I)

a 1=1)

In the "classical" regions of well-developed rotational bands
(heavy nuclei, regions Ill and IV in fig. I • I)

w is indeed very

small relative to w , so that there the centrifugal force is
p

negligible compared with the Coriolis force. This is much less the
case in permanently deformed lighter nuclei (region I and 11 in fig.tl).
The precessional frequency increases with the deformation. For

a~0.3;

for instance, it is smaller than w by a factor of 3 to 4. Although
p

the Coriolis force is the larger component of the system forces, the
centrifugal and especially the non-uniform rotation force do not
seem to be always negligible.
We conclude that the indication "Coriolis" coupling can only be
..,.. ..,..

+2

applied to the aombination of the I.j and j terms in the unified
model Hamiltonian to indicate the dominant system force. The
centrifugal and non-uniform rotation forces are not always negligible.
As a consequence, it would be better to avoid confusion by using the
more general expression "rotation-particle coupling".
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CHAPTER Ill
LIMITATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM TRANSFER IN ADIABATIC CALCULATIONS
OF ROTATIONAL EXCITATION BY INELASTIC SCATTERINGt

3.1
This chapter concerns the main subject of this thesis: the method we
have developed to combine the coupled-channel method with the adiabatic
method. In chapter I we already made a number of introductory remarks.
We remind the reader that we confine ourselves to the collective
description of (in)elastic scattering processes. Obviously, possible
extensions of the adiabatic method like the introduction of additional
particle degrees of freedom and vibrational degrees of freedom as
mentioned in chapter I, are also applicable to our new combined
"few-states adiabatic" method.
In section 3.2 we discuss the quintessence of the coupled-channel
method and introduce the S-matrix in the coupled-channel basis. The
adiabatic approximation is treated in section 3.3. The new combined
method is treated in section 3.4. In this section, among others, we
give a simple physical explanation for the behaviour of particle
S-matrix elements for high angular momentum projections on the nuclear
symmetry axis. After the discussion of a possible explanation for an
asymmetry phenomenon observed in the calculated S-matrix elements,
results concerning the scattering of a spinless projectile from an
even-even nucleus are presented in section 3.5. Furthermore, in this
section some aspects are treated which play a role when applying our
method to s*O projectiles and to the scattering from odd-A nuclei. We
shall present results for these cases too. The calculations mentioned
in this chapter were carried out with a code JUPITOM which we
constructed by extending the existing code JUPITOR2 with parts necessary
for our method.
t

The results contained in this chapter have been published previously
in an abbreviated form in Physics Letters (ref.J)
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3.2

The coupled-channel method

3.2.1 The coupled equations
In the coupled channel method the Schrodinger equation for the total
system particle+nucleus, a partial differential equation, is converted
into a set of coupled ordinary radial differential equations~~First
of all, a complete, orthonormal set is defined consisting of wave
functions depending on all possible coordinates of the particle as
well as the nucleus except for the relative distance r between
particle and nucleus. The free motion of the total centre-of-mass is
left out of consideration. For each state described by a wave function
of the set, a radial motion can still take place; in this context one
usually speaks of "channels". A wave function of the set is called a
"channel wave function" and the associated aggregate of quantum
numbers is denoted by c. The coefficients in the expansion of the total
wave function in the set of channel wave functions depend only on r.
If one substitutes this expansion in the Schrodinger equation, multiplies
the Schrodinger equation on the left with the complex conjugate of a
channel wave function, integrates (sums) over all coordinates except
for r and repeats this procedure for all channel wave functions, a set
of coupled second-order radial differential equations for the expansion
coefficients is obtained.
Let us illustrate the above-mentioned procedure by means of the
Schrodinger equation for the scattering of a spinless, uncharged
particle from a nucleus with collective coordinates a, as we have
already met in chapter I:

E'l'(r9.Pr.l)

(3. 1)

The Laplace operator 6 of the particle is split into a radial part
and an angular part, where ! 2 is an orbital angular momentum operator
of the particle. The channel wave functions

'~'c•

Dirac notation

le)

and to be specified in the following, depend on the particle spherical
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angles eq,

and depend on the nuclear collective coordinates a. Since

we shall only consider rotational excitation of permanently deformed
nuclei one can take a to be the Euler angles

~- specifying the
l

orientation of the nucleus. The expansion of the total wave function
~

in terms of

c

can be written as:

I:

'i'(re.pa)

u (r)
_c_

c

r

(3.2)

'¥ (9lj>a) •

c

In the r-dependent coefficients a factor 1/r is split off in order to
prevent the first term in (3.1) to give rise to a first-order derivative
with respect to r. The coupled set of differential equations for the
functions u (r) becomes
c

- v(i:,a> 1 c' > uc, <r>.
(3.3)
where both c and c' run over all possible combinations of quantum
numbers and the brackets stand for the integration over the variables
94> and a.
We assume the potential V(~,a) to have a finite range: beyond a
certain radius R the potential V can be neglected. We can then
distinguish two regions; the inner region or interaction region r <R
and the outer region r >R. From (3.3) it can simply be seen that in
the outer region a complete decoupling of the equations can be
obtained if the wave functions '¥
of the operator

+

R- 2

c

are simultaneous eigenfunctions

and the nuclear Hamiltonian H(a,a/aa

). The

aggregate of quantum numbers c then should contain the quantum number
R. and the nuclear-spin quantum number I. Since the total system has

the property of symmetry under rotations, the total angular momentum
+ +

R.+I is a constant of the motion. As a consequence, the equations

partly decouple also within the interaction region if c contains the
total angular momentum quantum numbers J and M. In virtue of the same
symmetry, the coupled differential equations (3.3) are independent of

M. The spherical harmonics Y" (e<j>)are eigenfunctions of the
"'mt
operator. We denote the eigenfunctions of the nucleus by
(energy eigenvalues e:I). Using group
how the wave functions
y
R.mR.

theory 5,

'f

!2

IMI

(a)

it is possible to indicate

'i'ccan be expressed in terms of products of

and 'frM (a) :
I
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(3.4)

The coefficients (

Jl,

mJI, I MII J M) are the so-called vector-coupling

coefficients or Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For later convenience,
the addition of the factor (i)JI, makes (i)JI,Yn (6$) to behave under
"'m!I,
complex conjugation like
(3.5)

An appropriate choice of the phase of

'f

vector-coupling coefficient make both

~

IMI

liMI

and a property of the
and

~

c

to have a similar

behaviour. For example, writing c as JI,IJM:
ll!

-

~JI,IJM- (-)
The total parity

~

J+M

~Ji,IJ-M

(3.6)

is also a constant of the motion. Therefore, only

channel wave functions with common total parity are coupled. Since
~=(-)
Jl,

Jl,

nnucl this means that only wave functions with even or odd

values, respectively, are coupled if all nuclear levels have the

same parity, the actual situation for the rotational levels to be
considered in this chapter.
Briefly summarized, in the coupled-channel method one has to
solve the set of coupled differential equations

L <c
c'

jv(~,a) j c') u ,(r),
c

(3. 7)

for each value of J

and~.

where c= JI,IJM, c'=JI,'I'JM and JI,I,JI,'I' run

over all combinations which are possible for the given

J~

combination.

When the particle has a charge, the sets of coupled differential
equations can be derived in the same way as for an uncharged particle.
In this case we assume V(~,a) to be a pure 1/r Coulomb potential
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beyond a finite radius R.
The introduction of a particle spin presents no essential
difficulties. Now, the wave. function

~c

depends also on the spin

coordinate a • The projectile spin, spin functions

xsm (a)
s

, is

coupled with the orbital angular momentum of the particle to a total
particle angular momentum with quantum numbers j and mj
Yt.

Jmj

(e.pa)

=

L

mm

(t m.s m
~
s

Ij

m.) i!/,Y. (6$) x
(a). (3.8)
J
hmt
sm8

s

!/,

Subsequently, the total particle angular momentum
+

j

is coupled with

+

the nuclear spin I to total angular momentum J: the functions
itY.

~!/,

(e.p)

in (3.4) are replaced by Y..

~~

(e.pa)

and the subscript

c now represents the aggregate of quantum numbers tjiJM:

~ c (a.paa) = LM (

j m/ M1

IJ

M ) Y tjm. (a.pa)

mj I

J

'f 1~ (a)

•

(3.9)

The equations (3.3) and (3.7) have to be interpreted accordingly; the
brackets imply a summation over

a. In this situation too, the

rotational symmetry property of the total system is expressed by the
fact that the potential matrix elements in (3.7) are diagonal in J,M
and are independent of M.
3.2.2

Boundary conditions; S-matrix

Once again, let us consider an uncharged, spinless particle. If the
.
potent1al
V(+
r, a) is absent in (3.7), the differential equations

are completely decoupled. The solutions of these separate equations
are known&.The function k r j 0 (k r)
C

N

C

, j.(k r)
~

C

being the spherical

Bessel function, is a solution regular at r=O. So is kcr nt(kcr) ,
irregular at r=O, where nt(kcr)

is the Neumann function. Linear

combinations of these functions are also solutions of the differential
equations. In scattering theory, one often uses the functions
+

+

kr h~(kr)
kr(nt(kr)±ijt(kr))
h£(kr) being the Hankel functions
of the first (+) and second (-) kind. In view of their asymptotic
behaviour at large values of r, these functions are denoted by
Ot(kr) , "outgoing", and It(kr) , "ingoing" wave:
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O~(kr)

e

i(kr-~11/2)

(3. 10)

.

When a potential V{;, a) is present, the functions u (r) may be
c
written as a linear combination of ingoing and outgoing waves in the
outer region only. In the coupled-channel method one generates
linearly independent basis solutions of the coupled set (3.7). Each
of these basis solutions obeys the boundary condition that for

r~

R

an incoming wave is present in just one channel; the coupling between
the channels within the interaction region then leads to outgoing
waves in all channels. Assuming an incoming wave in channel c, the wave
functions u ,(r) are thus required to be of the form
c

u , (r)

(3.11)

c

for r,1>R. The {complex) quantities Sc+c', also denoted by Sc'c
are called the S-matrix elements or transition amplitudes and
determine the probability for a transition to take place from channel
c to channel c'.
The solutions of (3.7) are not fully determined by (3.11): a
priori the S-matrix elements are unknown. A second condition one
imposes on the solutions is connected with the requirement of
regularity at the origin for the solutions of the Schrodinger equation.
Since the nuclear potentials are usually taken to be constant in a small
region near the origin, for small values of r the wave functions
u ,(r)/r
c

are again linear combinations of a Bessel function and a

Neumann function

(depending on the product of r with a wave number

differing from k ,). The boundary condition u 1 (0)=0 guarantees that
c
c
in the vicinity of r=O the wave functions u ,(r~rbehave like a Bessel
c
function and therefore are regular.
For later discussions, it is of importance to note that the S-matrix
elements obey the symmetry property

8
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c-+c'

sc'+c

k
~
k ,
c

(3.12)

For a spinless projectile this can simply be derived as follows.
Using (3.6) and the fact that the potential matrix elements are
independent of M, one can prove the potential matrix to be symmetric,
i.e.

<cl V(;,u)l

c.>

~·I v(i,a)l ~

Consider the

generalized Wronskian
(3. 13)
where u and v are arbitrary

linearly independent solutions of the

coupled equations (3.7) written as a vector with components equal
to the functions uc,vc' respectively, so-called solution vectors.
From the symmetry of .the potential matrix and from the coupled
differential equations it follows that W is independent of r. If the
solutions obey the boundary condition at the origin, the generalized
Wronskian vanishes. From this together with the one-channel Wronskian
relation
(3. 14)

one can derive the symmetry property (3.12) by choosing two linearly
independent solutions of the type (3.11), incoming waves in channel c
and channel c', respectively.

An arbitrary

solution of the Schrodinger equation can be written

as a superposition of basis solutions. The wave function ~kii(t,a)
important for scattering processes, with an asymptotic behaviour as
indicated in (1.9) may be expressed in terms of the basis solutions
by expanding the incident plane wave in incoming and outgoing spherical
waves 6 • The incoming waves give rise to outgoing waves in all channels
according to (3.11). A comparison between the asymptotic behaviour of
+

the basis solutions and of the wave function

'1'-+k . (r ,a)
yields an
p
expression for the scattering amplitude f. .,(Elcjl) in terms of the S1.-'-'1.

matrix elements.
For a charged particle, the uncoupled differential equations in
the outer region contain, apart from the
the Coulomb potential

2

Zte74~er~n
y c k c /mr
u

~(~+I)

centrifugal potential,

, where Ze(Z'e) is the

projectile (nuclear) charge and y is the so-called Coulomb parameter.
c
6
Solutions of these equations may be written as linear combinations of
the special functions

F~(kcr)

, regular at r=O and

G~(kcr)

,
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irregular at r=O. These Coulomb wave functions are equal to k r j (k r)
c
Jl. c
and k r n" (k r) , respectively, if y =0. Once again, "incoming" and
c

~

c

c

"outgoing" waves are defined :
where

~

OJI. (kr)=I; (kr)= [cJI. (kr)+iF 9. (kr)] exp (-io-i,

is the Coulomb phase shift, with asymptotic behaviour

•

e

OJI.(kr) = I.Q.(kr)

i(kr-yln2kr-9.v/2)

(3.15)

•

r +"'

Using this definition of incoming and outgoing waves, one can once
again require condition (3.11) to be fulfilled. The asymptotic
behaviour (1.9) for ¥k·i is no longer valid, the Coulomb potential
1

influences the incoming wave even in the asymptotic region. One can
show, however, that a generalization is possible 6 • It is interesting
to note that in case of a pure 1/r Coulomb potential the total
(elastic) scattering wave function can be written as the sum of a
wave function with an asymptotic behaviour resembling a plane wave
and a wave function asymptotically resembling a scattered outgoing
wave. When for r< R a potential V(f,a) different from the 1/r monopole
Coulomb potential is present, the pure Coulomb scattering wave function
is usually split off from the total scattering wave function.Then,
the elastic scattering amplitude is the sum of the well-known
Rutherford amplitude and an additional scattering amplitude due to
the influence of the remaining potential.
The introduction of a particle spin does not lead to essential
complications; in the outer

it remains possible to impose

condition (3.8) and since the potential matrix remains symmetric7, the
S-matrix elements still obey (3.12). Projectile-spin states are now
contained in the wave function

¥k·i
1.

3.2.3

Number of

calculation

In principle, the sets of coupled radial differential equations
introduced in section 3.2. I may contain an infinite number of equations.
Both the number of

J1.

values and the number of I values is infinite.

In practice, however, both can be limited. The limitation of possible
Jl.

values to a range with a certain upper limit Jl.max can simply be

justified. Classically speaking, an orbital angular momentum
corresponds to a collision parameter b=l!l /p
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111

(see also fig.4.2 p.122).

If the value of

111

is such that this collision parameter is larger

than the radius R of the interaction region, the particle passes
the nucleus without interaction. Quantummechanically, for
r<it(t+l)' /k

~b

the centrifugal potential

ener~

in absolute value

exceeds the total energy; the "local" kinetic energy becomes negative
if no nuclear potential is present in addition. This classically
forbidden region expresses itself in the rapidly decreasing amplitude
of the regular Bessel (Coulomb) functions. In practice, when a nuclear
potential is present, the total kinetic energy for i

values which

are larger than kR will be negative and the amplitude of the wave
functions will soon become negligible inside the interaction region
for

i

increasing above kR; the centrifugal potential screens the

nuclear potential.
In practice, it turns out that the number of I values which have
to be taken.into account can be limited as well. If one considers
rotational excitation, the theoretical results for the ground-state
level and for the lower votational levels show a rapid convergence
if the number of rotational levels included in the calculations is
increased; soon, the differences are sufficiently small compared to
the experimental errors. For higher rotational levels it turns out
to be sufficient to include only one additional rotational level. As
an example, fig.3 • .l shows the influence of including the 8+
rotational level when calculating the differential cross-sections
belonging to the rotational levels 2+ up to 6+ for the scattering of
156
17.5 MeV protons from
Gd. Since only a few nuclear levels are
coupled in, the coupled-channel method is an approximation and is
sometimes referred to as "few-states" approximation.
It is appropriate to describe here the main features of the
potentials used in this and all following calculations. The real
interaction potential has the shape of a finite square well with a
rounded-off edge, conveniently written in the form of a so-called
Saxon-Woods potential (three parameters). The imaginary, absorptive,
potential is sometimes chosen to have a similar form (volume absorption),
is sometimes chosen to be concentrated near the nuclear surface
(surface absorption), and is sometimes taken to be a linear combination
of both. For projectiles with spin a spin-orbit coupling is in general
included, with a radial factor concentrated near the nuclear surface.
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Fig.3.1 Differential cposs-sections for (in)elastic scattering
156
of 17.5 MeV protons from
Gd, calculated by the CC method,
as a function of the centre-of-mass scattering angle e. The
parameters of the potential and deformation parameter s2
are taken from ref.3. No spin-orbit coupling is included.
The drawn (dashed) curves result from a calculation up to
and including the 6+ (8+) rotational level.
In order to get an impression of the number of coupled equations
involved in the calculations, the possible coupled channels for a
certain (J, n ) combination in the case of an s=l/2 projectile and an
even~even

nucleus are indicated by

dots

in the

ji-plane of fig.3.2.

From this figure it is cle?r that the number of possible channels
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increases rapidly with the maximum value I

max

of the nuclear spin

coupled in. For this specific case the number of channels turns out
to be (2I
+2) (I
+2)/4. In general for J values in the vicinity
max
max
of zero and j
the number of channels is smaller. The maximum number
max
of channels for each combination of projectile spin and ground-state
nuclear spin may be calculated as a function of I

• For the
max
following considerations it is of importance to note that the number
of coupled channels is roughly proportional to I 2 •
max
The rapid increase of the number of channels as a function of Imax

may lead to serious problems in actual calculations. This becomes clear
if we examine in which way the solutions discussed in section 3.1.2
are calculated. The most frequently applied method3• 4 runs as follows.
For a set of coupled channels, n linearly independent solutions are
calculated within the interaction region r< R; just outside r=O, one
chooses a function value unequal to zero in only one of the channels
and subsequently numerically integrates the coupled differential
equations up to R. These solutions are referred to as "mathematical"
basis solutions to distinguish them from the "physical" basis solutions
of section 3.1.2. By matching the values and first derivatives of a
physical solution (3.11) in all channels with those of a superposition
of mathematical solutions, one obtains the physical solution, i.e. the
values of the S-matrix elements •

•
I

•

'I

•

•
•
•

•+
+

Possible coupted channeta
foP a aePtain (J~~) combination
in case of s=1/2 projectite~ eveneven nuateua and I
=6.
3.2

+
+
1'
1'

+
I

maJ!

Imax

1

0

2

I.

6

8

I
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Usually, only a few physical solutions are necessary for each set:
in the experimental situation the target nuclei are in their ground
state before the projectile hits the target; one only needs to
calculate the solutions corresponding to an incoming wave in the
ground-state channel(s). Methods developed more recently make use of
this fact. For instance, ECIS (Equations Couplees en Iteration
Sequentielle) determines more directly the physical solutions in an
iterative wayS. If we confine ourselves to the conventional coupledchannel codes, it is clear that the calculation time needed to solve
a set of n coupled equations is roughly proportional to n 3 (ref.3,p.692)
6
which leads to a Imax -dependence: a tremendous increase with I

Furthermore, the total computation time

max
, is proportional to the

maximum j value jmax since for each combination of (J,

~)

•

a set of

coupled equations is to be solved:
(3. 16)

A more detailed formula could also take into account the increase
of the number of equations with s and the special situation for odd-A
nuclei, where also the ground-state spin I . is of importance. In
m1n
• 3.3 some typical B7700 computation times are given as a function
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I

I

I

I

I

"

I'

I

6

I

8

putation times as a funation
of Imax-Imin' Situations for
an even-even nuaLeus and an
odd-A nuaZeus ~itn groundstate spin 7/2 are indiaated.

of I

-I •• Note that for the same I
-I . , the situation for
max m1n
max m1n
odd-A nuclei is more serious than for even-even nuclei, several
channels being associated with the non-vanishing ground-state spin.
It will be clear from the foregoing considerations that the
coupled-channel method soon becomes prohibitive if more than a few
rotational levels are to be included. The growing interest in highspin states 9makes it unavoidable that new methods are developed.
3.3

The adiabatic method

In chapter I it has been pointed out that the adiabatic approximationlO
in a quantummechanical context amounts to neglecting the energy
differences between the nuclear levels which are excited during the
collision to an appreciable extent. The nuclear Hamiltonian is
replaced by-a constant e. This opens the possibility to calculate
the scattering wave function for each value of the collective nuclear
coordinates a

separately. The problem is reduced to particle

scattering from a potential for a fixed value of a •
The adiabatic Schrodinger equation for a fixed value of a can be
converted into a set of coupled radial differential equations. This
can be done in a way, essentially, identical to the procedure outlined
in section 3.2. I. Now, the channel wave functions 'fc depend only on the
spherical angles
1

a: '¥ = i Y.
.c

..m,t

Scf> of the particle and, for s+O, the spin coordinate

(6cf>), '¥ = Yt.
•

c

Jmj

(e~cr)

, respectively. The radial

funct1ons uc conta1n a as a parameter and the wave numbers kc are
equal to V(E-e)2mth 2 ' =k. For each value of a and both values of

1r

one has to solve a set of coupled radial differential equations, the
channels corresponding to the allowed values of t and mt(s=O) or t ,j
and m. (s40). The same procedure as outlined in section 3.2.2 can be
J

used to generate physical basis solutions. Now, the S-matrix elements
parametrically depend on a • The adiabatic wave function

'fk(~;o:)

from (1.8) may be expressed in terms of these physical basis solutions.
Especially in the case of scattering from a rotator, the adiabatic
approximation may lead to a considerable simplification of the
scattering problem. Having solved the problem for one possible
orientation of the rotator, the solutions for each orientation are
known in principle. The former solution can be used directly for all
orientations of the nucleus if one expresses this solution in body-
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fixed coordinates. For later convenience, we shall now give some of
the transformations involved.
Consider the (laboratory) XYZ frame and a rotated 123 frame, the
orientation of which is specified by the Euler angles

J. .
~

The relation

between the particle wave functions Y •. (9$cr), Dirac notation j~jm.)
x.Jm·
J
defined relative to the laboratory frameJand the corresponding wave
functions Y .

~Jm3

reads

(S'~'a')

3

, l~jm ) defined relative to the 123 frame,

(3. I 7)

If the 123 frame is chosen to be the body-fixed frame of the rotator,
the physical basis solutions in the laboratory system for an
arbitrary

orientation of the rotator can be deduced from the physical

basis solutions in the body-fixed frame by using {3.17).
Since the nucleus and the associated particle potential are taken
to be axially symmetric, the adiabatic approximation introduces an
additional constant of the motion, namely the component j

of the par3
ticle angular momentum along the nuclear symmetry axis. The rotational

energy operator in the total Hamiltonian does not commute with the j
3
2
operator ( [j ,i ] f.O); it is just this energy operator which is left
3
out. Quantummechanically we have met this point in connection with
K-mixing in odd-A nuclei for a bound particle. Classically speaking,
the orientation of the nucleus changes in time and so the projection

Fig.J.4 The jm3 plane in
which coupled channels
for s=l/2 particle are
indicated • For a
certain m3 value all j
values obeying
m.,., .r,j ~ j max are coupled•
Channels are decoupled
with respect to m3•
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,

of

r

on the symmetry axis, generally, will also change in time; in the

adiabatic approximation the orientation of the nucleus is fixed during
the collision.
In the adiabatic approximation one solves sets of coupled
differential equations in the body-fixed frame. The functions jtjm3)
are used as a basis, leading to a decoupling of the equations for
different m values. We denote the physical basis solution for which
3
an incoming wave is present only in the channel c= ijm3 by ~~}

In analogy to the situation in which the particle is bound to the
rotator R (w) 1~ ) is also a solu:ion of the adiabatic Schrodinger
2
equation. Since R (w) jtjm ) = (-)J-m3 ltj-m ) , a comparison between·
3
2
3
R (1!) ji}; )
and
lt~
)
yields
2
3

3

3

( -)j'-j sad
ij-+i'j'
The sets of coupled equations are

~o

~

sad
ij-+i 'j '-m

(3. 19)

3

be solved for non-negative m3

values only.
It should be stressed that one still exploits

1= J+l

to be a

constant of the motion: the coupled equations are solved in the bodyfixed system and a basis solution lt~) remains a solution when
multiplied by a .Y -dependent wave function

IJM) •

This leads to a

superposition of states jtjm JM)= jtjm IJM) with common total angular
3
3
momentum quantum numbers J and M. As a consequence, the radial wave
functions no longer depend on J as in the coupled-channel method. It
is assumed that the axially symmetric nucleus has an even-multipole
deformation. Note that the wave function for the state jJM) is known
from the bound-state situation to be of the form J2J+1/811~· D~ ("')

3

(see (2.8)). In the next section we shall return to this.

Fig.3.4 shows the jm plane in which the sets of coupled channels
3
are indicated for the case of an s=l/2 particle. Comparing this fig.3.4
with fig.3.2, it is clear that a partial decoupling is achieved by
switching over to the set of adiabatic wave functions. The j

value
max
is the same as in fig.3.2. The number of coupled equations no longer

depends on the maximum nuclear spin taken into account, I
instead is proportional to j

max

max

, but

. Of course, the number of equations
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decreases with increasing m value. The total computation time is now
3
4
:
max

roughly proportional to j

(3.20)
Since in the adiabatic method one makes use of an additional constant
of the motion and the radial equations are independent of J, it seems
reasonable to expect this to result in a decrease of the total
computation time needed. Comparing (3.20) with (3.16), however, one
sees that the computation time is now proportional to jm!x instead of
• This means that the adiabatic method needs more computation time
max
than the coupled-channel method at higher j
values, in particular
max
for higher projectile energies.
j

The fact that the introduction of the adiabatic approximation
does not necessary lead to a reduction of the total computation time
can be made plausible as follows. The j operator does not commute
3
2
with the
operator and this makes understandable that a sharply

!

determined j

3

value implies a large uncertainty in

, so that,

effectively, a large number of rotational levels is involved.
Alternatively, the maximum change of the particle angular momentum may
equal 2jmax· Since the vectorial change of the particle angular momentum
is equal and opposite to that of the rotator, I
to 2j

is roughly equal
max
• The "adiabatic" computation time should be compared with the

max
computation time for a coupled-channel calculation with I

- 2j · •
max
max
Obviously, in the adiabatic approximation the aspect of the limited
I

max

is left out of consideration.

3.4

Limitation of angular momentum transfer in adiabatic calculations

3.4.1

Relation between coupled-channel basis and adiabatic basis

In the preceding section we have seen that the adiabatic approximation
is not an approximation within the framework of the conventional
coupled-channel (CC) method. The observation that both the adiabatic
approximation and the truncation of the rotational band are relatively
accurate approximations in many cases of practical interest, prompted
us to look for a method in which we take advantage of both. An
interesting problem which one is then confronted with is that of
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combining two approximations each of which can only be formulated
simply in its own basis. In the CC basis ltjiJM) the value of I is
well defined and so we are able to truncate the rotational band by
restricting the I values. If we use the adiabatic basis ltjm3JM)
the radial wave functions are independent of J(and M) and decoupled
with respect to m • In analogy to the case of a particle bound to a
3
nucleus one may call the CC basis a "weak-coupling"basis and the
adiabatic basis a "strong-coupling" basis. In the weak-coupling basis
the value of m is not defined and in the strong-coupling basis the
3
2
value of I is not defined (see fig.3.5). Since the 1 operator does
not commute with the j

3

operator it is impossible to find a basis in

which both values are well-defined.
lz
I

/

/

/

Coupled channels

!!.!!.!.!. I

.11.

j I J M

Adiabatic

>

basis

VI(I+I)' well-defined
-t

+

J and I "precess" around

m not defined
3

j

lt j m3 J M>
m well-defined
3
1"precesses" around 3 axis
VI(I+l)' not defined

Fig.3.5 Coupled-ahanneZ aoupLing saheme and adiabatic coupling scheme,
Despite the above-mentioned problem, we have been able to develop
a method which brings about a synthesis of both approximations. Before
we discuss our method in the next section, we shall treat a step which
will turn out to be essential for our approach, namely the derivation
of the relation between CC basis and adiabatic basis.
We would like to stress here that this is a rather important step.
In the usual adiabatic approach such a step is never made. There, one
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expands the adiabatic scattering amplitude as a function of the
nuclear orientation in terms of the nuclear wave functions (see (1.24)).
For the time being, we assume the nucleus to be an even-even nucleus,
no explicit particle is bound to the rotator: the nuclear wave
functions lfiM

I

in (3.9) equal the wave functions (2.11). In section

3.5 we shall show

~hat

our method can be generalized to odd-A nuclei

in a very simple way. Inserting (2.11) in (3.9) and expressing the
laboratory particle wave functions
fixed particle wave functions

lt j

L (j

I J M)=

mji

m.Mim3

3

l~jm.)
J

l~jm )

~~

J M)

in terms of the body-

(see (3.17)), we obtain

~~m

rJ)I £ j
3

m3)Jz!;~' D~* 0 (J)

I
(3.21)
In the case of a total angular momentum eigenfunction consisting of
J

J

products of angular momentum eigenfunctions, transformation properties
like (3.17) are valid for the total angular momentum eigenfunction as
well as for the separate angular momentum eigenfunctions. By comparing
these transformation properties, one can deduce "coupling rules" for
the D-functions. The following relation is then easily seen to be valid

( j m3 I 0

I

J m3 )

*

D~ t">
3

(3.22)
(3.22) in (3.21) and applying the identity (j m3 I OJ J m3)=
(-)J-m31f'(2J+I)/~I+l)' (J m j-m 1 I 0) we finally obtain the expression
3
3

Sub~tituting

I

Jl,

j

I

J

M)

L

(-)j-m3

m3
where IJI,jm3 JM)

( J m j-m
3
3

!I

0) I

R. j m J M), {3.23)

3

as already mentioned in sect.3.3, is the product

wave function
(3.24)
Inversion of (3.23) leads to

provided we also include odd values of I. The appearence of odd I values
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3

indicates that the wave function ~~jm JM)

does not have a well-

defined parity. In analogy to the case of a particle bound to a rotator,
we define a new wave function which does have a well-defined parity
v =(-)t. Here and in the following for m +o we change our notation
3
(compare with (2.8) and (2.9)):

J [ I ~ j m3J M) + (-)J+j-2m3

I~

j-m3J

M)]____. I ~ j

m3J

M) .
(3.26)

Using (J m j-m 1I 0) = (-)J+j-I (J-m j ~I I 0)
, one can show
3
3
3
that now the sum in (3.23) is restricted to non-negative values of m
3
and that the sum in (3.25) involves only even values of I. Both the
second member of (3.25) and each term on the right hand side of (3.23)
are tO be multiplied by a factor
3.4.2

vz-om30
I

Limited angular momentum transfer; Few-states adiabatic method

The basic idea behind our

m~thod

is that the possibility to truncate

the rotational band in the coupled-channels method is intimately related
to the limited transfer of angular momentum in the collision. In fig.S.b

F~.3.6

Angular momentum

in t~ans~tion

ji

+

t~ansfe~

jrJr.

the angular momentum transferred is represented by the vector

L,

+

+

equal to I'-I. From its initial state I the nucleus is excited to a
limited number of final states I'. This limited transfer of angular
momentum shows up in the quantummechanical calculations. The various
differential cross-sections decrease with increasing nuclear spin,

independent ofhlhethe~ one takes the energy levels to be degenerate
or not. Classically one may understand this limited transfer of
angular momentum by observing that the particle induced torque acting
on the rotator is only present during a limited collision time. This
limitation of Lwe have been able to incorporate in the adiabatic method.
•

....

~ ~.

+

S1nce L also equals J-J , at least the change in magnitude of J,
i.e.

Aj, should be limited. If we are interested in a particle
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transition j -+ j

1

it is therefore not necessary to solve for each m
3
a set of coupled equations with the full dimension indicated in fig.3.4.
Instead, it is sufficient to choose a set of channels with j values
more closely around j and j'. Even in this way, however, we do not
make optimal use of the restricted angular momentum transfer. In the
coupled-channels case the restriction on

8j means that we have a

restricted region between two horizontal lines in the ji plane of
fig.3.2. There still is no limitation in the horizontal direction.
Explained in a different way, the particle angular momentum is a
vector and even for small values of

8j, that is to say almost

equal magnitudes, the magnitude of the angular momentum transfer
still can be rather large. Obviously, the limitation of

I'-I,

i.e.

a restriction by a vertical line in fig.3.2 can only be achieved
easily in the CC method, where the nuclear spin is quantized. Yet
it is possible to introduce such a restriction in the adiabatic
method as will be explained in the following.
In section 3.4.1 we have derived the transformation between the
CC basis and the adiabatic basis. Let us now concentrate on the
solutions of the total Schrodinger equation in which the rotational
energy operator is left out, i.e. the adiabatic Schrodinger equation.
We denote the solution of this equation which has an incoming wave
-....__,

in the channel corresponding to l!jm JM) by l!jm JM) • Note that
3
3
we have changed our notation and for m ~o use the superposition (3.26).

3

With the aid of (3.19), however, it may be shown that in our new
notation (3.18) remains valid. If we use the CC basis we can define
in a similar way the solutions
,--_

Itjm3JM)

~~~) • ,....__,
Since the wave functions

as well as the wave functions

I!j IJM :>

are solutions of

the same equation, they obey the transformation properties (3.23) and
(3.25) (note the factor

J2 6m3 o' ):

.

0 (J m3j-m3 l I 0) I

(-)J-m3 ~2-o~ '

,---......,__
~

j m

J M)

3

(3.27)

(J

m3j-m3

lI

________...
0) I t j I J M).
{3.28)
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,......,_
Consider the wave function ltji=O JM) • Comparing the outgoing waves
in the channels corresponding to lt'j'I'JM

>

on both sides of (3.27)

where on the right hand side we make use of (3.25), we obtain
8

ad
tjO+t'j'I' J

Since I vanishes in the entrance channel, J equals j. Using

(3.29) can be reduced to
8

ad
tjO+t' j 'I'

i"'
(3.30)

Eq. (3.30) shows that the S-matrix elements for the total system
particle+nucleus can be expressed in the S-matrix elements for the
particle alone. The right hand side of this equation contains the
particle S-matrix elements for all possible non-negative m values.
3

When there is a limited angular momentum transfer, however, only a
restricted number of particle S-matrix elements is needed to calculate
the unknown S-matrix elements on the left hand side. This can be
understood as follows. When the angular momentum transfer is limited
one might introduce the extreme assumption that for I' values
exceeding some value L
the left hand side of (3.30) vanishes. Then,
max
we have at our disposal a number of linear combinations of particle
S-matrix elements which vanish, so that these elements must be
linearly dependent. This means that the information about the particle
S-matrix elements for all m values is essentially contained already
3
in a restriated set. The relation between I and m3 resembles a
Fourier transformation: a limitation of I gives rise to a more gradual
m -dependence. In the usual adiabatic method one calculates a large
3
number of particle S-matrix elements which do not all contain
independent information. Once one is aware of this point, the idea
looks trivial.
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Let us now try to find out how we can make use of this idea.
Once again, consider the wave function j~ji=O JM) but now compare

3

the outgoing waves in the channels corresponding to l~'j'm JM)
instead of l~'j'I'JM)

on both sides of (3.27). This procedure yields

the inverse of the original set of equations (3.30):
ad

s~j+~'j' m3
(3.31)

If we neglect the values of the unknown S-matrix elements s~10+~j'I' J
for I'> L
, the number of unknowns is restricted. This implies
max
that one needs only a restricted number of equations, that is to say
a restricted number of known particle S-matrix elements in order to
determine the few unknown matrix elements one still needs.
As an alternative, we would like to point out how, in a more
physical picture, we originally worked out our idea. The observation
that the solution of the Schrodinger equation for a single m value
3
can be written as a superposition of solutions each of them
corresponding to a different initial nuclear spin I, played an
important role in the development of our method. Furthermore, since
ad
ad
the S-matrix elements obey the symmetry property · S . . = S . .
1+J

J+1 d

(see sect.3.3.2) one can,instead of calculating the elements S~jO+~]~ J'
·
• ·
By ta k 1ng
·
ea 1 cu 1ate t h e e 1ements Sad
R.'j'l'+~jO J o f t h e 1nverse
trans1t1on.
a superposition of two different m solutions, it is possible to
3

eliminate one entrance channel i.e. one initial I value +I'. Three
different m solutions enable one to eliminate two entrance channels,
3
etc. In this way we can, by eliminating entrance channels, approximate
the wave function I~ ljf'Ii'JM)
(3.32)
where
(3.33)
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The sum contains the m values used in the process of elimination and
3
I'' may take the value I' and in addition runs over all the eliminated
initial I values. In order to simplify the notation we have omitted
the dependence of a on J and j'. The determinant of coefficients in
(3.33) for all I' values considered should be different from zero
for these equations to have a solution. One can prove that this is
indeed the case (see section 3.4.3). The approximation to the S-matrix

S~~j'I'+~jO

J=j

S~'j'I'+~jO J=j

-

element

following from (3.32) reads

ad

(3.34)

The more m .values one uses the more entrance channels can be limited.
3
However, when the angular momentum transfer is restricted one needs
to eliminate only the entrance channels with I''< Lmax: the remaining
entrance channels with I''> L
do not lead to a final nuclear state
max
with spin zero. This means that only a restricted number of particle
S-matrix elements is needed to calculate the unknown S-matrix elements.
It can simply be seen that this procedure of eliminating entrance
channels amounts to solving (3.31) with truncated sum over I':
considering the left hand side of (3.33) as a component of a matrix
product

which is equal to the corresponding component of a unit matrix,

we find by transposing this equation:
(3.35)
The prime added to

L indicates

the truncation of the summation. Using

(3.35) and (3.34) together with the symmetry property of the S-matrix
elements we finally obtain the truncated set (3.31), so the physical
picture of eliminating entrance channels leads to the same results
one gets by solving the truncated set (3.31).
Let us summarize the main points of our "few-states adiabatic"
method. The limitation-of the angular momentum transfer is incorporated
in the adiabatic method by a) a truncation of the sets of coupled
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channels with respectto j and b)using only a limited number of m values
3
to compute the particle scateering. This means that in fig.3.2 we now
have both a horizontal and a vertical restriction.
3.4.3

Choice of coupled equations and m values in the F.S.A. method
3

In this section we shall discuss in which truncated sets of coupled
equations the S-matrix elements for a given particle transition are
calculated. Especially, we shall pay attention to the "optimal" choice
of m values for which the equations (3.31) are solved. In this section,
3
for simplicity reasons, we confine ourselves to spinless projectiles.
This will turn out not to be an essential restriction.
Let us first discuss point a) mentioned at the end of the previous
section: the truncation of the sets of coupled equations with respect
to t. At a fixed value of m , we have calculated S-matrix elements
3
S~d.,
for a given transition t +tin various truncated sets of
;v+" m3
coupled equations. We varied the position of the tt combination within
the range of

Jl;

values of the sets as well as the dimensions of the sets.

These calculations clearly showed a rapid convergence of the S-matrix
elements as a function of the number of equations. Furthermore,
calculations in which the

tt combination was chosen as symmetric as

possible within the set,i.e. as far as possible from the boundaries
of the set, resulted in a value for S~d••
showing the smallest
;v+;v m3
difference with the value calculated in a, virtually, untruncated set.
This is understandable since the total error due to the truncation of
the set on the upper side and on the lower side may be expected to
be minimalized for this choice of the position of tt' . In those cases
in which a fully symmetrical position within the set was not possible,
best results were obtained for a choice just beneath the symmetrical
position. In table 3.1 the real part of a number of S-matrix elements
ad
St+t' m is given as a function of the number of channels used. This
3
example concerns the scattering of 24.5 MeV protons from 152 Sm, a spinorbit coupling being omitted. The potentials used allow a direct
transition with

At<" 8 (see (3.37) where

Amax=8). The convergence

as a function of the number of channels can clearly be seen. Summarizing,
the calculations confirm that a limited angular momentum transfer
during the collision enables one to calculate particle S-matrix
elements in truncated sets. If an angular momentum transfer larger than
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number of
channels
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 3.1

~=10 +

~=10

~=12 +

2
-.3725 J02
J0-.3957
2
J0-.5347
2
-.5411 I02
-.5281 I02
-.5287 J02
-.5284 Jo2
-.5284 I02
-.5273 J0-

~=10

.1235 10-J
.1238 10-J
.1249 10-J
.1249 10-J
.1247 10-J
.1247 10-J
.1247 10-J
.1247 10-J

~=14 +

~=10

~=16 +

~=10

-

3
-.3503 J0-.3511 10-3
3
-.3492 J03
-.3494 J03
-.3481 J03
-.3481 I03
-. 3483 I0-

4
.2365 I04
.2364 I04
.2313 J04
.2313 J04
.2314 104
.2314 10-

Real part of some aalculated C-matrix elements as a

funation of number of ahann~ls used ( ~~t'mJ =- ( ott' +
i.J(2HlJ/(2t'+1Yexp(-2iat,J:ft-+t'm/2) ~ see ref.J). The i t '
aombinations are ahosen as symmetria as possible within the
various sets (see text).
L
can be neglected, the particle S-matrix elements can be calculated
max
within sets with an i range equal to Lmax·
In our earliest attempts to calculate the S-matrix elements of the
total system particle+nucleus employing a limited number of equations
(3.31), we used only the highest possible m values. We were led to
3
do so by the following consideration. At high m values the magnitudes
3
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in (3.31) decrease for increasing
I' values, which is already obvious from a classical vector-coupling
diagram. Then, the error .due to the neglect of S-matrix elements for
high I' values is reduced. Furthermore, for this choice of m values,
3
the truncated sets in which the particle S-matrix elements are
calculated can be chosen such that the lower bounds of the sets coincide
• Such a set of equations has been
3
solved for each value of m , as schematically indicated in the ~
3
3
plane of fig.3.7. In this way, for each it' combination particle

with the "natural" boundary i

=m

S-matrix elements are availab~e at the highest m values. The precise
3
number of available m values depends on the dimensions of the sets;
3
if i or t' are near the upper bound, the particle S-matrix elements
a~e

no longer usable. By choosing the number of usable m values
3
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larger than the number of unknown S-matrix elements one is interested
in, it is possible to increase the total number of unknowns in (3.31),
by which the error due to the neglect of S-matrix elements decreases.

Fig.$.7 A calculation saheme used
to obtain adiabatic particle smatrix elements. For eaah 1~'
combination needed S-matrix
elements are available at
highest m3 values.

Some calculations have been performed for the scattering of 50 MeV
u particles from 154 sm (direct coupling for ~~(2). We were interested
in S-matrix

elements of the total system for I'< 8. When using square

sets (number of

equations~

number of unknowns), empirically, the

convergence of these S-matrix elements for increasing dimensions of
the sets turned out to be much slower than expected in view of the
limited angular momentum transfer of at most

8b.

We found a possible explanation for this phenomenon in a tendency
of the equations included to be linearly dependent. We come back to
this point shortly. As an alternative, we have followed a different
procedure : an

increase of the number of algebraic equations without

increasing the number of unknowns. The optimal value of the unknowns
was determined by a least-square method where in the sum of the
quadratic differences we used equal weight factors. In adopting this
procedure, we were guided by the consideration that the addition of
nearly linearly dependent equations to sufficiently linearly
independent ones has little influence on the optimal solution. The Smatrix elements thus obtained indeed showed a more rapid convergence.
The number of m values needed, however, still exceeded the anticipated
3
number of m values.
3
Before discussing the method eventually applied, we would like to
present a simple argument already indicating that the exclusive use
of high m values gives rise to problems. Classically speaking, a
3
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T

13
I

Fig.3.8 Classiaal piature of
with angular momentum
t~saanning nualear potential
in plane perpendiaular to !.
Using exalusively large t
projeations on 3 axis~ one
obtains information about
narrow seation of potential.

part~ale

particle with orbital angular momentum

1

moves in a plane perpendicu+

~

lar to this angular momentum. Using exclusively large

.

•

proJeCt1ons

on the nuclear 3-axis, one obtains information about a narrow section
of the nuclear potential, namely only the vicinity of the
"equatorial'~ plane

6 =900 (see fig.3.8). We want to describe,

however, a collision process, where the particle encounters the nucleus
also at other relative orientations. The information obtained at high
m values is inadequate and insufficiently independent. In a fully
3
quantummechanical description, one deals with a probability density
for the particle. At high m values, however, it can be verified that
3
the wave function Ytm Ce~) of the particle is concentrated around

3

6= 900, The sph~rical harmonics equal V(2t+I)/4n.(~-m )~/(£+m )! x

3

3

1

(-)m3p~3(cos6)e 1m3~, p~3(cose) being an associated Legendre function 6 •
If we apply the coordinate transformation cos6

+

tanhx, the differen-

tial equation for these Legendre functions transform into an equation
in x corresponding with the Schrodinger equation for a particle
bound in a potential well around x=O:

[- ::2 + (tanh 2x -

I)

£(~+1)

] f(x)

-m2 f(x).
3

(3.36)

The depth of this well is equal to £(9, +I) and the "energy" eigenvalue
equals -m; (see fig.3.9). For increasing £ and m the particle is
3
confined to a diminishing x-interval around x =0, i.e. a diminishing
interval around e

=

goO

Therefore, in that situation the particle

scans only the vicinity of the equatorial plane. This may be interpreted in terms of a centrifugal barrier which, for m +o, prevents the
3
particle to penetrate into the vicinity of the 3-axis, analogous to
the radial centrifugal barrier acting for£ fO. In fig.3.10 some
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associated Legendre functions are plotted against cose

• The above

is clearly illustrated by the behaviour of these functions with m •
3

Fig.3.9 Po~ential well <tanh2x-1)t(t+1) from (3.36) for
R-=20. "Energy" eigenval.ues for possible "bound states" of
particle equal -m;~ m3 0~1>···~20.

=

-~0~~--~--~---L--~u~s--~--~--~--L_~w

cos 9

Fig.3.10 Some associated Legendre functions plotted
against aosa. At high m3 ~ functions have largest
amplitudes for small values of cosa. The plotted
functions are normalized aaaording to~P m7cosa)dcosa

1
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=1.

In our investigations we have met substantial difficulties with
the high-m

scheme. For that reason we have carried out a more detailed
3
study of this subject. Since the results also seem very helpful in
gaining physical insight in scattering calculations, we present them
in the next four pages as an intermezzo.
Our study shows that the behaviour of the adiabatic particle Smatrix elements for high values of m can be explained and likewise
3
the tendency to linear dependence of the truncated set (3.31). In
particular, certain aspects of the m behaviour of the S-matrix
3
elements turn out to be understandable by assuming the particle to
feel the potential only in the equatorial plane and thus, effectively,
the potential to be spherically symmetric. In this extreme situation,
only diagonal transitions i

+ i

are allowed for and the corresponding

S-matrix elements are independent of m • If we take into account the
3
effect of small variations of the potential around the equatorial plane,
2
proportional to cos e
transitions for which ~i =2, become possible;
the corresponding S-matrix elements show a simple dependence on m •
3
The diagonal S-matrix elements are subject to a correction linear
in m;. The discussion of the effect of potential variations around
the equatorial plane can be extended and thus the behaviour of the Smatrix elements for high m values can be examined. We shall now
3
discuss all this in greater detail.
The behaviour of the particle S-matrix elements as a function of m
3
is determined by the m -dependence of the potential matrix elements
3
V:,~ i (r) = (i' m3 IV(r8) I i m3 )
Before concentrating on the
specific situation e~9o 0 , we examine first of all the m -dependence
3
of these matrix elements.
In the usual treatment 3

,

V(r 8) is expanded in spherical

harmonics

YA (e) , where A is even and the expansion is cut off for
0
A values exceeding a given value A
max

V(re)

(3.37)

Eq. (3.37) leads to

(3.38)
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(3.39)
where the so-called reduced matrix element ( !1- 1 11 YAO 11 !1-) is
independent of m • The behaviour of (3.39) as a function of m is
3
3
completely determined by (-)m3 (t-m !1- 1 m I A 0) , This behaviour becomes
3
3
more transparent if we express this Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in
terms of the coefficient (R--m !1- 1 m I I t-t 1 I 0 )
, which equals 11
3
3
(2!1- > +t)!(t >-i < )!(t >-i < ) •1

where t (1 ) stands for the higher (lower) t value. To that end we make
>

<

use of the recursion relation

l

(t-m3t 1 +m3 A+2

0)

= (

m2-f2(A+I)-f2(A)
3
)(t-m t 1 m
f(A+I) f(A+2)
3
3

I A. 0)

-(f(A) f(A-l} )(t-m !1- 1 m 1 A.-2
3
3
f(A.+t)f(A+2}

o)

,(3.41}

which can be obtained by applying twice the well-known recursion 12
relation

between Clebsch-Gordan coefficients with A values

differing by I. The repeated use of recursion relation (3.41)
eventually yields the expression

The coefficients

a

p

depend on

t

,t' and :>..; p runs over even values.

Using (3.38)-(3.42), one can derive that the potential matrix element
(3.38), as a function of m , can be written as the m -dependent square3
3
root factor of (3.40) timesa polynomial in m; in which the highest
power of m equals
3
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Amax -

lt-t'l

In view of the discussion in the next paragraph, it is of
importance to note that the spherical harmonics yA (e) , A even,
0
2
are polynomials in cos a of degree A/2. Furthermore, it is useful
to examine the m -dependence introduced by the individual powers of
3
2
cos e in the matrix elements v~?~ (r). This can be done as follows.
It is clear that if we neglect powers of cose

larger than a given A ,

can be rearranged to write

the remaining powers of cosa

(3.43)
The "effective" radial factors

:;;:A(r) can be expressed in terms of

v,(r), A= 1~-~·1, ••• ,A
With the aid of (3.39)-(3.42) it can
"
max
be verified that now, apart from a square-root factor, the matrix
element (3.43) is a polynomial in m~ with a highest power of m equal
3
to A-~~~~·~ • Expressed in different terms: powers of cosa
m
smaller than I~- ~· I do not contribute to V~~~
,
cose 1~- ~·I
terms give rise to an m -independent behaviour, (cose)l~-~·1+ 2
3
.
terms contr1bute
up to m2 , (cose) 1~-~'1+4 -terms contribute up to
3
m4 , etc .•
3
What are the consequences of the fact that at high m values the
3
wa¥e function of the particle differs significantly from zero only

in the vicinity of e =90°? First, the non-diagonal matrix elements

t

24

24 ' 26
m3

Re

Im

24

2
-. 7598 10-

+ R.'
+

Re

28

24
Im

+

Re

30
Im

.1854 10-2

3
. 7277 10-

3
-.4239 I0-

4
-.2869 10-

22

-.2622

I0- 1

.1079 10-l

.3150 I0- 2 -.1441 I0- 2

-.9634

10-4

20

-. 5277 10-l

.2142 10-l

2
2
.6597 I0-.1948 I0-

-.1037 I0- 3

-.1877 10-J

14

-.1276 IO+O

.3102 10-l

. 1243 10-l

.2124 I0- 2

.1049

I0- 2

-.9572 J0-3

0

-.1585 10+0

. 1847 10-l

2
.3514 I0-

.9048 I0- 2

2
.3930 I0-

2
-.1144 I0-

.3977 J0-5
-. 3042

10- 4

Table J.2

Partiale S-matrix elements aalaulated for transitions
at various m3 values for scattering of 50 MeV
176
a particles from
Yb (see also fig.3.13). Magnitudes of
elements decrease with increasing m and increasing ~~.
3
~=24 + ~'=26,28,JO
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v~1t

will rapidly decrease for higher~ values, since effectively

cos&<<!. In other words: the probability for a At

;o

transition

to occur decreases with increasing m value. The calculated S-matrix
3
elements in table 3.2 illustrate this phenomenon. Secondly, in the
individual matrix elements v~1t

high powers of cosa will become

negligible at high values of m , so the m -dependence of these
3
3
matrix elements and, consequently, the m -dependence of the S-matrix
3
elements simplifies. In the extreme situation all the cosa - terms
being negligible, i.e.

a =900, the particle feels an effective

potential which is spherically symmetric; only diagonal transitions
t + t are allowed and the corresponding S-matrix elements are
independent of m • At high m values we can consider the a -dependent
3
3
terms in the potential to be a small perturbation on the effective
spherically symmetric potential. If we account for the cos 2a
perturbation in first order (Born approximation), only transitions

At ' 2 are allowed and the behaviour of gad ,
as a function
m
t+t m3 ad
of m is similar to the behaviour of v 1 f
. We denote St+t' m
1
3
3
divided by the corresponding m -dependent square-root factor by
3
~
2
~
St+t' mJ • Then, the cos a -term gives rise to m3-independent S-

with

matrix elements 2S".,+.,_
"+
and the diagonal S-matrix elements
2 mJ
are linear in m • As a second step, we may account up to second order
3
2
for the cos a
perturbation and up to first order for the cos 4e
perturbation. Now, apart from transitions with

At' 2, transitions with

At =4 are also admitted. In this situation, the elements St+R-± 4 mJ
are independent of m3' the elements st+t±2 m3 are linear in m3 and
the diagonal S-matrix elements contain an additional m;-dependence.
We can continue this procedure by taking into account smaller and
smaller a -dependent perturbations at every next step. In estimating
the order of magnitude of the individual contributions, we supply the
2
term in the expansion of V with a "book-keeping" factor y 2n

cos na

as is usual in perturbation theory. It can easily be verified that,
for a given transition t + t' , the m -independent contribution to·
3
st+t' m contains powers of y which are equal to or larger than
It - t.'

T,

the m; -dependent contribution contains powers of

to or larger than lt-t'l+2

y equal

, etc ••

It follows from the above-mentioned considerations that, at high
values of m , the matrix elements S 1
will show predominantly a
3
t-+t m3
2
constant or linear behaviour as a function of m , whereas the absolute
3
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Fig.3.11 Real part of S-matrix elements for transitions ~=24 + ~'=24
(11a) ~'=26 (llbl as function of m; (50 MeV a particles~ 176Yb).
Filled circles result from aalaulation in which expansion (3.3?) is
aut off for A~10 and radial equations contain 5 coupled ~ values
encompassing ~t' combination (almost) symmetrically. In fig. lla
open circles (crosses) represent results of calculation with 1(2)
coupled ~ vaLues and potential terms up to and including cos 2e
(cos 4eJ. In fig. llb open circles (crosses) result from calculation
with 2 (3) coupled ~ values and potential terms up to and
including cos 4e (cos 6eJ.
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magnitude decreases rapidly with increasing 1~- ~·1. For lower t
values one expects of course that quadratic behaviour starts to be
manifest. In fig.3.11 some "exact" adiabatic S-matrix elements
(~ =24, ~· =24, 26; the real part of the S-matrix elements is given)

illustrate clearly that this prediction is correct. In fig.3.11 some
results of calculations in which a number of potential terms and
channels are omitted, are given too. The good agreement at high m
3
values between the latter calculations and the exact calculations
underlines the correctness of our assumptions. The S-matrix elements
for

lt-t'l

> 2, not included in fig.3.11, also show predominantly a

linear behaviour for high m •
3
The tendency to linear dependence of the truncated sets of
equations (3.31) at high m values can now be explained from the
3
simple~ behaviour of the S-matrix elements. At large values of m ,
3
the effective number of parameters needed to describe the m behaviour
3
of the S-matrix elements, tends to be smaller than the number of
unknown S-matrix elements, i.e. the number of equations. Obviously,
it is also possible to demonstrate the tendency of the set to
linear ·dependence by examining the m behaviour of the Clebsch3
Gordan coefficients on the left hand side. These separate Clebsch-

Al-0

2

4

6

transitions selected

8
m 3 distribution

Fig.J.12 Transitions fo~ s=O partiaZe seZeated within t st~ip of
width 8~ together ~ith m3 distribution ahosen. The aurZy brackets
mean that entier vaZue of expressions be~een b~akets is taken.
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Gordan coefficients can be written in terms of the matrix elements

< t•m3 IYA. 0 (e) I t m3 ) by using (3.39). Once again, the spherical
harmonic YA. (&) is proportional to Y00 (e) in zeroth order. Up to
0
2
first-order in cos e
this function is a superposition of Y00 (e)
Y (e) , etc. From this it can be seen that the various columns
20
tend to become linearly dependent at large values of m •
3
When using only high m values, a dangerous consequence may be
3
that the numerical difficulties disappear if one uses less S-matrix

and

elements than following from the I

value. Although the behaviour
max
for high m values might be describable in this way, the description
3
will fail for all m values. For instance, from the linear and
3
quadratic dependence in fig. 3.lla we would derive Re(s;~~
r=O) =
ad
ad
.
-.4338, Re(s ~ 24 ., 2)= -.2458 and Re(s 24+ 24 1'=4 ) = .04151 wh1le the
24
1
actual "overall" values are -.5632, -. 1385 and -.0082, respectively.

24

From all this we may conclude that solving a truncated set (3.31)
ad
leads to a good approximation to the S-matrix elements StO+t'I' J
only if we bring about a sufficient spread of the m values used.
3
Furthermore, it is clear that the choice of coupled channels as
indicated in fig.3.7 is no longer appropriate.
To calculate particle S-matrix elements for m values which have
3
a sufficiently wide distribution, we have chosen the following
calculation scheme. Sets of coupled differential equations are solved
at selected m values within a strip of t values with a width
3
equal to Imax' The strip is shifted over the total i range. The parity
is chosen to be equal to the parity of the lowest t value within the
strip. Depending on this value, only even or odd values of i occur.
Except for

lt-

t'I=I

, each tt' combination occurs in several
max
positions of the strip. We already stated at the beginning of this
section that the error in the elements

s~!t' mJ due to the truncation

of the sets may be expected to be minimal if the tt' combination is
situated as symmetrically as possible within the strip. In fig.3.12
thett~ombinations

of which the particleS-matrix elements are used

when solving the truncated set (3.31), are indicated for a strip of
width 8.
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Calculations in which we used m values spread over the entire m
3
3
range resulted in sufficiently accurate S-matrix elements for the
total system. We took the number of unknowns in (3.31) equal to the
number of equations. Relative to our original method based on high
m values, the calculated values showed a more rapid convergence as
3
a function of the latter. Among the S-matrix elements, those for t+t
turned out to be most sensitive to the m distribution chosen. An
3
explanation for this may be that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients on
the left hand side of (3.31) for t'=t
higher order than for i~t •

contain m polynomials of a
3

In the following we shall present some theoretical considerations
indicating which m distributions may lead to an "optimal" calculation
3
of the S-matrix elements S~~£I J . Our aim is to optimalize the m3
distribution using as simple analytical expressions as possible.
Although not compelling, our results nevertheless point to desirable
features of the m distribution.
3
The error due to omitting terms with high I' values in (3.31) for
t'=£ may possibly be reduced by choosing an m distribution which
3
coincides with the zeros of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient corresponding
to the lowest I' value omitted. In practice, however, the error due
to the truncation of the sets of coupled differential equations turns
out to be at least of the same order of magnitude. For this reason,
the above-mentioned m distribution is not necessarily the most
3
favourable distribution. In addition, the zeros of the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients are in general non-integer m values and so, in practice,
3
one has to deviate from this distribution. The most appropriate
procedure seems to be a) to reduce the error in the total S-matrix
elements by including some additional S-matrix elements one is,
strictly speaking, not interested in and b) to minimalize the influence
due to the error in the calculated particle S-matrix elements by
choosing an appropriate m distribution. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
3
on the left nand side of (3.31) with t'=i corresponding to the highest
I' value taken into account.contains the highest order m polynomial.
3
Therefore, the corresponding S-matrix element may be expected to be
the element which is most sensitive to the m distribution chosen.
3
In the first instance, we have looked for an m distribution which
3
optimalizes the calculation of this S-matrix element.
The solution of a set of inhomogeneous equations of the form
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n

t

j=J

A.. x.
l.J

J

= b.

]_

i - 1,2, •.. ,n

(3.44)

can be obtained by using Cramer' s rule 13 • For

X

one obtains the

n

expression

X

n

~~~·

Al.

~I

A

~u·

A..
l.J
A
nj

b.
,].

~il.

b
n

Ani'

Ant·

• J

.I I

..

A,In

Al.
. J
A..
.l.J
A
nj

A.
l.n

(3.45)

A.nn

We can apply this rule to the truncated set (3.31),

~·= ~

, where

A.. = (-)~-mi ~2~+1 (~ m.t-m. I I=2(j-J) 0) , x.= Sad
.
l.J
d
l.
l.
J
t+t I=2J-2
and b.= Sa
. This method appears to yield a complicated expression

~=~n:~.

for st!t
A considerable simplification can be obtained,
however, by expressing the elements A •• in terms of A. using (3.42).
l.J
]_ 1
The latter equals I (see (3.40)). In this way we obtain for the jth
column of the matrix A:
Alj
A..
l.J
A
nj

mp

2j-2

.. t

p=O

I

a (H 2j-2)
p

m.P

(3.46)

]_

mp
n

By making use of (3.46) and some elementary properties of determinants,
it can easily be verified that (3.45) reduces to
2j-2
-I

Xn= a2n-2 (U 2n-2)

I

~I

0:1

bl

~i

. 2j-2
.
2j-2
m

b.
,l.

I.

n

bn

I

..

2j-2

. 2j-2
m.
.
,l.
. 2j-2
m
.
n

~I
m.]_

2n-2
2n-2

2n-2
m
n
(3.47)

Both the determinant in the denominator and the subdeterminants
associated with the various quantities b.]_ in the numerator of (3.47)
are determinants of the Vandermonde type13, We have
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. ql
: j-1

~~

.

\

· n-1

~i

.
. j-1

qn

n-1

(3.48)

· n-1

.

qn

Using this relation, we can rewrite the numerator of (3.47):

l: [ i<j
JT

(3.49}

k

#k
The determinant in the denominator reads

.lT. (m~

l.<J

(3.50)

J

The equations (3.45)-(3.50) lead to the following expression for
ad
8
t(}+£ I=2n-2
(-)n+l

a 2~: 2 (~R.

2n-2)

I [s~!R.
k

~

~ j~k

(mf-

~ >].
(3.51)

If we denote the error in the particle S-matrix elements by
and assume these errors to be uncorrelated to obtain a simple

os~!R.

~

analytical expression (we come back to this in the next paragraph),
2
the standard deviation o 2 (s~~!I= n-i=(oS~~R.I=Zn-Z) can be written

2

as

2

ad
_ -2
_
\ [ ad
a (SR.O+R.I= 2n_ 2 ) - a 2n_ 2 (tR. 2n 2) L
oSR.+R.~
k
2

/

2 _ 2 ]
j~k (mj
~) •
(3.52)
TT

We think the error due to omitted S-matrix elements to be absorbed
.
ad
.
1nto oS£+£ IDk
• by transferr1ng terms from the left-hand to the
right-hand side in (3.31). The m distribution which minimalizes (3.52)
3
may be considered to be the "optimal" distribution. For equal
magnitudes of the errors

os~!R.IDk

, a numerical analysis shows that

the optimal m distribution is roughly uniform in the m; domain with
3
concentrations in the vicinity of m; =0 and m; = t 2 • In the m domain
3
(0' m3 ' R. ) this works out as a distribution which is more or less
equidistant for the lower m values and has a concentration in the
3
vicinity of m = £, We already pointed out that the coupling between
3
the coupled channels decreases with increasing m . Therefore, the
3
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truncation error in the particle S-matrix elements decreases also
with increasing m ,which again favours the concentration at high m
3
3
values. We note that, in contrast to the m distribution mentioned
3
in the preceding paragraph, this distribution includes the m values
3
9- and 0.
Besides the objection that only the calculation of S~~!I'=Zn-Z
is optimalized, one can raise objections against the previous assumption
of uncorrelated errors. This assumption is not very likely to be
correct since a) the error due to omitted S-matrix elements is certainly not uncorrelated and b) the errors in the particle S-matrix
elements have partly a common origin, namely the truncated set of
differential equations. A comparison between calculations with
truncation and (virtually) no truncation shows that the errors oSad
t+!mk
do not have a common sign. Without knowing the behaviour of these

oS~~tr~zn-Z

, the minimalization of
is not possible a priori.

on the basis of (3.51)

An alternative "optimalization" can be obtained by minimalyzing
the determinant of the matrix A, i.e.(3.50). Starting point of this
method is the observation that the individual rows of A can be inter-

A.

preted to be vectors

in an n-dimensional vector space and that each
+

l

equation of (3.44) is the scalar product between an unknown vector x

A..

and a known vector

l

The errors in the (known) perpendicular

projections of the vector ~on the vectors

A.
1

cause an error in the

vector ~ • The end point of this vector is located inside a volume
element of the order of 1T ob ./I Det (A) I
1

1

.

Under the assumption of equal

absolute errors ob., the maximalization of the determinant of
1

A

amounts to the minimalization of this volume element. The method does
ad
not aim at the optimalization of one single element StO+ti' or,
in other words, one of the components of the vector ~. Disadvantages
of this approach are: it is questionable whether the minimalization
of the volume element is a good criterion,and no attention is paid
to the change of the order of magnitude of the error in the particle
S-matrix elements as a function of m . The m distribution following
3
3
from the simple expression (3.50) can be determined numerically. An
interesting aspect of this method is that, when considering m to be
3
a continuous variable, the maximalization of (3.50) is essentially
identical to a problem already solved in the
problem, n equal mass-points located on the interval

4•
I~

In this

x ~ I mutually
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repell one another with a force proportional to the inverse of their
mutual distance. The equilibrium positions of the mass-points can
2
be proven to coincide with the zeros of (J-x ) P~_ (x). The m
3
distribution following from this expression does not deviate

1

essentially from the one of the previous method: once again, an,
equidistant distribution with concentrations in the vicinity of m;=o
2

and m = t 2
3
With the theoretical m distributions as a guideline, we have
3
performed a number of calculations for ~t =0 transitions. We found
that an m distribution which a) contains m =0 and m = t, b) has a
3
3
3
concentration at high m values and c) for the rest is spread more or
3
less uniformly over the entire m domain yields sufficiently accurate
3
total S-matrix elements for I ' ' I
• For the scattering processes we
max
examined, a further choice between somewhat different m distributions
3
which obey the conditions a) b) and c) turns out not to be necessary.
We now turn to At

•o

transitions. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients

in (3.31) then contain the additional square-root factor of (3.40)
which as previously, can be included in the S-matrix elements. It turns
out that the errors oS't+t' m like oSt+t m have roughly equal orders
3
3
of magnitude for all m except for the highest m values where they
3
3
become smaller. This can be made plausible on the basis of the previous
discussion in the first paragraph which starts below (3.43).It can
easily be seen that the above-mentioned methods applied to the
transition t+t' yield m distributions, essentially identical to the
3
distributions obtained for the transition t<+ t< , if we use the same
number of m values. Actually, however, the number of m values
3
3
needed decreases with increasing ~t since we are only interested in
the I' values lt -t'I'I'~ I

• For this reason,the concentration of the
max
m3 distribution at high m will become less pronounced for higher 8t
3
transitions. Our calculations show that sufficiently accurate results
are obtained for these transitions if the m distribution chosen
3
satisfies the conditions a) and c).
We now draw our conclusions for the actual calculations. Within
a strip of

t values with a width I

,one single tt' combination is
max ,
chosen for each value of 8£ ~ I
• For these combinations, particle
max
S-matrix elements are used to calculate total S-matrix elements
(see fig.3.12). We select the m values for which the sets of coupled
3
differential equations are solved such that for ~t =0 the conditions
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a) b) and c) are fulfilled but at the same time for ~~ ~0 the
conditions a) and c). The m distribution chosen is a compromise
3
between the separate optimal m distributions for different ~~ . It
3
turns out that in this way sufficiently accurate results are obtained
for all transitions considered.
It should be stressed here that in our work we have aimed at
formulating and testing physical principles rather than constructing
an efficient numerical approach as possible. In particular, the
occurrence of a large number of

~ + ~·

transitions within a strip

the information on which is not used, is an undesirable feature.
Furthermore, one could imagine that iterative methods as used in ECIS
might improve the efficiency of the numerical process considerably.
On the other hand one could imagine that the coupled-channel and full
adiabatic calculations with which our calculations are compared, are
not as efficient as possible either. In this light one should consider
the computation times to be compared in the following with some
caution.
In the next section we shall present some results.
3.5

Results obtained with the few-states adiabatic approximation

3.5.1

Introductory remarks

Before discussing the results obtained with the FSA method, we would
like to point to a phenomenon which gave rise to difficulties at an
early stage of our work. In both CC, adiabatic and FSA calculations
a number of S-matrix elements obtained from the procedure outlined
in section 3.2 where a physical basis solution (incoming wave in one
of the channels only) and a linear combination of mathematical
basis solutions are matched at the "matching radius" R, turned out
to have a completely wrong value.
In the literature it has been pointed out 8 > 15 that such
discrepancies are to be expected,due to the tendency to linear
dependence of the mathematical basis solutions which is particularly
embarrassing in the vicinity of the matching radius:

~n

all

mathematical basis solutions the amplitudes in the channels with
higher

~

values have the tendency to increase tremendously with

increasing radius r, especially in the classically forbidden regions
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of these channels. Well-known remedies to avoid this problem suggested
in the literature 8 > 15 all amount to changing over at one or more
values of r to a new set of basis solutions which are more linearly
independent. Our investigations show that a more simple procedure
is possible. Note that this problem of linear dependence is different
from that

discussed in connection with high m values in the
3
previous section.
To our surprise the S-matrix elements for a transition with
(~> )

or from a higher !

to a lower

~(!< )

A~

=0

value show clearly no

hindrance of the above-mentioned difficulties. In section 3.3.2 ,
eq. (3.12),we discussed the symmetry relation between the S-matrix
elements corresponding to inverse transitions. This relation makes
it possible to use the inverse transition
the transition 1<

+

t>~ !<

when calculating

1>. In this way it is needless to change over

to a new set of basis solutions.
We have tried to find a plausible explanation for this phenomenon
observed empirically. First of all, we think to have found an
explanation for the large increase of the amplitudes in the channels
corresponding to higher t

values in the case of a mathematical basis

solution. Let us consider a physiaal solution which has an incoming
wave in one of the channels only. The coupling between the channels
gives rise to amplitudes in the neighbouring channels. In practice,
the coupling potential is concentrated around the nuclear surface
and extends from there more weakly into the inner region. In the region
of significant coupling we assume the distribution of the generated
amplitudes to be roughly symmetrical in

~

around the entrance channel.

For r values smaller than the one at which the coupling starts to
act significantly, this physical solution has decreasing amplitudes
for decreasing r values in the entrance channel and the neighbouring
channels. Within this r interval the mathematiaal basis solution
starting in the "entrance" channel has such an amplitude in the
entrance channel only. This means that starting from the physical
basis solution we can construct the mathematical basis solution by
sending in incoming waves in the neighbouring channels which have
the predominant effect of compensating the amplitude in these channels
within the inner r interval. Since these incoming waves have to
penetrate the centrifugal barrier which increases with

t, the

corresponding amplitudes needed will be larger at the matching radius
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for higher t values. Therefore, the mathematical basis solution
starting in the entrance channel will show the asymmetry to be explained.
One might say that, essentially, the asymmetry is due to the fact
that the coupling between the channels makes it possible to "bypass"
the centrifugal barrier.
The above-mentioned physically transparent explanation can be
worked out mathematically in a simplified model involving three
coupled channelsl6, In this model the diagonal elements of the
potential matrix are assumed to be equal and independent of r while
the non-diagonal matrix elements for the two higher channels and
the two lower channels are taken to be of the form
o(r-r ) with
0
identical coefficients. The mathematical solution corresponding to
the intermediate-£

channel has been examined. The more r is located

inside the classically forbidden region of the highest

t value, the

more the asymmetry shows up.
Next, we have tried to understand the observed behaviour of the
S-matrix elements using the asymmetry phenomenon of the mathematical
solutions. If we examine how a physical solution is built up out of
mathematical solutions, 'it is clear that the mathematical solutions
with starting values in the entrance channel and in neighbouring
channels will dominate in this. The S-matrix elements for transitions
in which

t

increases (t< + t>) are obtained from function values

and first derivatives of low-t

mathematical solutions in the higher

t channels. The elements for the inverse transitions depend on
quantities of the lower-t
for t<+ t>
t>+ t<

channels. Therefore, the S-matrix elements

are obtained by combining large numbers and those for

by combining small numbers. Since in both situations the

final result has to be a.number of the same order of magnitude,
loss of accuracy is to be expected for t + t
<

>

It will be useful to make this tentative explanation more
convincing by more detailed arguments.
3.5.2

s=O projectiles

As a test of our ideas we have calculated differential cross-sections
for the (in)elastic scattering of 50MeV a-particles from 176Yb.
In the literature results of CC calculations up to and including the
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8+ rotational state are available for this case together with the
corresponding experimental data (see work of Hendrie et a1! 7 referred
to in connection with fig.l.4). These calculations are represented
by dashed curves. in fig.3.13. The results of our calculations are
represented by drawn curves.

176yb («.,ol')
E.,_:SOMeV

1000

Hendrie, Gtendenning et al
- - few-states ad.
(Jupitoml

0.001

8

Fig.3.13 Differential cross-sections for (in)elaatic scattering
of 50 MeV a particles tpom 176Yb. Dashed curves represent results
of Hendrie et al (ref.17). Drawn curves are few-states adiabatic
results.
We calculated the particle S-matrix elements from sets of coupled
differential equations with at most five successive even (odd) t values,
i.e. the width of the

t strip mentioned in the preceding section is

equal to Imax=8. Within the strip, sets of coupled equations are
solved at seven different m values. The m distribution chosen
3
3
equals i , i-1, i-2, t-4,entier (2( i-4)/3), entier ( ( t-4)/3), 0
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where

t is the t value which is located symmetrically within the

strip (fig.3.12).
For light projectiles, these calculations are a rather severe
test of our method since Coulomb excitation is included, which means
that high partial waves are involved ( tmax=95) and, consequently,
we omit many m values and ~ values in our method. Furthermore, the
3
inclusion of Coulomb excitation implies potentials with a long range:
the projectile spends a relatively long time in the interaction
region, which might make the adiabatic approximation less applicable.
Finally, the potential deformation includes all even multipoles up
to and including the

Y80 (e)

term (see(3.37)), which induces direct

high angular momentum transfers.
The agreement with the CC results obtained by Hendrie et al. is
almost perfect. The minor differences appear irrelevant taking into
account the.extent to which agreement with experimental cross-sections
can in general be achieved using models for nuclear structure and
reactions (see fig.J.3 in chapter I and remaining figures in ref.l7).
The 8+ differences may be due to small non-adiabatic effects or to the
limitation of angular momentum transfer, which although in principle
identical in the CC method and our approach, is not identically
implemented.
Obviously, an important aspect to be discussed here is a comparison
of computation times for CC, full adiabatic (FA) method and our
few-states adiabatic (FSA) method. To eliminate effects due to
different numerical procedures and different computers, we felt it
was desirable to carry out the CC calculation of Hendrie et al. and
the FA calculation by means of JUPITOR and making use of the same
computer. To avoid prohibitively time consuming calculations, of the
order of ten hours with the Eindhoven Burroughs 7700 computer, we
carried out a representative partial

calculation. The values of the

relative computation times are given in table 3.3. The corresponding
ratios for 37 partial waves, applying for instance to leaving
out the (substantial) contribution from Coulomb excitation in our
example, are also given in table 3.3. In both situations a considerable
reduction of computation time is obtained without noticible loss
of accuracy.
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3.5.3

s•o projectiles

If the projectile has a spin, this spin influences the orbital motion
of the projectile. The principle of limited angular momentum transfer
on which our method is based is not expected to depend on the precise
nature of the interaction between particle and nucleus. Furthermore,
we have derived (3.31) for the case of s=O as well as stO. Therefore,
the inclusion of

a spin-orbit

coupling term in the total Hamiltonian

does not give rise to essential complications compared to the
situation that such a term is absent.
The equations (3.40)-(3.42), essential in the discussion about
the optimalization of the m distribution in the preceding section,
3
are valid for both integer and non-integer angular momenta. For that
reason, the criteria concerning the "optimal" m distribution are
3
retained. Once again, one could choose a calculation scheme in which
a strip of, in this situation, j values with a width Imax is shifted
in the jm plane through all possible positions within the total
3
j range. For each value t:.j '- I
, one could use the particle Smax
matrix elements corresponding to the jj' combination which is located
as symmetrically as possible within the strip when calculating total
S-matrix elements. Then, however, a problem may arise: although a

jj' combination may be located as symmetrically as possible within
the j band, the associated tt' combination(s)(for a given parity)
may not be so within the corresponding t strip. Since the behaviour
of the radial wave functions is in general dominated by the spinindependent potential terms, it is to be expected that a symmetric
position of

tt' is more preferable than one of jj'. We have solved
t and j, when

this problem by, in a way, interchanging the role of
selecting the sets of coupled equations.
Our calculation scheme runs as follows. An t
equal to Imax is shifted through the
of the strip, the

tm

strip with a width

plane. For a given position

3
tj combinations then allowed together with the

selected m values determine the coupled channels. When calculating
3
total S-matrix elements, we use particle S-matrix elements for Jl,j, J1, 'j'
combinations in which, for a given

f:.JI,

,JI,t' is situated as symmetrically

as possible within the R. strip. In fig. 3.14, as an illustration,
we have indicated the
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Jl,

j ,.

Jl, 'j

1

combinations which are selected in

case of s=l/2 and I
If we use an Jl.

=6, together with the m distribution .::hosen.
3
max
strip the number of possible channels and the

number of m values needed is larger than for a j strip. The number
3
of Jl. strips needed, however, is smaller than the number of j strips.
For instance, when s=l/2 and I

=6 the numbers of channels are 8 and
max
7, respectively, but the number of j strips is twice the number of
t

strips. Since the total computation time is roughly proportional to

the third power of the number of channels and is linear in the number
of m values, the use of an J1. strip is in general preferable. In
3
this context we would like to stress that within the framework of
the FSA method a further reduction of the computation time may be
achieved by examining this aspect of numbers of channels and m
3
values versus the number of strips. In our calculations no attention
has been paid to this further optimalization.
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transitions selected

m3-112

{(j" -;1/2!)·1~

m3 distribution

f('/2l. 1-3

7

Fig.3.14 Transitions fors= 1/2 particte seZected within R. strip of
width 6 and correspondin~ j strip of width 8~ together with
m3 distribution chosen.
As an illustration of the applicability of our method to s=l/2
projectiles we present a number of calculated quantities for the
152
(in)elastic scattering of 24.5 MeV protons from
Sm, an example
which is also considered in the literaturel8. We notice that the
spin-orbit coupling potential finds its origin in the nucleonnucleon interaction between projectile and the individual target
nucleons. Therefore, it seems appropriate to account for the
deformation of the nucleus in the spin-orbit coupling, like in the
remaining interaction potentials. In this context, one uses the term
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"deformed spin-orbit coupling"; at present, a spin-orbit coupling
of the full Thomas type is generally accepted 7 • In the code JUPITOR
the option of a spherically symmetric spin-orbit coupling of the
form V

s.o.

(r)

!.! is

possible only. For a demonstration of the

applicability of our method this is not an essential restriction.

coupled chanrels

Uupitorl

few.states ad.
!Jupitoml

2ff'

Fig.3.15 Dif1erential aross-seations aalaulated for (inJelastia
152
saattering of 24.5 Me V protons from
Sm. Potential pa:Nll11eters and
defo!'TTlation parameters are taken from ref. lB.
In fig.3.15 the dashed curves represent the differential crosssections following from a CC calculation up to and including the 6+
rotational level, performed with JUPITOR. The incoming protons are
unpolarized: for the incident beam <~)

..

o.

The drawn curves represent

our calculations (the calculation scheme is indicated in

fig.3.14)~

The agreement is quite satisfactory. There are only some minor
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analyzing powers

1S2smi"IS p'l
- - -- coupled c'!!iinels
- - few-states ad.

-O.t.

9

Fig.3.16 AnaZyzing p~ers aaleulated for (in)elastia saattering of
152
24.5 MeV polarized protons from
sm (see also fig.3.15).
differences between the two 6+ curves.
The influence of the spin on the orbital motion of the projectile
is demonstrated clearly if one looks at the difference between the
differential cross-section obtained when using a beam consisting of
particles which all have a spin component + h/2 ("spin up") along an
axis directed along

k x k and
1

the differential cross-section for a

beam of particles with spin component - b/2

(k

and

k

1

are wave vectors

associated with the incoming protons and outgoing protons at a certain
direction of detection, respectively). This difference divided by the
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sum is called the analyzing power. For a more general theoretical
description of spin-dependent effects in scattering processes based
on the introduction of a spin density matrix, we refer to Simonius 19 •
In fig.3.16 the analyzing powers for the various final rotational states
are plotted as a function of the scattering angle. Once again, only
some small differences between the two 6+ curves can be observed.
The values of the relative computation times are given in table 3.3.
A considerable reduction is achieved also in this example.
As an example for s=l projectiles, we consider the (in)elastic
scattering of 15 MeV deuterons from 9Be, investigated by Darden et a1 20 •
Like these authors we have treated the Ku =3/2-ground-state rotational
band of this odd-A target nucleus as a

Ku =0+ rotational band: the

3/2- level is treated as the 0+ level, the 5/2- level as the 2+ level
and the 7/2- level as the 4+ level.
The differential cross-sections (i) resulting from a CC calculation
up to and including 4+ (JUPITOR) and the results of our FSA method
are given in fig.3.17. In fig.3.18 we have indicated the transitions
selected within an t

strip and the m distribution used. The agreement
3
between the CC curves and our results is not as good as in the previous
examples but is still quite reasonable. In this example too,
differences appear mainly between the highest rotational levels. In
view of the relatively low projectile energy and the relatively high
excitation energies, due to the smaller moment of inertia, it is to
be expected that an explanation is to be found in non-adiabatic effects.
Therefore, fig.3.17 shows also the results of a CC calculation in
which the excitation energies are taken to be equal to zero (II). The
agreement between these results and our curves is more satisfactory
(we come back to possible reasons for the small remaining discrepancies
shortly). It is this agreement which illustrates the correctness of
our method to limit the angular momentum transfer within the framework
of the adiabatia approximation. The discrepancies between the curves
I and II indicate the desirability to develop a method which takes
into account non-adiabatic corrections. In our group work along this
line is in progress (ref.21 and work to be published by the author of
this thesis in collaboration with W.J.G. Thijssen and B.J. Verhaar).
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9se!d,d'l
Ed·15MeV
- - - - - coupled channels 1
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-·-·-·- coupled clmnels n
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Fig.J.17 Differential arose-sections calculated for (in)elastic
scattering of 15 MeV deute:r>ons from 9Be. The KV= 3/2- ground-state
rotational band is treated as
0+ :r>otational band. In calculation
I :r>otationaZ ene:r>gies are taken equaZ to e:r:pel'imentaZ energy values.
In calauZation II rotational energies are taken to be zero.
Potential parameters and deformation parameters are taken fr>om r>ef.20).
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Fig.3.18 Transitions for s=l particle selected within~ strip of
width 4 and corr>esponding j str>ip of width 6, together with m
3
distr>ibution chosen.
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For s=l/2 particles, spin-dependent properties of the incoming

....

particle beam are completely determined by <. s

>.

If we are dealing

with s=l particles more quantities are needed to specify the spin
properties: in addition to

....
<s >

the expectation values of a number

of properly chosen tensor operators, quadratic in the spin components
and transforming under rotations like the spherical harmonics with

0.6

anal y:z.ng povvers

9aetd,d'l
- - - coolied ch<lnnels I
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Fig.3.19 Analysing powePs ealaulated for (in}elastia saattering of
15 MeV polarized deuterons from 9Be (see also fig.3.1?).
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2=2, are used commonly for specification. If both these operators
and ; have expectation values equal to zero, the beam is unpolarized.
A beam for which only

<!> iO

is purely "vector polarized". For each

final nuclear state .a vector analyzing power can be defined as for
s=l/2, comparing the intensities of outgoing particles in the case
+

of a pure vector polarized beam with <s

kX k'

or

-k x k'

> directed

either along

with projection 2/Jh. The calculated vector

analyzing powers are given in fig.3.19. The agreement between our
results and the CC curves is satisfactory. Possibly, a better
agreement may be achieved if a) the

Aj=4 transitions with

A2

=6~

omitted in the FSA calculations, but allowed for in the CC calculations,
are taken into account and b) the m distribution used (see fig.3.18)
3
is examined in more detail since it may be too concentrated at high
m for some transitions. The discrepancies between the CC curves I
3
and II indicate again a sensitivety to non-adiabatic effects.
The relative computation times are given in table 3.3. They show
the same tendency as in the previous cases.

number of

176Yb(o,o')

partial

few- states

conventional

conventional

waves

adiabatic

coupled channels

adiabatic

96
37

I

14

41

I

13

5

152Sm(p,p,)

33

I

10

5

9se(d,d')

14

I

4

2

ground-state spin)
9Be(d,d')

14

1

58 {4)

2

(non-vanishing
ground-state spin)
165Ho(p,p')

33

I

452 {12)

3

(vanishing

(non-vanishing
ground-state spin)

Table 3.3 Relative computation times for the examples considered in
this chapter. Numbers between brackets refer to integer-spin
CC calculations.
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3.5.4

Permanently deformed odd-A nuclei

In the introduction of this chapter we pointed out already that we
consider the interaction between projectile and collective degrees
of freedom only, although our method admits the interaction with
individual nucleons to be included, for example an unpaired nucleon.
Starting point is equation (1.24) in which now the wave functions of
the type (2.9) for the permanently deformed odd-A nucleus are inserted
and the integration in (1.24) includes an integration over the
coordinates of the bound particle ( the extension to more than one
bound particle is obvious). The scattering amplitude in the integrand
depends only on the collective coordinates a•{";.~ ~}
1:

->-

x_K(r,cr)

and

1:

->-

xK(r,cr)

• Since

are orthonormal, the cross-terms vanish

when integrating over the coordinates of the particle. Using the
properties of D-functions and Clebsch-Gordan coefficie.nts, the
following relation is easily seen to be valid

~ -.J--s:rrzf2'I:;) rF < )
~,K a

'J~

D1* < > =

~K a

(3.53}

With the aid of (3.53) the adiabatic scattering amplitudes of the
odd-A nucleus can be converted into those of an even-even nucleus22
fiMI-+I'Mr,·

t (-)L-I'+~

1

Jzi+I (r-M1 I'+M1

It ~J(r K L oj I'K)fOO+~,
(3.54)

which gives the relation

(3.55)
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between the differential cross-sections of the odd-A nucleus and those
of an even-even nucleus. Physically speaking, (3,54) and (3.55)
express that several (rotational) excitations of the even-even core
contribute to the excitation of an eigenstate of the odd-A nucleus
with ground-state spin> 1/2. In particular, this is true for the ground
state of the odd-A nucleus: also inelastic processes of the even-even
core contribute to the elastic process. For instance, in the discussion
about the introduction of a"target spin-orbit interaction" as a possible
explanation of differences between the scattering from even-even nuclei
and neighbouring odd-A nuclei,Satchler and Fulmer 23 pointed out
this effect.
Quantities depending on the projectile spin can also be reduced to
those for an even-even nucleus. From this it is clear that the FSA
method can directly be applied to odd-A nuclei.
In the preceding section we considered the (in)elastic scattering
of 15 MeV deuterons from 9Be, where the calculations were based upon
a K~•O+ ground-state rotational band. The nucleus 9Be, however, has
a· K 11 "' 3/2- ground-state rotational band based on the deformed
n~ =3/2- of the lp 3/2 shell model state for the
odd neutron in the axially symmetric prolate 9Be nucleus (see fig.2.5).

magnetic sub-state
In

fig. 3.20 and fig.3.21 differential cross-sections and analyzing

powers, respectively, corresponding to the 3/2-, 5/2- and 7/2-rotational levels are given, as deduced from the FSA calculations for
+
+
+
0 , 2 and 4 • The curves (I) represent the FSA curves from fig.3.17
and fig.3.19, respectively, where the 3/2--level is treated as the
+

-

+

-

0 -level, the 5/2 -level as the 2 -level and the 7/2 -level as the

4+-level. The curves (2) and (3) are calculated in the above- mentioned
way. In the calculation of (2) we used the 0+ and 2+ results while
for (3), we used 4+ results in addition. It can be seen clearly that
large differences appear between the various curves. For the 3/2-ground-state rotational level, especially at large angles,differences
appear between the 0

+

results and the results in which in addition

the possible L=2 contribution in (3.54) and (3.55) is taken into
account. If we calculate the 5/2--curves using only the L=2 contribution,
we obtain a cross-section, apart from the multiplicative factor
2
( I K L 0 I I' K) , equal to the one of 2+ while the analyzing powers
are identical. The addition of the L=4 contribution leads to a
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Fig.3.20 Differential cross-sections caZcuZated for (in)eZastic
9
scattering of 15 MeV deuterons from Be. Curves (1) are fewstates adiabatic curves of fig.3.1?. For the aaZcuZation of
curves (2) and (3) we used (3.55): non-vanishing groundstate spin K~= 3/2- is taken into account. For 5/2Zevez. curves (2) and (3) aZmost coincide.

relatively small modification. The 7/2--curve, especially for the analyzing power.does change considerably if in addition to the 1=2
contribution (the pure 2+ result) the 1=4 contribution is taken into
account too,
From all this we can conclude that the treatment of the 3/2-,
.
respect~vely,
as

512- and 7/ 2- -leve1 s as the 0+ , 2+ and 4+ .levels,
20

strongly suggested by Darden et al. to reduce computation time,
is a bad approximation.
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Fig.3.21

Analyzing powers calculated for (in)elastic scattering
of 15 MeV polarized deuterons from 9Be. Curves (1) are few-states
adiabatic curves of fig.3.19. For calculation of curves (2) and
(3) we used (3.55). Numbers between brackets mean that

this~

contribution if taken taken into acaount would not contribute
to speaifia analyzing power.
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As a second illustration of the application of (3.55) we have
165
studied the (in)elastic scattering of 17.5MeV protons3 from
Ho
which has a K1T =7/2--ground-state rotational band based on the
deformed sub-state Ou =7/2- of the I h 11/2 shell model state for
165
the odd proton in the axially symmetric prolate
Ho nucleus (see
fig.2.5). In these calculations a spin-orbit coupling was not included.

165Ho<p p'J
Ep=17.5Mell

Fig.3.22 Differential cross-sections calculated for (in)elastia
saattering of 17.5 MeV protons from 165Ho, obtained from
differential cross-sections for 0+ - 8+ rotational levels of
even-even nucleus with same potential and deformation
parameters ( fe~rstates adiabatic, parameters taken from ref. 3,
no spin orbit coupling is included). The convergence as a
function of number of L.values used in (3.55) is evident.
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Using the FSA method in which I . was taken to be 8, we calculated
max
the differential cross-sections corresponding to the 0+ -8+ rotational
levels of an even-even nucleus with the same potential parameters and
.
parameters as 165Ho. Next, we h ave
d e f ormat~on

.

exam~ne

d t h e convergence

of the differential cross-sections corresponding to the 7/2:_15/2-levels as a function of the number of L values used. Some resulting
curves are given in fig.3.22. The results can be summarized with
the following rule of thumb. For a given excitation 7/2 +I', it
is in general sufficient to use only the contribution due to the
smallest L value allowed if this value

exceeds I' - 7/2. If this

value equals I' - 7/2 it is of importance to add the subsequent
contribution. Further contributions give rise to small modifications.
As to the size of the computations, at the beginning of this
chapter we already noted that CC calculations give rise to greater
difficulties in the case of odd-A nuclei than for even-even nuclei:
for each

J~

several channels are associated with a non-vanishing

ground-state spin. Neither the adiabatic method nor the FSA method
show this unfavourable aspect. When comparing calculation times for oddA nuclei, however, one has to be careful.In the first place a 0+-2+- ..•
coupled-channel calculation for vanishing excitation energies could
be considered; in the second place, it is not completely clear for halfintegral spins which levels are to be taken into account in a CC
calculation if this is to be comparable with an FSA calculation in
which the angular momentum transfer is limited to I

• In table 3.3
max
the FSA calculation is compared with a half-integral CC calculation
in which the difference between the maximum nuclear spin included

and the ground-state spin equals I

• Between brackets we have
max
indicated the relative computation time for the corresponding
integer-spin CC calculations.
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CHAPTER IV

ON THE LIFETIME OF THE INTERMEDIATE SYSTEM IN QUANTUMMECHANICAL
COLLISIONSt

4.1

Introduction

Like our studies in chapter I and Ill most theoretical studies of
scattering processes deal with the stationary description of
scattering. The extended use, even in this stationary context, of
concepts pertaining to a time-dependent picture, such as "direct
reaction", "orbiting", "adiabatic approximation", "sudden approximation",
makes it clear that some knowledge of the time-dependent scattering
behaviour of wave packets is indispensable in supporting physical
insight into the interpretation of features of stationary scattering.
It was this kind of motivation which led Wigner and Eisenbud to
study the time delay in quantummechanical scattering of wave packets2 ,3,
Their famous formula
(4. l)

for the time delay, expressed in the energy derivative of the
(stationary) scattering phase shift

ot (in case of a spherically

symmetric interaction potential the (diagonal) S-matrix elements may
be written as exp( 2iot)) made it possible, in particular, to
interpret the behaviour of the phase shift with energy near a BreitWigner resonance in terms of the excess time spent. by the scattered
particle in the region of the scatterer.
The problem of time delay, thus investigated for the first time
in the context of quantum scattering, has since been reconsidered by

t The contents of this chapter have been published previously(ref. I )
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many authors*. Apart from the above'"lllentioned interpretation of the
resonance behaviour of phase shifts, studies of time delay are of
interest for various subjects, such as the principle of causality3-S
the splitting of scattering amplitudes in energy-averaged (direct)
and fluctuating (compound) parts6 , and the interpretation of virial
coefficients in terms of collision times7,8, Interest in studies of
time delay i.s also stimulated by experimental developments directed
towards more direct measurement of the duration of quantum
collisions9,lO,l) i:n chapter I we mentioned already why we are interested
in the subject of collision time: a general criterion for the validity
of this approximation is not known and since one would expect the
duration of the collision to play a role in such a criterion, we
started an investigation of this concept for quantum collisions.
The contributions to the theory of time delay in the literature
can be classified to the type of scattering problem considered. Some
authors consider spherical wave scattering, others study the
scattering of plane waves; some consider the mono-energetic or bienergetic case, others more general wave packets; some consider
potential scattering from isotropic potentials, others from anisotropic
potentials or even multichannel scattering, with or without rearrang~nt.
A different classification can be based on the method applied.
According to Nussenzveig's classification in a survey of most of the
literature on the subject 8 , one- predominantly older - group of
contributions define time delay in terms of the displacement of the
"centre·" of a wave packet. For a discussion of this type of approach
we refer to ref.8. A more recent group of contributions was initiated
by Smithl 4 , who defined the time delay as the excess time spent by the
particle in the region of the scatterer compared to the time for the
interactionless case. For the case of stationary scattering, to which
Smith's approach is restricted, this excess time is defined as given
by the excess probability to find the particle in a sphere surrounding
the interaction region relative to the interactionless case, divided
by the incident flux going into the sphere.

*Ref. 8 contains a list of most of the important contributions and a
discussion of their relevance.
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Goldberger and Watson 15 extended this definition to time-dependent
scattering of spherical wave packets. Jauch and Marchand 16 showed
that the time delay thus defined can be associated with a Hermitian
"time delay operator" Q, in the sense that the expectation value
of Q calculated for the incident wave packet is equal to the time
delay which that packet undergoes.
A problem presenting itself in this type of approach is the
appearence of an oscillatory contribution to the sojourn time of the
particle in the above-mentioned sphere, oscillating as a function of
its radius R. This oscillatory contribution occurs both in the case
where the interaction is included and in the interactionless case,
but in a different form, so that it is not eliminated by subtraction.
Usually, it is eliminatedin the stationary description by averaging
over R and in the non-stationary case by letting R go to infinity.
An elegant method avoiding an oscillatory contribution was proposed
by Fong in a paper 17 which apparently has escaped the attention of
most later authors on the subject. He introduced the concept of time
delay by considering instantaneous probability fluxes through a sphere
for radially incoming and outgoing wave packets separately. Average
passage times of such packets then enable one to define a time delay.
Another paper dealing with time delay which seems to have been
overlooked was published in 1966 by Baz' 1 ~ In that paper the concept
of sojourn time for a sphere surrounding the interacion region is
introduced in a different way. Baz' considers a "Gedanken-experiment"
in which a "clock" moves with the particle, to measure its sojourn
time in the sphere. The pendulum of this clock is a spin =1/2 with
associated magnetic moment p , precessing uniformly in a homogeneous
magnetic field B confined to the sphere.Comparing the spin orientation
of the particle entering the sphere with that when it leaves the
sphere, the sojourn time is determined. Subtracting a similar sojourn
time for the interactionless case, a time delay may be deduced. The
paper by Baz' derives the sojourn time in a stationary scattering
context. The resulting sojourn time formula and time delay expression
differ from those obtained by the previously-mentioned authors: his
expressions also contain oscillatory terms. These have a somewhat
different origin, however.
The elimination of the oscillatory contribution in the Smith-type
of approach14- 17 can be justified as follows. In a time-dependent
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picture, during some period of time, radially incoming and outgoing
wave packets may cross the spherical surface for finite R simultaneously.
It is the interference between these waves which may be held
responsible for the above-mentioned troublesome oscillatory contributions.
Choosing R large relative to the radial width of the wave packet, however, the radially incoming wave packet has entered the sphere before
the outgoing packet passes the spherical surface outward.In this
situation the concept of time delay can be connected to the average
passage times for.radially incoming and outgoing wave packets
separately. It should be noted that the division of a wave packet
into radially incoming and outgoing parts, at a radius R is only
possible in an unambiguous way when R is large relative to

~(!

+1)/k,

where ! and k are the typical values of the angular momentum quantum
number and the wave number, respectively, which are represented
significantly in the wave packet. This guarantees that not only the
interaction potential is zero or negligible outside the sphere, but
in the one-dimensional radial picture also the reflection from the
centrifugal potential outside the sphere. In the three-dimensional
picture this condition means that the free wave packet is not partly
or completely missing the sphere in case of a non-central path of
propagation. We come back to this point in section 4.2.
In the following we shall show that the oscillatory terms in Baz's
expressions arise from an effect not taken into account properly
in his treatment: although the spin is not coupled directly to the
orbital motion by a spin-orbit coupling, an indirect action of the
spin arises from the spin magnetic energy

±~B

acting as a potential

eaergy on the orbital motion. The potential energy step at the
spherical surface r=R reflects waves coming from both outside and
inside and in addition influences the transmission of waves.As we
shall see in section 4.2, after the elimination of these spurious
contributions the oscillatory parts of both sojourn time and time
delay for finite R are no longer present. Furthermore, the time delay
as well as the sojourn times no longer show discrepancies with the work
of other authors, if the above-mentioned reflection from the
centrifugal potential outside the sphere is handled properly. In
particular, the time delay formula (4.1) is obtained. Another point
of concern is the fact that Baz's magnetic field configuration is not
compatible with the equations of magnetostatics. We do not believe
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this to be a fundamental objection against Baz's spin-clock model.
A way to circumvent the difficulty would be to extend the "Gedankenexperiment" by introducing distributions of magnetic monopoles and
electric currents on the surface r=R as correspond to Baz's magnetic
field geometry. It is clear, however, that the simple solution we
eventually propose to eliminate the spurious reflection and
transmission, viz. the extension of the magnetic field to all space,
automatically also solves this problem. In section 4.2 we do not
only pay attention to Baz's spin-clock method. In addition we pay
attention to a problem playing a role in all derivations of sojourn
time and time delay in which incoming and outgoing waves are compared
at a finite radius R: the ambiguity in the definition of such waves
for t

+o.

In section 4.3 we discuss possible extensions of the"spin-

clock" method to time-dependent scattering. This will show that also
in a time-dependent formulation Baz's method now agrees with the work
of other authors, in particular with Fong's method. In the following
we restrict ourselves to particle scattering from a spherically
symmetric potential V(r) with a finite range.
4.2

Spin clock in stationarz scattering

Briefly summarized Baz's spin-clock method is based on the following
considerations. The wave entering the sphere is at infinity taken as a
superposition
(4.2)
of spin-up and down states relative to an arbitrarily chosen z-axis
with equal amplitudes, the direction of polarization thus pointing
along the x-direction. For a small homogeneous magnetic field B,
pointing along the positive z-direction,the influence of this field on
the outgoing wave may be conveniently calculated in Born approximation,
treating - pcr z B as a first order perturbation. The outgoing wave then
has the asymptotic form

(4. 3)

J 15

where ot is the scattering phase shift at wave number k for the
scattering potential V and g is the precession angle in the xz-plane,
given by the perturbation integral
&

= 8M1-1B
t.Zk

JR

2( ) dr

(4.4)

ut r

0

over the volume of the sphere. Here M is the particle mass and ut {r) is
the unperturbed radial part of the partial wave normalized such that

(4.5)

ut(r)

The sojourn time would thus be given by dt/2 1-1 B.
It would seem that the difficulties associated with the potential
energy step at r=R can be avoided if instead of a homogeneous magnetic
field confined to a sphere, we consider it to be extended over all space.
Before discussing this possibility in section 4.3, however, it is of
interest to point out more precisely the origin of the spurious
oscillatory terms in Baz's expressions. This is of interest since one
might expect at first sight that the Born approximation treatment
automatically eliminates surface effects,(4.4)being a volume integral,
We shall show, however, that this is not true: the Born integral contains
parts due to the potential step, which can be eliminated.
For simplicity we concentrate on one spin component. The solution
of the radial Schrodinger equation outside the sphere behaving for large
r as an incident wave is denoted by I 1 (kr):
I (kr)....., e -i(kr-~i'lr)

(4.6)

i

(kr) is considered as an incident wave, also for smaller r.
1
In the context of this chapter, however, some caution in connection
with this terminology is required: for smaller values of r, where the
centrifugal potential becomes more and more important, the concept of
Usually, I

incident wave becomes ambiguous for i fO, For the time being we shall
not consider this complication. We shall for simplicity deal with the
wave I {krl and refer to it as the "incoming" wave, deferring a
i

discussion of this point to the end of this section. A similar remark
applies, of course, to the "outgoing" wave 0 1 (kr)= I 1 (kr),

•

When there is no magnetic field inside the sphere, the incoming wave
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I .t(kr}. gives rise to an outgoing wave -exp {2i

ot

{k)} 0 .t (kr). In the

case of a magnetic field B the spin magnetic energy ± J1 B acts as a
potential energy on the orbital motion. The wave number within the
sphere now differs from k and is denoted by K:

(4.7)

K

As mentioned before the potential energy step at the surface r=R reflects
waves coming from both outside and inside, and in addition influences
the transmission of waves.
One might solve the problem of

re~lection

of the incoming wave

exactly by adjusting the coefficient of a reflected wave 0 R, (kr) and
that of a wave I R, (Kr) - exp{ 2i oR, (K)} 0 R, (Kr) inside the sphere, such
that the usual boundary conditions at r=R are satisfied. Note that up
to first order in B this approach is just an alternative way to derive
(44).More physical insight into our problem is gained if the same
solution is built up in a different way. The primary incoming wave
gives rise to a primary reflected and transmitted wave propagating from
r=R in both directions. After scattering from the potential, the
transmitted wave gives rise to further reflection and transmission at
r=R,etc,. The process has been illustrated schematically in fig.4.I
The total exterior solution is thus given by I t (kr) +A 0

J!,

(kr),

where the reflection amplitude is a sum of partial amplitudes:
A= AO + A1 + ..... +An+ .....

(4. 8)

Imposing conditions of continuity at r=R one finds

(4.9)
where
W(OR, (KR), OR- (kR))

•

(4. 10)

The Wronskian is defined as usually:
lV(f ,g)

f~-

dr

df
gdr

(4. 11)
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Fig.4.1 Splitting of the total wave into various waves~ due to the
potential enepgy step at r=R. The outgoing waves 0_, 1 and 2 correspond
with zero~ one and two transitions~ respectively~ back and forth
through the sphere with radius r=R.
Note that the differentiations in the Wronskians (4.10) are taken
with respect to r.
For our purpose it is sufficient to consider only those waves which
have coefficients of zeroth and first order in B. These are the waves
numbered o, l and 2 in fig.4.l. To zeroth order in K-k we have w-o and
1
W •2ik. As a consequence wave 0 has a coefficient which to first order
in B equals
(4.12)
Here we used the abbreviated notation
f

f(kR)

1 d
f • 2k dk f(kR)

(4.13)

Wave 2 also has a first order coefficient, namely
(4. 14)

The coefficient of wave J contains a zeroth and a first order part:
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~
d6
2i6.(k}
- {I + i(K-k) 2Re W(It' Ot) + i(K-k} 2 dkt} e
~
•

(4.15)

The precession angle calculated from these three waves together is given
by

This precession angle gives rise precisely to the sojourn time
as calculated by Baz'. We are interested, however, in the sojourn time
connected with one transition, back and forth, through the sphere without
any spurious contribution arising from the potential energy step at
r=R. In the time-dependent picture the incident wave packet upon its
contact with the magnetic field is splitted into a reflected packet,
composed of waves of the type 0, and a transmitted part. The latter,
after interaction with the potential V, returns to the spherical surface
and gives rise to a transmitted packet of type J, This is also
accompanied by reflection and, after a repeated transition through V,
gives rise to a packet of type 2 subsequently going out to infinity.
Evidently, we are only interested in the packet of type l. In view of
this we leave out the first term in (4,16} between the curly brackets
in calculating the sojourn time.
Wave J contains a spurious contribution too, arising from the
discontinuity of the waves in the two transmissions involved. A
different phase jump for the spin-up and spin-down components may, in
contrast with a different jump in amplitude, influence the final spin
rotation about the z-axis. For this reason we correct for the phase
jumps involved. To first order in B the phase jumps of the transmitted
wave relative to the corresponding incident wave for the inward and
the outward transmission are equal to
Im

w*1 o1 (kR)]
W I {KR)
[ - W I (kR) and Im [- tv1 o1 (KR)
1
1

]
(4.J7)_

I

repectively. This gives rise to a correction
(4.18)

Jl9

to be also subtracted from the precession angle (4.16) Here

Q (kR)
1

is

the usual hard sphere scattering phase shift defined by
I (kR)
1

(4.19}

O,q_(kR)
The corrected sojourn time is thus given by

(4.20)
It is interesting to note that (4.20) leads to the physically expected
sojourn time T(Rl =0 in the case where V(r) is a hard-sphere potential
with radius R.
In the general expression (4.20) the oscillatory terms present in
Baz's result have disappeared. In the case of an s-wave and no
interaction, for instance, T(R) =2R/v. To this classically expected
sojourn time, distance divided by velocity, Baz' adds the contribution
(sin (2kR111kv which he ascribes to a quantum effect. In our picture
this contribution is a spurious reflection effect.
The same result (4.20) may be obtained more directly by considering
the magnetic field to be extended over all space. In fact, compare the
spin orientation at the radius R for an incoming spinor wave

IR-(K+r) I IR-(K+R)l

(4.21)

[ r (K_r) I r (K_R)
1
1

where K+ (K_) is given by (4.7) with the + (-) sign, with that for the
corresponding
0 1 (K+r) I I 1 (K+R)l

(4.22)

0 (K_r) / r (K_R)
1
1

The 0/I factors can easily be expressed in terms of

Q£ •

The calculated

precession angle leads directly to the result (4.20).Note the close
relation of the waves (4.21) and (4.22) with the primary transmitted
wave and the primary wave returning from V, both just inside the sphere,
in the previous discussion of the corrected Baz' method.
At the end of this section we point out a problem playing a role
in all derivations of sojourn time and time delay in which incoming
and outgoing waves are compared at a finite radius R. We believe that
such a procedure is only meaningful
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if radially incoming and outgoing

waves can there be defined in an unambiguous way. For ~

+a

reflection

takes place from the centrifugal potential outside r•R. As mentioned
in section 4.J, this reflection is intimately related to the non-central
propagation of wave packets in three dimensions. To avoid the associated
ambiguity of the incoming spherical wave we might choose R so large
that the simple exponential approximation (4.6) is sufficiently accurate.
It is instructive, however, to extend the exponential with a few
additional terms in the asymptotic expansion of It (kr) and to choose
a smaller R such that the extended expression is a sufficiently
accurate approximation to It (kr) for r > R:
I i (kr)

~. e-i(kr-!t~) {I _ i~(t+l)

2kr

V

(i+2)!
}
- S(i-2)!k2r2

(4.23)

The motivation to break off after the second-order term is that, starting
with the third-order term the reflection against the centrifugal barrier
may be expected to contribute. This expectation is based on the
comparison with the corresponding WKB expression
l

k ]
[ kt (r)

2

e

-i(kr-h~)

e

-i /;, {k (r')-k}dr'
Jl.

( 4 • 24 )

,

which can be interpreted as a wave which has undergone no reflectionl9,
The 1/kr expansion of the exact solution IJI. (kr) begins to deviate from
the corresponding expansion of IWK: (kr) starting with the third-order
term. In (4.24) kJI. (r) is the local radial wave number given by
kJI.(r) =

[ k

2 _ JI.(H 1 ) ]
2

i

(4.25)

r

We therefore expect that R should be taken so large that reflection
from the centrifugal potential outside the sphere can be neglected, i.e.
so that the expansion (4.23), and its complex conjugated for 09. , to
second order is a sufficiently accurate approximation.
After a careful inspection of the derivation of (4.20) the abovementioned considerations lead us in our case to replace the d
as follows :
211 d!"'JI.

dE

Q~/dE

term

(4.26)
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Higher orders in 1/R, which may be influenced by omitted orders of I~
and 0~ , are left out of consideration, since these are affected by
the influence of the centrifugal reflection.
It is possible to give a simple interpretation of the additional
R.(

R. +l) term in the sojourn time, occurring for

~

'fO. Classically, a

particle with a non-vanishing angular momentum carries out a non-central
motion, As a consequence the distance it covers inside the sphere is
smaller than 2R, The reduction of this distance depends on the collision
2 2
parameter b. To first order in l/R it is equal to b 2/R • ! tp R (see fig.4.2).
With and without potential V the sojourn time now contains the
same R-dependent contribution. The latter therefore cancels by
subtraction: the formula deduced for the retardation time agrees with
the Wigner-Eisenbud expression (4.l),contrary to the situation pointed
01at by

Baz 1 •
Fig. 4. 2

Claasieal pietux>e for a
particle ~ith R.~O. Beeauae of its
non-eentral path of propagation..
the diatanee aovered ~ithin the
sphere r=R is less than 2R.

b

It is possible to generalize the stationary spin-clock method to one
for wave packets. This is of interest because it shows the relation
to Fong's method

17

and clarifies certain aspects of the stationary

description.
We consider the magnetic field to be extended over all space,
Furthermore, in the first instance we consider three-dimensional wave
packets instead of one-dimensional, radial, waves. Without interaction

V we have the following wave function
(4.27)
the label t of ~t indicating the time-dependence. With this free wave
packet we now associate a spin l/2. In the homogeneous magnetic field
we give the spin-up and spin-down components equal but opposite energy
shifts. This leads us to the spinor wave function
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;,

[:~:::~.]

(4.28)

In this way we have achieved that the spin-up and spin-down packets
describe a common orbital motion, or, in other words that no
correlation exists between orbital motion and spin state.
Replacing exp (ik.t)by ~k (t}, including the scattered wave, we
take into account the distortion of the wave packet by the potential V,
Again our purpose is to ttse a spin-clock method-to "measure" the s'Ojourn
time of the particle inside a sphere with radius R, surrounding the
interaction region. At the sttrface of this sphere we now split up
~k (t) into its radially incoming part

~k-(t) and its outgoing part

~k+(t), the former being a sum of partial waves containing radial

functions I~ while the latter contains only 0~ radial parts. We thus
get the incoming and outgoing spinor wave packets

(4.29)
where

Jdk A(k) 't(r) e -iEt/b
+

+

+ +

(4.30)

As pointed out in section 4.2 some caution is required in using the
characterizations "incoming" and "outgoing" for the + and - wave packet
parts defined above. In view of this we choose R so large that even for
the highest

Q.

values significantly represented in the wave packet the

centrifugal reflection outside the sphere is negligible.
At the radius r=R we now define a time-averaged spin component a.
(i= x,y,z) for the radially incoming wave and a similar one

- +

a.

1

1

for the

radially outgoing wave:

J+oo
-o:>

J:

+

'!'±)

dt <!~· o.
1

-t

(4.31)
dt

+

<.!;;.

p

'!'±)

R -t
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The operator PR in the expectation values stands for

o(r-R), i.e. the

instantaneous probability density at r=R is used as a weight factor. The
denominator has been added for normalization. Without magnetic field
both the incoming and outgoing spinors have identical spin-up and spin-+
- +
down components including their phases, so that a-= a- =0, whereas
z

y

cr ± =J. This corresponds to a complete polarization along the positive
X

-

+

x-axis. With the magnetic field switched on the value a- =0 is
z
-+
retained while a- =1 to first order in B. The values of a and

-+

a

y

X

y

to first order in.B turn out to be given by

(4.32)
where the quantities T±(R) are defined by

+

T-(R)

J:

+
dt t ('I'± ' PR'!'~)
t

.
roo dt
__.,

(4.33)

p '!'±)
('!'±
t • R t

Clearly, like in the case of stationary scattering, a spin rotation
has taken place in the Xy-plane, the precession angle to first order
in B being given by
+Dividing by the Larmor precession

ay cr-y ,

frequency, we find the sojourn time to be given by

(4.34)
The previous equations admit of a simple interpretation. Classically
the sojourn time would be equal to the value of t at which the particle
leaves the sphere diminished by the value of t at which it enters.
Quantummechanically none of these values is unique. In T-(R) each value
of t is weighed by the instantaneous probability density of the
incoming wave at r=R leading to an average value of t for the wave
packet to enter the sphere, In a similar way T+(R) is the average value
of t for the wave packet to leave the sphere. The average sojourn
time is found by subtraction of these two quantities.
The relation between this extended spin-clock method and that
proposed by Fong can now easily be given. Fong uses instantaneous
probability

ftuxes instead of densities as weight factors for each

value of t. This is also possible in our spin-clock method, We then
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obtain instead of (4.33):

(4.35)
where

(L
o(r-R)
()r

+

o(r-R) ilr
a

(4.36)

is the operator of outward particle flux through the spherical surface
r=R. In (4.35) no denominators have to be added for normalization since
the usual normalization of the free wave packet·

I

+<»

dt

('!'~

~t

implies

±I •

(4.37)

-eo

The time-dependent spin-clock method, using SR instead of PR in (4.31),
is thus in agreement with Fong's method.
We now specialize the previous formulae to the important case of
wave packets which are narrow in energy. For these, it is meaningful
to characterize the retardation or sojourn time by one single quantity,
in contrast to wave packets broad in energy, where the distortion during
the passage through the sphere considered is in general so strong that
the concept of retardation or sojourn time looses much of its
significance. Instead, one may then be more interested in the detailed
shape of the scattered wave packet. For instance, considering
resonance scattering in the case of an incident wave packet entering
the interaction region in a time short relative to the lifetime of
the resonance, it is interesting to study the shape of the front of
the scattered wave packet and the exponentially decaying tail 20 •
We remind the reader of the remark in section 4.1 about the
condition that the energy width of the packet is to be large enough
to meet the requirement that incoming and outgoing packets do not
significantly overlap on the spherical surface. The radius R of the
sphere should be chosen so large that the condition of negligible
overlap can be satisfied, but that on the other hand the variation of
certain factors in the integrands to be discussed belo'"• can be
neglected.
Furthermore, we specialize the discussion to wave packets containing
a single

~

value. One reason is that we ,,Tant to derive the expressions
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for this case given in the previous sections. Another reason is that
we want to eliminate the influence of the chosen angular momentum
distribution in the incident wave packet. In the classical picture
this means that we restrict the discussion to a particle with definite
impact parameter b (see fig.4.2).
In view of these limitations we write
<l>t ;

J dk a(k) r

~t = J'

dk a(k)

e

~

e

-iE/n

'

-iEt/n

(4.38)
(4.39)

(4.40)
where a(k) is concentrated near a particular energy, The latter two
expressions apply outside the region of the interaction V. Substituting
these in (4.33} and using (4,34) we obtain

T(R}
(4.41)
For a packet sufficiently narrow in energy, the factors multiplying
2
ia(k)i in the integrands are approximately constant over the energy
interval concerned and may be taken out of the integrals. This gives
rise to the expression
'I

T(R) = 2'h Im (

dO
~ do
dEt) + 2n dEt •

(4.42)

which is easily shown to be identical to (4.20),
A similar calculation based on the use of SR instead of PR and on
the normalization of a(k) so that (4.37) is satisfied, leads to the
result
T(R) ; ~Re W(I
V

t

, 00 )
N

+

2n

dot
dE

(4.43)

Although this result differs from the previous expressions (4.42) and
(4.20), it should be noted that the avoidance of the centrifugal
reflection according to the prescription described in the previous sec-
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tion has as a satisfactory consequence the replacement of the first term
in (4.43) by the same physically plausible expression as in (4.26).
We conclude that Fong's method can also be formulated using PR as
a weight factor. Furthermore, this method and the time-dependent
spin-clock description lead to identical expressions, independent
of whether PR or SR is used to define time averages.
Although the expression (4.42) is identical to that obtained in
the previous stationary description, it is not all clear how a
stationary description as described at the end of the previous section,
can be obtained as the limit of the time-dependent spin-clock method
presented in this section. Clearly, the limit of a well-defined total
energy cannot be achieved starting from (4.29) with

B+o

and a common

orbital motion for spin-up and spin-down.
The limit does seem possible when $t in (4.28) is taken to be a
narrow-energy packet, which is taken different for spin-up and spindown components:

(4.44)
in which
e

and similarly for

i(k•t-Et/h)

(4.45)

$~·Allowing the functions A+(k) and A+(k) to depend

smoothly on B such that they tend to the same function for B=O, clearly
enables one to consider the stationary situation as a limiting situation.
Let us now consider the spin clock for such a spinor wave packet. Eqs.
(4.29) and (4.30) are correspondingly generalized and we adopt the
same expression (4.3J) for the average spin components. The contribution
to

cr.+1

cr.

1

(i= x,y,z) of first-order in B is partly due to the

difference between A+(k) and A+(k) with the exponentials in (4.44)
approximated by I, and partly due to the first-order part of the
•
.
exponent1als
w1th
At(+
k) and A+(+)
k replaced by their common zero-order

form. The former contribution turns out to be zero and the latter
contribution is identical to the spin clock expressions obtained earlier
in this section. The z-component of the local spin expectation value
therefore is identical for the incoming and outgoing 1vave packets to
first order in B, whereas the xy projection shows a rotation as
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previously. We conclude that a wave packet more general than given
by (4.29) and (4.30), i.e. packet of the type indicated in (4.44)
and (4.45), of which the stationary spin-clock method can be considered
as a limiting situation, does not lead to the same expressions for
the sojourn and retardation times.
Note that the more general wave packet, in contrast to the one
previously considered, shows a correlation between spin orientation and
position. This feature is also apparent in the stationary description
at the end of section 4.2, where the direction of spin polarization
following from (4.21) and (4.22) is easily seen to depend on r. This
applies in particular to the z-component. In the light of the foregoing
discussion this feature can now be understood as a consequence of the
fact that the stationary situation is a limit of the generalized
spinor wave packet and not of the special packet given by (4.29)
and (4.30).
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CHAPTER V

A DESCRIPTION OF COLLECTIVE MOTION IN PERMANENTLY DEFORMED NUCLEI

5.1

t

Introduction
The starting point of many discussions of nuclear collective

surface vibrations and rotations is the Bohr Hamiltonian 2 • Simple
solutions for the corresponding Schrodinger equation only exist in the
so-called vibrational limit and in the axially symmetric rotational
limit. The latter we have treated briefly in chapter II in connection
with the rotator-particle model. Relatively simple solutions are also
known in a few other cases. We already mentioned the work of Davydov
et al.3 in which they consider a static deformation from axial symmetry.
Faessler and Greiner4 have given solutions for the case of an axially
symmetric equilibrium shape around which the surface performs
harmonic oscillations. The amplitude of these oscillations is small
with respect to the equilibrium deformation, so that the more complicated part of the rotation-vibration interaction may be neglected
in zeroth order. The effects of this part of the rotation-vibration
interaction and the anharmonicity may be included using perturbation
theory. Clearly, it is important in such an approach that the basic
solutions are sufficiently simple.
There are, however, many nuclei which do not fit into one of
these categories and for which the only available approach seems to be
a complete numerical solution. This has been performed by Kumar and
Baranger5 and, using a different method, by Dussel and Bes6, It is
clear that again much is gained if the Hamiltonian can be put in a
simple form, easily amenable to a numerical approach.
There are two important types of vibrations of permanently
deformed nuclei with axially symmetric equilibrium shape: the avibration and the y-vibration. In the case of a a-vibration the nuclear
shape remains axially symmetric while in the case of a y-vibration
tSubmitted for publication. A preliminary report was given in ref.1.
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the

nuc~ar

shape deviates from axial symmetry. In the usual Bohr-

Mottelson {Faessler-Greiner) treatment the description of the yvibration is more complicated than that of the 8-vibration: the
coupling between the y-vibration and the rotation about the
approximate symmetry axis 3 is not negligible in any reasonable
zero-order approximation.
In this chapter we propose an alternative form for the Bohr
Hamiltonian in the case of a permanent deformation not too far from
axial symmetry, which is aimed at greater simplicity. To clarify its
advantages we apply it to the case of small harmonic surface
oscillations around the axially symmetric shape. The result is a more
transparent description of rotational and vibrational modes. For small
vibrational amplitudes the Hamiltonian consists of uncoupled
rotational, a- and y-vibrational parts. The rotational part has a
simple form which is related to the rotational Hamiltonian(2.J)
discussed in chapter II, The total vibrational part takes the form
of a three-dimensional anisotropic harmonic oscillator with two
equal eigenfrequencies. Contrary to other descriptions we can in a
simple way make use of the second quantization formalism, not only
for the a-vibrations but also for the y-vibrations. The essential
feature in our method is that we do not use the frame of principal
axes of the nuclear quadrupole shape as the rotating frame,
In section 5.2 we briefly review the usual treatment of the Bohr
Hamiltonian. We follow here closely the procedure of Faessler and
Greiner 4 • 7 • In section 5.3, after discussing some properties of the
rotator-particle model which are of particular interest in the context
of this chapter. we introduce the so-called single-principal-axis
frame and derive the associated form of the Bohr Hamiltonian. Static
higher multipole deformations of axially symmetric shape are included.
In section 5.4 we discuss this form of the Bohr Hamiltonian and its
eigenstates for the special case of small harmonic oscillations
around a deformed axially symmetric equilibrium shape. In chapter II
we already met some aspects to be discussed in this chapter. This
chapter, however, provides a general theoretical background necessary
for a better understanding of the rotator model and rotator-particle
model. In particular, the origin of the rotator Hamiltonian (2.1)
becomes clear in section 5.5.
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5.2

Bohr Hamiltonian; principal-axes frame
In the phenomenological description of collective rotations and

vibrations the nuclear shape is parametrized by the expansion of the
radius, as a function of the direction, in spherical harmonics (see
chapter II {2.3)), The coefficients aAP specifying the shape are
considered as generalized coordinates. The simplest form for the
classical kinetic energy, which meets the usual invariance requirements
is7:
(5.1)
The most important type of deformation is the quadrupole deformation.
A distinction between rotations and vibrations is introduced by
considering the nuclear shape with respect to the principal quadrupole
axes. This procedure is particularly advantageous

if the nucleus has

a deformed equilibrium shape. One usually takes the 3-axis in the
direction of the largest quadrupole displacement of the nuclear
surface, In the axially symmetric case of chapter II this axis was
referred to as symmetric axis. In the following we refer to it as
deformation axis. The nuclear radius as a function of direction Q 1
relative to this frame, leaving out higher multipoles for

sit~licity,

is given by

Following Faessler and Greiner we use the real shape parameters a 2 o
and a22 as dynamical variables instead of the more familiar B and y,
The dynamics can be described in terms of a 2 o and a 22 and the three
Euler angles J'l, J; ,)3.
In terms of the new coordinates the classical kinetic energy (5.1)
is given by 7
(5. 3)

T

in which the moments of inertia

JI

and

J2

are equal to
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(5.4)

whereas w ,,w ,,w ,are the components of the rotational angular
X
y
Z
velocity with respect to the body-fixed frame, Here and in the
following we change our notation compared to that of chapter II: the
123 frame is now referred to as the x'y'z' frame and the subscripts

have been modified accordingly. This is done in order to avoid possible
confusion about the different meaning of the subscripts of the a's
and thew's, Expressed in the time derivatives of the Euler angles
the components w.(i= x'y'z') are given by the transformation
1

w. = ~ vik {
1

where 11 vik 11 is the matrix of direction
cosines between the perpendicular axes i of the principal-axes frame
and the skew instantaneous axes k around which the Ji,Ji,~ rotations
are defined:
-sin J cos ..73
sin .1'
0
2
3
f

11

vikll

sin J' sin
2

J3

cos ";

cos J'2

0

(5.5)

0

2 2
From the form of the term 4B 2a 22wz'
in (5,3) one observes that
the rotation about the deformation axis is closely related to the
deviation from axial symmetry.
To find the quantummechanical kinetic energy operator the PauliPodolsky quantization procedure is applied 8 • 9
by Podolsky9

the combination { H,

~.

,

As was pointed out

dT} of Hamilton operator, wave

function and volume element, used in normalization and inner-product
integrals, is not unique, If { H, W, dT } is the combination following
from the Pauli prescription • the system can equally well be
described, for instance, by a combination { H:v:dT'} given by the
transformation
H'

where
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(~is

f(q)'l', d-r'

dT

a function of the generalized coordinates q. Such a

(5.6)

transformation may be useful
function

~
2

to simplify the formalism. The wave

that corresponds to the Pauli prescription is unique in

that 1~1 is the probability density defined relative to a natural
choice of the volume element dT=~IT.dq.
, where G is the determinant
~
~
of the metric tensor 11 g •. 11 obtained from the classical kinetic
~J

energy. The factor VG reflects the (sometimes implicit) relation
of the coordinates q with an underlying Carthesian description in
terms of individual particles. Insufficient awareness of the special
significance of the Pauli wave function in this respect easily leads
to a confusing probability interpretation. An example from the
literature, dealing with the deviation from axial symmetry will be
pointed out in section 5.4.
If the volume element
(5. 7)

is chosen, we get rid of firstderivativeswith respect to a 2 o and a 2 2
in the Hamilton operator, which do appear if the Pauli prescription
is used. This gain is paid for by the occurrence* of a "kinetic
potential" term Vk.l.n • The kinetic energy operator found for this choice
of the volume element is

where
2
(3a20 +
(5. 9)

Furthermore, I X ,, I y , and I Z , are the body-fixed angular momentum
components. Note that the contribution of Vk. is of primary
l.n

importance for small deviations from axial symmetry. The final form
•rn equation (51) of K.T. Hecht's contribution to Selected Topics in
Nuclear Spectroscopy (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1964, ed. B.J. Verhaar)
a "kinetic potential" term has to be included for the equation to
conform to the choice of volume element.
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of the Bohr Hamiltonian is obtained in the new coordinates by adding
the surface potential energy V(azo,azz) to T.

A special case which has been studied extensively is that of a
well-defined deep minimum of the potential energy at an axiallysymmetric shape. In this limiting case the Hamilton operator reduces to

(5 .1 0)

in which J

0

2
= 3B 2b 20
,

while

c0 and c2 are the stiffness parameters.

Clearly, the a 2o-vibration in this case is a simple harmonic oscillation
around the equilibrium deformation b20• We notice, however, that the
dynamics of the a 22 -vibration is much more involved due to the term
(I ,-tf)/16B2a~2• which can be interpreted as the coupling of this
z

oscillation with the rotation about the z'-axis. For every eigenvalue

tK

of the constant of the motion

,the a22-vibrational part of the

Schrodinger equation can be separated. Faessler and Greiner 4• 7 solved
the a

2

-equation by putting it into the form of the radial equation

of th~ isotropic three-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The l/ai 2
term then takes the form of a centrifugal potential ~(~ +l)/r2 if we
introduce a fictitious
2

l/4(K -l)=

£ quantum number which then is half-valued:

t(£+1), The solutions of the "radial" equation can be·

expressed in hypergeometric functions and can be numbered with a radial
quantum number n =0,1,2,,,,, The energy eigenvalue for the a 22

vibration is then given by
(5 .ll)

if we add subscripts to

t

and n to conform to the notation of ref. 7,

A disadvantage of this procedure is that the physical meaning of

the quantum numbers tK and n is not very transparent contrary to the
2
quantum number n for the a -vibration. A similar objection applies
0
20
to the quantum numbers t and v and associated functions of y
introduced by Corrigan et al,lo, Furthermore, the energy spectrum (5.11)
shows a degeneracy the origin of which is not clear from the treatment.
For the complete form of the eigenstates jiMKn n )> we refer to ref.7.
2 0
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5.3

Sinale-princiEal-axis frame
In the usual treatment described above, the rotating frame is

defined to coincide with the three principal axes of the instantaneous
nuclear quadrupole shape. We shall now show that by a different choice
of the rotating frame the singular rotation-vibration interaction
for axial shape is avoided, quantum numbers are obtained with a more
transparent physical meaning, the degeneracy of the spectrum (5.11} is
explained in terms of symmetry and, finally, a phonon description is
naturally obtained for both S- and y-type vibrations. Moreover,the
quadrupole vibrations are then dealt with more or less on the same
footing as the higher multipoles and with possible particle degrees
of freedom explicitly included in the description. The latter may be
of importance in trying to relate the macroscopic and microscopic
descriptions of quadrupole vibrations of permanently deformed nuclei.
The z'-axis still points along the deformation axis; the connection
between the x' and y' axes and the two remaining principal axes is
not maintained, however. Our treatment bears some analogy to the
situation of a particle bound to an axially symmetric rigid rotating
core. Therefore it seems appropriate to point out some aspects of
this latter system. In the subsequent discussion the particle is
essentially replaced by the quadrupole vibrational degrees of freedom,
which are treated similarly in our description.
Let us first consider the core, With respect to an internal frame
the z'-axis of which is directed along the symmetry axis its shape is
described by deformation parameters bAO , in which we now also include
higher even multipoles for completeness. The assumption of constant
shape implies a restriction of the possible variations of the laboratory
collective coordinates aA~ to only two independent degrees of
freedom, corresponding to rotations of the z'-axis:
(5. J 2)

The third Euler angle, specifying the orientation of the x' and y' axes,
is also absent in the expression for the classical kinetic energy
following from (5.12) and (5.1):
T

core

l:

A

(5.13)
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The classical Hamiltonian and the Hamilton operator therefore do not
contain ~ nor a canonically conjugated momentum. In chapter II we
3
already referred to these equations in a more implicit way.
Including the particle in the description we have three additional
laboratory coordinates. If we turn to a body-fixed description for the
particle it is necessary to introduce x' and y' axes. This, however,
would increase the number of coordinates to six: J' ,~.~ and x',y',z'
(or the corresponding spherical coordinates re'~' ), A superfluous

1

coordinate is thus introduced. In chapter II we already mentioned
that this problem can be handled in different ways. The kinetic energy
of the particle when expressed in terms of the six coordinates contains

~· and their time derivatives, only in the combinations !3 +~'
and 11' +$' • As a consequence, it is possible to treat f +.p' as
3
3

Jr3

and

a single coordinate and p~ +~' as a single conjugate momentum in the
3
classical Hamiltonian or Hamilton operator. An equivalent procedure
would be to define .p• to be identically zero. The usual procedure is
to treat J and ~as independent, together with their conjugate momenta
3
Iz' and jz'' and to impose the subsidiary condition
R ' ~ s

z

(I

zI

-

j ,) ~ = 0

z

(5. 14)

on the solutions of the Schrodinger equation. This condition means
essentially that ~ should depend only on .1' +~' rather than on .J' ·
3
3
and ~· separately. In addition to being readily extensible to more·
particles, this procedure has the advantage that it is now easily
possible to enlarge the set of wave functions satisfying (5.14) with
those which do not. This is essential, for instance, for the introduction of

and j±

operators and operators creating and annihilating

particles in Nilsson orbits. A method to introduce a description in
terms of independent :/ and ~' will be treated shortly on the basis
3
of a temporarily statical axial asymmetry.
The choice .P' =0 is essentially made for the x' and y' axes in
the anologous case of the Bohr Hamiltonian described in the previous
section. Our proposal for an alternative choice in that case can be
compared directly to the above-mentioned procedure based on the
subsidiary condition (5.14). Instead of the particle we now consider
quadrupole vibrations around an axially symmetric equilibrium shape.
For unspecified x' and y' axes the nuclear shape is in the x'y'z'
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frame given by

2

R(Q')

bA0YAO(Q')+A20y20(Q')+A2-2y22(Q')+A22y2-2(n')] '.

A>2

(5.15)

where A is still real; the complex deformation parameters A and A _
20
22
2 2
are complex conjugated. The absolute value of the latter defines the
difference in length of the principal axes of the quadrupole shape in
the x'y' plane, the phase

$'{A + =IA 1 exp±2i$') defines their
2 2
22
orientation relative to the x'y' axes.
The

ca~culation

of the classical kinetic energy from {5.15) and

(5.J) is quite similar to the derivation of (5.3) The resulting

expression is

Here wx,wy,and wtare defined as in (5.3) and the quantities J stand
for the components of the inertia tensor:
2
+ B2 (3A20
+ 2/6 A20 ReA22 + 2 IA2212).
Jl = Jh
0
J2

=.t+
B2
0

(5. 1 7)

216 Bz A2o Im A22 s

Jl2
J3

2
(3A20 - 216 A2o ReA 22 + 2 IA2212>,

2

= SB2 1Azzl ·

The contribution J~

to the moment of inertia for the x' and y' axes

due to higher multipoles is defined in (5l3) with the A =2 contribution
omitted. Note that we now have a cross term in the angular velocities
w, and w ,, as could have been anticipated, since the x' and y'
X

y

axes are not principal axes. Furthermore, a lengthy but straightforward calculation shows that T depends on

Jj

derivatives through the combinations ~ +$'

and u;+$'

3

and $'and their time
only.

In the Bohr-Mottelson (and Faessler-Greiner) descriptions the
inertia tensor is diagonalized by the choice

$'=0. This indeed

simplifies the rotational energy expression, g1v1ng rise essentially
to {5.3). In this way, by transferring the$' degree of freedom from
the quadrupole vibrations in the x'y' plane to the rotation of the
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x'y'z' frame, the Hamiltonian for the vibrations in the x'y' plane
is deprived of much of its simplicity. For that reason we maintain
the two degrees of freedom contained in A •
22
In order to avoid complications in the introduction of the
canonical momenta and in the quantization procedure it is convenient
to introduce temporarily a stationary axial asymmetry in the higher
multipoles creating a preferred direction for the x'y' axes, which
are chosen along the principal axes of the inertia tensor for the
higher multipoles. This enables us to treat ~and ~· as independent
dynamical variables, ~ defining the orientation of the highermultipole asymmetry

and~·

the direction of the quadrupole asymmetry

with respect to the x'y' axes. Eventually the axial symmetry is
restored, which then gives rise to a subsidiary condition similar to (5.14).
Accordingly, we replace the~ term in the first of the equations
(5.J7} by the contribution

Ji

of higher multipoles and ~

in the

second equation by J~ • The modified moments of inertia are indicated
N

h

~

by J 1 and J , respectively. To J
we similarly add J , changing
2
3
3
it into :f • The non-diagonal element Jj is not modified. With
3
2
these replacements expression (5.16} is still valid. Subsequently,
we change to real quadrupole variables

'i,

~ ·~

satisfying
(5 .18)

and representing the quadrupole displacements along the x' or y' axis,
along directions rotated over 45

0

and along the z' axis, respectively.

Essentially the quadrupole motion of the nuclear surface in the x'y'
plane is considered here to be built up out of vibrations of two
ellipses with fixed orientations of axes rotated with respect to one
0

another by 45 . This is to be compared with the rotation of a single
vibrating ellipse in the usual description where the x'y' axes are
fixed to the ellipse. The kinetic energy now reads
T

·2
a.]_ •
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(5.19)

The quantization procedure is facilitated if the metric tensor, with

1 23

the components arranged according to the sequence ~~~a a a , is
written as
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the kinetic energy operator is given by8,9
y'

I

L

=!

T

(I ' - L ,)2
I.I. + _z_~..;;..z_ +
1 J
~

(J ) ..

i,j=x'

=

1J

in which ~ is the upper left 2 x 2-submatrix of 11 g 11 and Vkin is a
0
kinetic potential. Furthermore, in (5.23) the projections of the total
angular momentum along the x'y' and z' axes are given by combining

11 sllI

I

1

with <J/<JJ'. :
l.

t

cos

"3

a

a

·,J'
( - - - - + S1n
3 a~ + cotan
sinJ' a

x'

==r

y'

t
=I <

2
sinJ'3

J!

2

a

a

a

J'2cos~ aJ:

- - - - - + cos~ a;;: - cotan J'2sinJ3
sin.; a.r1
2

3

)

'

a
a.r.

(5.24)_

3

The operator L ,in (5.23), which stands for 2(a p

-a p }, generates
1 a2 2 al
z
rotations of the quadrupole shape around the z' axis and can
therefore be interpreted, anticipating a description in terms of

quadrupole phonons, as the component of the phonon angular momentum
along the z' axis.
Restoring the axial symmetry for the higher multipoles, we note
that

J

}1

3

tends to zero. The second term in (5.23) then shifts all levels

to infinity, except for those whose wave functions '!' satisfy the
subsidiary condition
. (5. 251
Correspondingly we take

J~ and J~ equal, denoting their common

value again by ~· Hence, we can effectively write the kinetic
energy operator as
y'
T

I
i,j=x'

(J
=

-I

where now Vkin is given by
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3
) •. I. I. +
1]
1
J

I

i=l

(5.26l_

Without higher multipoles this reduces to the relatively simple
expression

(5.28)

Note that, if we retain the a/a~

operator in (5.24} and do not

replace it by { i/h )L ,, the operators I ,,I ,, and I , satisfy the
Z

y

X

Z

usual commutation rules for body-fixed total angular momentum
components. This is another advantage of treating J- and $' as
3

independent variables. The difference

, -

L ,,

z

i.e. the generator

R 1 of rotations of the x'y'z' frame about the z' axis without a
z
change in the laboratory orientation of the nuclear shape, does not
correspond to any change of the original

~A~

variables in the

laboratory frame. Therefore (5.25) can be interpreted also as the
condition of uniqueness of

~

in terms of the original coordinates.

One observes that in our form of the kinetic energy operator no
term singular for small axial asymmetries occurs, in contrast to the
form (5.8). The same remark applies to the kinetic potential term.
This is particularly advantageous in discussing the case of small
amplitude vibrations around axial symmetry. Before going into that,
however, we give the expression for H in the case of the complex
vibrational degrees of freedom A ±

2 2

, with the surface potential

energy V( A) added:
y'
H

L

i,j=x'

(J
=

-J

) .. I. I. +
l.J
l.
J

t

L
even

II2~ II2\l
2B
2

----=-;;;~= + vk.
~

1.n

+ v(A) .(5.29)

in which the conjugated momenta are given by
(p

a

1

'~"

ip a )/12

(5.30)

2

The angular momentum Lz' carried by the A and A _ vibrations now
22
2 2
takes the form

(5.31)

reminiscent of the expression for the phonon angular momentum for a
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vibrational nucleus with all five

2

a ~

degrees of freedom. In section

5.4 we shall meet more aspects of the A ± quadrupole vibrations
2 2
showing that the nuclear dynamics in the x'y' plane behave as a twodimensional vibrational nucleus.
5.4

Phonon description
As an application of the foregoing we discuss the special case in

which the equilibrium deformation is axially symmetric, while the
vibrational amplitudes are so small that the moments of inertia tensor
in (5.29) can be replaced by its diagonal equilibrium value and the
sum Vk.1n + V(A) by its harmonic approximation:
H

t/

t2
a
a
2 2
- - 2 - - - 2 + !C2 (a +a2)

12-I2
z'

2J
0

2B

2

aa 1

2B

2

aa 2

The simplification compared to the form (5.10) is clear: the vibrations
that distort the axial symmetry can now be interpreted as an isotropic
two-dimensional harmonic oscillator, which explains the degeneracy of
their energy spectrum.
A simple description in terms of phonons can be adopted also for
these vibrations. Denoting creation operators for

A 2~ phonons by B~

and the corresponding annihilation operators by B , the Hamilton
lJ

operator becomes
(5.33}

The eigenfrequencies w0 and w2 are in general different, We thus get
a decoupled system of a rotator and an anisotropic three-dimensional
oscillator, We note in passing that the introduction of the creation
and annihilation operators is possible by the independent treatment of

~and

$

1
;

B: 2

and

B±z

carry a wave function satisfying the sub-

sidiary condition (5.25) into one which does not. The z' component of
vibrational angular momentum is
(5' 34}

This implies, as could be expected, that an A phonon does not contri20
bute, while an A ± phonon carries ±2b.
2 2
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The form of the spectrum of the vibrations that distort the axial
symmetry is
(5.35.)_

N

2

and N_ standing for the number of A
2

22

and A _ phonons, respectively.
2 2

Let us compare this equation with (5.11}. Instead of the two more or
less vague quantum numbers
analogy of the a

~K

and n , introduced on the basis of an
2
-vibrational Schrodinger equation to the radial

22

equation of the spherical oscillator, we now have simply the two
K, ~K

phonon numbers N and N_t In terms of these the ·quantum numbers
2
and 11z are given by
N2 + N_2 -

IN2 - N_21

2

(5. 36.1

The eigenstates of the Hamilton operator (5.33) are in obvious
notation

(5. 37)
Ill-

+ (-)I

D~-K

(J) IN2 = N-2'

N~2

= N2)} INo)

The symmetrized form of this expression is due to the uniqueness with
respect to a description in the variables

aA~

The probability

distribution as described by the eigenfunctions (5.37) does not show
a suppression of the probability of nearly axially symmetric shapes,
as suggested by Faessler and Greiner4 and Eisenberg and Greiner7.
We note that, writing the kinetic part of (5.32) in generalized
momentum operators according to T= - ~h 2 Lij f(q) G-1/2 x
3/3qi G1/2 ( 11 g ~~-I )ij 3/3qj f -I (q), where qi stands for J"

1 ~a 1 a 2 a 3 ,
<V

we find both f(q) and the metric tensor in the approximation

corresponding to (5.32); f(q) being a constant the wave function (5.37)
squared

ad~it

a

pro~ability

interpretation relative to a natural

choice of the volune element in the sence of section 5.2 . The
two-dimensional oscillator wave: functions vanish at the origin only
if N2 or ~ is odd. In particular, in the ground state the probability
2
density does not vanish for the axially symmetric shape. On the
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contrary, the A22 , A2- part of the wave function has a Gaussian shape
2
centered at the origin. Also in this respect the vibrations in the x'y'
plane resemble the five quadrupole degrees of freedom of a threedimensional vibrating nucleus.
5.5

Relation to rotator Hamiltonian in chaEter II

The Hamiltonian (5.32) or (5,33) is a convenient starting point to
obtain the rotator Hamiltonian (2.ll which applies under more special
conditions. We consider the vibrational potentials to be so steep
around equilibrium that it becomes meaningful to restrict oneself
to the part of Hilbert space in which the vibrations are in their
ground-states. Then, the vibrational part of the Hamiltonian becomes
effectively a constant, which can be discarded. Furthermore, a possible
additional particle interacts by means of an axially symmetric
potential,Finally, we note that the operators I ,, I , and I , generate
X

y

Z

infinitesimal rotations of the total state of the core which includes
the zero-point vibrations. Therefore, they are identical to the core
angular momentum operators R ,, R , and R , considered in previous
X

y

Z

chapters. As a consequence, in the notation of these chapters, the
Hamiltonian (5.32) or (5.33) reduces to

;;
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift betreft onderwerpen uit de quantummechanische
verstrooiingstheorie en enkele aspecten van de quantummechanica
van gebonden toestanden. Gekeken is naar kernfysische problemen,
de resultaten zijn echter veelal ook algemener toepasbaar. Centraal
staat de zgn. adiabatische benadering, die soms geintroduceerd
wordt om de beschrijving van de botsing tussen twee systemen met
interne vrijheidsgraden te vereenvoudigen. Klass.iek gesproken kan
de benadering worden toegepast indien een of meerdere van deze
vrijheidsgraden langzaam varieren. Een soortgelijke benadering is
bekend uit de molecuulfysica (adiabatische Born-Oppenheimer
benadering) .en uit de theorie van gebonden toestanden van protonen
en neutronen in kernen (Nilsson-model), In het geval van verstrooiing
wordt de benadering ook wel aangeduid ala "sudden approximation"
vanuit het gezichtspunt van de plotselinge beinvloeding van de
interne vr-ijheidsgraden door de botsing,
a) De theorie van de adiabatische benadering is nader onderzocht;
o.a. is aan de hand van twee een-dimensionale modellen getracht een
indruk te krijgen van de omstandigheden waaronder de adiabatische
benadering geldig is.
b) De adiabatische benadering voor een aan een roterende kern
gebonden nucleon verwaarloost de "coriolis" koppeling. Het verband
is onderzocht tussen deze kernfysische coriolis koppeling en de
klassieke coriolis kracht.
c) De adiabatische benadering in het geval van verstrooiing
van een deeltje aan een axiaalsymmetrische roterende kern gebaseerd
op een korte botsingsduur, is gekombineerd met een. benadering
gebaseerd op de beperking van het overgedragen impulsmoment tussen
deeltje en kern. Dit is het hoofdonderwerp van dit proefschrift.
Numerieke berekeningen betreffende een aantal verstrooiingsprocessen·
voor spin O, l/2 en l deeltjes tonen naast de geldigheid, het
praktische nut van de nieuwe gekombineerde methode aan in vergelijking
met de meer gebruikelijke gekoppelde kanalen berekeningen. Bij de
behandeling van deze "few-states adiabatic approximation" wordt een
eenvoudige verklaring gegeven voor het gedrag van S-matrix elementen
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voor deeltjes met hoge impulsmomentprojekties op de symmetrie-as van
de kern. Verder wordt een mogelijke verklaring gegeven voor een
asymmetrieverschijnsel waargenomen in de berekende S-matrix elementen.
d) Aandacht is besteed aan het begrip tijdsduur voor quantummechanische botsingen. Een door Baz' voorgesteld "spin-klok"
gedachten-experiment leidt tot uitdrukkingen voor de tijdsduur welke
afwijken van algemeen aanvaarde uitdrukkingen. De oorzaak van de
discrepancies is vastgesteld. Behalve aan een uitbreiding van dit
gedachten-experiment voor golfpaketten is aandacht besteed aan enkele
algemene aspekten die ook betrekking hebben op andere tijdsduur
beschouwingen.
e) De collectieve beschrijving van permanent gedeformeerde kernen
is nader bestudeerd. Door het meedraaiende assenstelsel op een wat
ongebruikelijke manier te kiezen is een meer bevredigende beschrijving
verkregen van de rotatie- en vibratievrijheidsgraden.
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NAWOORD
Tot slot wil ik graag al diegenen, die op enigerlei wijze een aandeel
hebben gehad in het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift, bedanken.
Enkelen van hen wil ik met name noemen.
De leden van de groep theoretische kernfysica, dr. B.J. Verhaar
en ir. L.D. Tolsma , voor de prettige en stimulerende samenwerking.
De studenten Jacques Smeets, Jaap de Kam, Huib Verwey en Frans
Marcelis, die tijdens hun afstudeer- of stageperiode hebben meegewerkt aan dit onderzoek.
Ruth Gruijters voor de illustraties van dit "proefschrift en
Therese-Anne van Amelsvoort voor de assistentie bij het typen van
de formulas.
Het rekencentrum van de T.H.E.; de numerieke berekeningen hebben
meer dan 100 uur rekentijd gekost op de Burroughs B6700 en B7700
machines,
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift van

A.M. Schulte

Eindhoven, 2 mei 1978

I

Voor botsingen van systemen met interne vrijheidsgraden kan een
formele reeksontwikkeling van S~atrix elementen naar machten van
een niet-adiabaticiteitsparameter warden afgeleidl, Men kan aantonen
dat deze reeksontwikkeling niet convergeert. Op grand van fysische
overwegingen is echter in te zien dat dit de praktische
bruikbaarheid niet behoeft te beinvloeden.
1A.M. Schulte, B.J. Verhaar, Nucl. Phys. A232 (1974) 215

II

Het is gewenst dat de uitgevers van wetenschappelijke tijdschriften
gezamenlijk het initiatief nemen tot het instellen van een commissie
die prioriteitsgeschillen regelt en tevens klachten behandelt over
publikaties waarin mogelijk niet voldoende recht wordt gedaan aan
werk van vroegere auteurs.

III

De methode beschreven in hoofdstuk Ill van dit proefschrift, toegepast
op moleculaire botsingen zou het perspektief bieden dat een
beschrijving van overgangen tussen hoog aangeslagen rotatietoestanden zonder extra inspanning kan worden verkregen.

IV
De argumentatie die Eisenberg en Greiner geven voor het diagonaal
zijn van de rotatie-traagheidstensor in de door hen afgeleide
hamiltoniaan voor collectieve kernbewegingen is onjuist 1 2
lJ.M. Eisenberg en W. Greiner, Nuclear theory, vol.t
(North-Holland Publ. Comp., Amsterdam, 1970) p.105 en p.107
2Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V

V
Bij gekoppelde kanalen berekeningen waarin zowel een spin-baan interactie als coulomb-excitatie wordt meegenomen realiseert men zich soms
onvoldoende dat voor de hogere meegenomen impulsmomenten van het
invallende deeltje de eerstgenoemde interactie veelal verwaarloosbaar
is door de kortere dracht.

VI
Het is een ongewenst aspekt van de UNIVAC 1710VIP-ponsmachine dat
deze de door de gebruiker ingetypte tekst afdrukt in plaats van
die behorende bij de uiteindelijk gegenereerde ponsingen.

VII
Teneinde voor kortlopende specialistische onderzoeken de opname van
patienten overbodig te maken is het gewenst dat in ziekenhuizen
een zgn. dagcentrum wordt ingericht.

VIII
De door Eisenberg en Greineri gegeven afleiding voor het totale
quadrupoolfononen-impulsmoment is gebaseerd op een onnodige vooronderstelling.
1J.M.

Eisenberg en W. Greiner. Nuclear theory. vol.l
(North-Holland Publ. Comp •• Amsterdam. 1970) p.60

IX
Met het oog op de belangrijke rol van de computer in het huidige
theoretische en experimentele onderzoek is het gewenst dat
natuurkunde-studenten tijdens hun opleiding een stuk onderzoek doen
waarin de computer als hulpmiddel wordt gebruikt.

X

De huidige tendens van spelverruwing in de voetbalsport maakt het
wenselijk de termen 11 strafschop 11 en "vrije trap 11 te vervangen door
minder agressie opwekkende uitdrukkingen.

